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58 Dead in Jet Crash af Cincinnati
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DISASTER FROM THE A I R . . . Firemen
and rescue workers mill around the tail section of an American Airlines 727 jet that

Four Thrown
Clear of
Wreck Live

CINCINNATI, Ohio Wl A jet airliner within landing
sight of the runway crashed and
exploded during a lightninglaced thunderstorm Monday
night, killing 58 of the 62 pertons aboard.
Five persons -were thrown
clear of the exploding wreckage. One died in a hospital.
Pour lived, but one was in very
critical condition.
The American Airlines threeengine Boeing 727 jet smacked
near the top of a 3O0-foot wooded hillside a mile and a half
from the Greater Cincinnati
Airport.
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crashed Monday night in northern Kentucky
near the Greater Cincinnati Airport (AP
Photofax)
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GRIM TASK BEGINS . . . Youthful volunteer workers
carry victim down rugged terrain, seven hours after the
crash. (AP Photofax)

REMOVE BODIES . . . Rescue workers
sit alongside canvas-covered bodies of plane
crash victims on farm wagon early today

awaiting tractor to pull them down steep hill.
(AP Photofax)

Cloudy, Warmer
Tonight; Scattered
Rain, Snow Wednesday

Aluminum Price
Dispute Raging
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
aluminum controversy is generating new steam on four fronts.
The dispute swirls around the
industry's announced price increases . and the government's
decision to reduce its aluminum
stockpile by 200,000 surplus
tons. Much of it would be transferred to government contractors.,
As charges and countercharges ricocheted through the
capital, these were the developments:
Government — While Presi-

"About 75 feet more and be
would have made it," said William Wilkerson, operations
director at the airport in Kentucky 13 miles from downtown
Cincinnati.
The wreckage flashed flames
Into the murky night sky for
hours. Workers, certain no one
lived in the melted metal, waited for. fires to subside before
beginning the-gruesome search
for bodies early today.
Ten Civil Aeronautics Board
Investigators flew to Cincinnati
to begin probing the wreckage CHICAGO (AP) - Mr. and
to learn why the plane had Mrs. Alvin Dru'yor are carrying
itmnged fatally, just moments togetherness right into the operrem a safe larding after a ating room.
flight from New Tork City.
The Prairie du Chien, Wis.,
surgery
The plane was barely visible couple will undergo
for
Wednesday
In
Chicago
in a downpour, with sparks of similar heart conditions. The
lightning^ said Mrs. Ralph open-heart surgery will be perSprague, who lives nearby.
formed by Dr. M. S. Mazel, a
"We know where the end of pioneer in the technique.
that runway is just over the top "They're going to flip a coin
of the hill," she said, "and the to see which of us goes first,"
Elane banked like it was Alvin Dru'yor, 62, said Monday
eading for it, but it was very night in a telephone interview
low and dropping fast.
from his bed at Edgewater Hos"I knew it was going into that pital. He is in the publishing
hill, and I started screaming business.
before it hit."
It crashed "like a clap of
Dru'yor said be has had a
thunder," said Mrs. Gilbert Dol- heart condition for about seven
wick. "In a minute we could years. His wife, Inez, 60, accomhear people calling for help."
panied him to Chicago two
Dru'yor's physiJ. P. Dolwlck, who owns the weeks ago for
cal
examination.
crashed,
farm where the plane
"She never had a physical
raced to the wreckage to find a herself so we decided it was a
wearing
both
man and woman,
good time for her to have one,"
airline uniforms, on the ground. he said. "They discovered she
"We just didn't make it, we had the same condition I had
didn't see the hill," Dolwick only her's was worse."
said the man had mumbled be- "What was strange was that
fore passing out.
she'd had no problems, " he
One of the survivors was El- said. "I was always the comSaratoga,
mer Weekley of
plainer."
Calif., an American flight officer riding tbe plane but not as a The operation, called a cardlmember of the crew.
opexy, is to unblock arteries
Another was Toni Ketchell, 25, leading to the heart. Dr. Mazel
a stewardess from West Mon- has performed 250 open heart
roe, La., who was in critical operations. These will be the
condition.
first on a husband and wife.
The Dru'yors, who entered
Israel
were
Other survivors
hospital Sunday, are sharthe
Horowtiz, 49, Closter, N.J., di- ing the same room.
for
records
classical
rector of
"That seems to scare everyDecca Record Co., and Norman
said Dru'yor. "The
body,"
Spector, Valley Stream, N.Y., nurses look in and you can tell
with
an electrical engineer
they're thinking, 'Has this hosBechtel Associates.
pital gone modern or something,
seemed
Ketchell
All but Miss
putting a man and woman in
in fair condition.
room?' "
"It is a miracle, isn't it," said the same
(Continued on Page 11 Col. 3)
AIR CRASH

Couple Faces
Operations for
Same Condition

17-Year-0ld
GIs Won't Go
To Viet Nam

dent Johnson maintained an
official silence. Secretary of the
Treasury Henry H. Fowler
warned of disturbing signals in WASHINGTON (AP) — Secrethe ration's price picture.
tary of Defense Robert S. McIndustry — The president of Namara ordered today that 17Reynolds Metals Co., J. H. Mc- year-old servicemen be banned
Connell, declared the price in- from duty in South Viet Nam.
creases are noninflationary. The The new policy, effective impresident of the U.S. Chamber mediately, will not affect men
of Commerce, Robert P. Ger- on sea duty in waters off Viet
holz, charged the administra- Nam. Nor will it end overseas
tion's action was an "unwar- duty for 17-year-olds elsewhere
ranted attack on the free mar- in the world.
ket economy."
The minimum age for service
Republicans — Tom R. Van in South Viet Nam will be 18,
Sickle, chairman of the Young the Pentagon announcement
Republican National Federa- said.
tion, accused Johnson of "blatantly blackmailing" the aluminum companies in an effort to
control prices. Sen. Wallace F.
Bennett of Utah said the Johnson administration's "overaction" was an unjustified, angry
gesture.
Democrats — Many senators
and House members spoke up in
favor of the administration's
action. Sen. Stuart Symington,
chairman of the Senate stockpile subcommittee, flew back to
the capital from his Missouri NEW YORK (AP) - Police
home to support the administra- said a 22-year-old man set fire
tion's strategy. He declared the to himself in front of the United
government's action could not Nations Building today and was
critically burned.
be considered antibusiness.
Police identified him as Roger A La Porte, 22, of New York
City.
La Porte was taken to Bellevue Hospital where he was reported in critical condition with
burns over his entire body.
Police said La Porte told them
he tried burning himself because, "I'm anti-war, all wars."
He identified himself as a
member of the Catholic Workers, a group of pacifists who
work with alcoholics and the
ANOKA, Minn. (AP) - Two poor.
bandits held up the Farmers
State Bank of Cedar, Minn., to- The Incident came one week
day and fled with an undeter- after Norman R. Morrison, a
mined amount of loot.
Baltimore Quaker, burned himThe bandits entered the bank self to death outside the Pentashortly before 9:30 a.m. One gon to protest U.S. involvement
pointed a long-barrel pistol and in Viet Nam.
gave orders to bank employes
to turn over the money.
A witness said the men fled in
a maroon colored car, possibly
a Pontiac. The Anoka sheriff's
office was given a license number.
Cedar is in Anoka County,
about 10 miles north of Anoka.
ST. PAUL (AP) — Insurance
Sheriff Ralph Talbot said the
bandit, pointing the gun held in Commissioner Cyrus Magnushis left hand, spoke in distinct son, fighting his ouster by Gov.
tones as he demanded money. Karl Rolvaag, was not in his ofHe was described as about 5- five Monday and presumably
feet-8, 160 pounds, about 35 huddled with his lawyers to preyears, square jawed, broad pare a legal fight for his job.
build, medium build and clean
Rolvaag suspended Magnusshaven. Both men wore dark son last Friday, pending reclothing and neither w a s moval proceedings the governor
masked.
has instigated against the commissioner he reappointed to office earlier this year.

Eisenhower in Hospital,
Heart Specialist Called
Midnight Trip
To Ft. Gordon
Army Hosiptal

Youth Sets
Fire to Self
Before U.N.

Cedar Bank,
Near Anoka,
Held Up by 2

Mrs. Anderson
Going to Guam

UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP)
— A U.S. delegation spokesman
announced Monday that Mrs. Eugenie M. Anderson, of Rod
Wing, Minn., U.S. ambassador
the U.N. Trusteeship Council ,
will visit Guam and the Pacific
Islands trust territory soon with
the House Committee on Insular
and Territorial affairs.
He told reporters: "This Is the
first time any U.S. mission
member or delegation member
has been invited by the congressional committee to make this
trip with them. "
Mrs. Anderson's husband,
John E. Anderson, will go along.

¦

PARTNERS IN SURGERY . . . Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Dru'yor of Prairie Du Chien, Wis., sit arm in arm on hospital bed ln Chicago as they both await open heart surgery
for similar heart conditions. (AP Photofax )

Plans Legal
Fight for Job

FT. GORDON, Ga. (AP) Former President Dwight P.
Eisenhower, 75, was hospitalized today with a possible mild
heart attack and placed in an
oxygen tent after suffering
chest pains.
Dr. Thomas Mattingly, a
heart specialist who treated the
five-star general for a heart attack in 1955, said it would take
up to 36 hours before it would
be known whether Eisenhower
had suffered another bout with
his heart.

RUSHED TO HOSPITAL . . . Former
President JDwight D. Eisenhower was rushed
to the Ft. Gordon, Ga., Army Hospital early

today and a heart specialist was summoned.
(AP Photofax)

Pearson Will Stay in Office

Liberals 5 Short
Of Canadian Lead

TORONTO (AP) - It was an
election hardly anybody wanted,
and it solved nothing.
That was the net result today
of Prime Minister Lester B.
Pearson's unsuccessful effort to
win a majority in the House of
Commons and a clearcut mandate to carry on his programs.
Pearson thought he had such
a victory within his grasp. Ho
thought that Canadian voters,
with "Liberal prosperity" swelling their pay checks, were
MagntMBon was among 17 per- bound to come to the aid of his
sons recently indicted by a fed- party.
eral grand jury investigating So he called Monday's electhe American Allied Insurance tion. It cost Canada $10 million.
Co.
It cost Pearson a measure of
In ordering the suspension, prestige and left his Liberals
Rolvaag listed 11 misconduct still in power but with only 128
charges against Magnusson.
seats, S short of a majority in
The commissioner, however, the 265-seat House. That was
indicated he would seek a court just one seat more than (he Liborder allowing him to continue erals had when Pearson called
on the job.
the election.
The surprise to many was the
strength shown by John G. DieWEATHER
fenbaker's Conservative party.
FEDERAL FORECAST
It won 09 seats, 7 more than it
Winona and Vicinity — Inand refurbished Dicfenbakcreasing cloudiness wanner had,
er's vote-getting prestige. The
tonight with low of 22-28. Most- result looked like a reward for
ly cloudy and warmer with the hard-hitting campaign the
scattered light rain or snow Tory leader had fought.
Wednesday, high 84-40. Partly
cloudy and colder Thursday.
A third party, the New DemoLOCAL WEATHER
crats, also Increased its standOfficial observations for the ing, from 17 to 21 seats. These
24 hours ending at 12 m. today : and the Conservatives' gains
Maximum, 48; minimum, 20; were largely at the expense of
tho small Social Credit and
noon, 38; precipitation, none.

Ceditlste parties.
One possibility out of all this
is that Pearson will call another
election. This seems unlikely
because Canadians are tired of
voting — they have had five
elections in eight yejrs.
The strongest prospect seems
to be that Pearson will go on
governing as he has geen doing
for the last 2'/_ years —¦ with the
cooperation of opposition parties. Little of his legislative pro-

Harde r to Save
It's harder to save money
today than it was 20 years
ago — especially if you
weren't married 20 years
ago . . . Experience is something you never have until
just after you need it . . .
Retirement, we 're told, is
that period when you drink
coffee on your own time . . .
Taffy Tuttle figures she
must be In love with her fiance — she waited a week
before having the engagement ring appraised . . .
Many a woman has helped
her husband to the top of
the ladder — and then decided the picture would look
better somewhere else.

(For more laughs see
Earl Wilson on Page 4)

gram has fallen by the wayside
under these conditions. He even
changed the Canadian flag with
opposition help.

At one point Monday night,
Pearson 's foreign secretary,
Paul Martin, spoke of the possibility of forming a Liberal-Mew
Democrat coalition. The New
Democrats' leader, T. C. Douglas, shot this down. He said his
party would support legislation
it approved, but would remain
in opposition.
Diefenbaker declined to say
whether he would offer a motion
of no-confidence In Pearson's
government when Parliament
reconvenes. This conceivably
could bring the government
down.
The election result confounded
forecasters, most of whom had
d i s c o u n t e d Diefenbaker's
strength and predicted a majority for Pearson.

Mattingly said if the illness
was a heart attack, "By all
symptoms and characteristics,
it certainly was a mild one. "
The former president waa
placed in an oxygen tent for several hours after he entered the
Ft. Gordon Army Hospital during the night. At midday Mattingly said he still was under
oxygen periodically.
This, the physician said, is "a
matter of precaution used with
any patient with chest pains."
He described Eisenhower's
condition as "very satisfactory
at this time" and said the general remained in bed "at our
recommendation, not because
he doesn't feel like getting up.
"We think this la simple,
good, common sense."
After sleeping several hours,

Johnson Sends
'Get Well' Note
JOHNSON CITY, Tex.
(AP ) — President Johnson
learned early this morning
of the illness of former
President Dwight D. Eisenhower, talked with Mrs. Elsenhower and also sent a
"get well" message.
The Texas White House
said Johnson had his physician, Or. George G. Burkley, call Eisenhower's physician, Dr, Thomas Mattingly, at Augusta, Ga. The
President also Instructed
Secretary of Defense Robert
S. McNamara to put anything necessary — planes,
doctors — at the disposal of
his predecessor.

Eisenhower awoke and chatted
with his wife , who was with him
along with their son.
Mattingly summoned to Eisenhower's bedside early today,
spent hours in consultation with
Even so, it was likely Diefen- other physicians .
baker's last election. He is 70, As he started to fly from
and had told associates he was Washington before dtiWTi, the
ready to step down if the Tories physician had said he didn't
know tho nature of Eisenhower 's
lost again.
It could also be Pearson's fi- illness.
nal effort as leader to win a ma- Mattingly said chest pains
jority for his party. He is 68, don't necessarily indicate a
and some Liberals say he lacks heart attack , but added: "Obthe spark of an outstanding viously that's the first thing you
think of when a man has sufcampaigner.
Monday night, after express- fered an attack in the past, but
ing disappointment at the re- it doesn't have to be."
sult, he would say only : "At the At 10:30 a.m. an Army public
moment I am still prime minis- relations officer posted a notice
ter and leader of the govern- (Continued on Pago 0 col, 7)
ment and we'll leave it at that."
EISENHOWER

DEAR ABBY:

|

U.S. Goes to Wo rried Father
High Court Wants Assistance I
In 2 Mayings
By ABIGAIL VAN BDREN
DEAR ABBY: My wife died leaving me with a small
daughter to raise. She it now 16 and wants to spend nights
and week-endi with her girl friend. I have never met the
girl friend's parents, nor have they ever called and asked
my permission to allow my daughter to stay with them.
As a matter of fact , I have never even met the girl friend.
On the basis ef these facts I have refused to allow my daughter to spend the night with her friend. I do not wish to restrict the child unfairly, but I feel that staying out all night
is a serious step, and I am fearful. My daughter says that
I am much too strict. Please give me a woman's viewpoint.
WORRIED FATHER

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
government asked the Supreme
Court today to reinstate felony
indictment* ln two civil rights
slavings.
In a broader sense, it is taking the court to rule that federal
law — in this instance an 1870
statute — constitutionally can
be used to mete out some punishment In such crimes.
If the court rale- that the govrrnment improperly used the 85year-old law , the Justice Department will be stripped of Its
only available federal weapon
for civil rights murder prosecutions fn the South.
Two federal judges already
have ruled against the government in the two cases at hand:
The slaying . of civil rights
workers Michael Schwerner,
Andrew Goodman and James
Chancy
near
Philadelphia .
Miss., in June 1964: the shotgun
murder of Lemuel Penn on a
Georgia highway the following
month.
Now the government, In the
person of Solicitor General
Thurgood Marshall , a Nefiro
who was once chief counsel for
the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People, is appealing the rulings to
the high court.
Schwerner and Goodman,
both of NPW York, were white ,
Chancy was a Negro from Meridian, Miss., and Penn a Negro
educator from Washington, D.C,
Murder , unless committed on
federal territory, is a state offense.
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Compared to this, they said.
U.S. intercontinental ballistic
submarinemissiles
and
launched Polaris missiles have
an accuracy within one mile of
target.
'By and large, the U.S. experts
regard an orbiting nuclear missile as more a psychological
weapon than one with real military value.
These views, which have been
prevalent In the Pentagon for
quite some time, were underscored by U.S. authorities afler
the Soviets paraded in Moscow
a 115-foot missile which they
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RICHMOND . Va. (AP)- "We
are here to help, not to hurt. We
are here to build up, not to
knock down. " Thus said the letI ^P-sW*^m
ter from Viet Nam.
V3___3S_
"We could easily win... but to
%'fl M
II
win we would gain nothing, unwKJHpvJM
less we won their hearts."
wVjKtwA
The letter was a thank-you
note from Sgt, l.C. Richard V.
y_ iM
Hubnnd of Richmond to Mrs.
Robert M. Blanton of Richmond, who had written him to
say she was proud of his serv- !
^
^_^
ice.
Huband, a medical corpsman,
who flics to South Vietnamese
hamlets to treat the 111 and
wounded when the Vict Cong cut
off Ihe land routes , wrote: "I
believe that everything; I do just
for myself while I am on this
earth will die with me.
"It is all the little things that
I am able lo do for someone else
that will live long in the hearts
of others after I am gone. "
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Troubled? Write to ABBY, Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. For a personal reply, enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
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CONFIDENTIAL TO M.W.: Don't feel guilty. There are
really no "good losers." Just good actors.

WASHINGTON (AP ) - U.S.
authorities considered — and
rejected — th* idea of building
missiles,
orbiting
nuclear
sources said today.
They rate It a clumsy, Inaccurate method of waging atomic
war — far less effective than
land-based and submarinelaunched weapons.
The experts calculate that a
warhead launched from orbit
wouldn't come within perhaps
50 miles of its target on earth.
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DEAR ODD BALL: People who are preoccupied with
sex, and make a dirty joke of it, have some serious,
deep-rooted problems, Invariably related to sex, Your
husband is a classic example ot a four-letter word —
"S-I-C-K."

Orbitin g Nuclear
Missile Idea Out

RIGHT NOW Ii FLEX-O.
CLASS time! So fi- yourself
some low-coat , draft gtoppint
storm window* with Varp'i
FLEX-O-CLASS. It 'a easy! Just
cut with -hears — tack over
screens or frame*—and you'rs
fixed for the whole winter. Save*
up to 40?; on fuel. Warp's cry*tal-cle_r FLEX-O-CLASS laata
for years at a fraction the cost
cl glass. Only 90a* a square ysrd
at your local hardware or lumber dealer.

¦
HIM

DEAR ABBY: Perhaps the woman, who complained
that her "unclean" husband got the pillow cases so dirty
she had to tear them up for rags, would like to trade hers
for my "immaculate" specimen. My husband spends an hour
in the shower, and 15 minutes scrubbing his fingernails . You
would think he was a surgeon preparing for major surgery.
BUT, I wish there was some way to scrub his mind! This
man has the filthiest, most vulgar mouth of anyone I have
ever known — even in front of his children. (His rotten jokes
have been their sex education.) He twists everything that
is said to give it a dirty meaning. Four-letter words are a
part of his everyday conversation. He doesn't take criticism
very well so I've niven up trying to change him. Perhaps I
"ODD BALL"
am the one who is odd. Am I?

OSLO, Norway (AP) — Scandinavian Airlines System will,
along with a number of major
international airlines, take part
in the United Nations' current
drive to help the refugees of the
world.
A long-playing record, "International Piano Festival," on
which six on the world'* outstanding pianists have recorded
works by their favorite composers, will be sold on board SAS
planes in international traffic,
beginning in early November.
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DEAR WIFE: I'm in favor of promoting love, so tell
your man that hair is definitely "in" and to try a hair
piece just to please you. Go with him and make sure he
gets a good one. But don't blame me if he looks so young
and attractive that YOU have trouble holding him.

Airlines Unite
To Help Refugees

DON'T 6ET
CAU6HT SHORT

I
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DEAR FATHER: A woman 's viewpoint is no different from a man's. The
common concern is for the child's wel- '
fare. Do not permit your daughter to
spend a night away from home unless
you not only have MET the girl and her
parents , but are reasonably certain your
daughter will have the security and supervision she has at home. P.S. And I
am not being unduly protective because
the child is a girl. I would require the
same of a boy.
DEAR ABBY: My husband, who Is In
ABBY
his 40's, is getting bald. I would like him to get a hair
piece but he won 't even consider it. I don 't like to say much
about it because I wouldn 't want him to think I don't love
him the way he is. I do, but I could love him just that much
more if he had more hair. I think he'd look so much nicer,
and younger, too. I also think it would help him in his work
as he is in tales.
I don't know why men balk at the idea of a hair piece,
Abby. We women do so much to help our appearances
along. To me it 's no different than buying false teeth if
your own fall out. Please say something in favor of hair
ARNIE'S WIFE
piece*. He reads your column.

TWO LARGE MODERN STORES TO SERVE YOU
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Judge Reviews
New Federal Programs Spring Grove
Records in
Sentencing 2 Given Preliminary OK Widow Loses
Home in Fire

Scrapes with the law while
they were awaiting sentence apparently cost two defendants
possible leniency when they
were sentenced today in District
Court.
Judge Arnold Hatfield questioned sharply both Leonard
Dienger, 18, f55 Grand St., and
LeRoy E. Ledebuhr, 24, Houston, Minn., concerning the offenses both had pleaded guilty
to while awaiting sentencing in
District Court.
DIENGER was sentenced to
up to five ^ears with the Youth
Conservation C o m m i s s i o n
(YCC) on 'the charge of burglary against him. However
Judge Hatfield noted that release at any time within that
period is discretionary with the
commissioner of corrections.
Ledebuhr was given a straight
90-day jail sentence under terms
of the Huber Act when he
changed his plea to guilty of
drunken driving last summer.
Dienger was accused of taking a case of beer from the
Hamm's warehouse, 5245 6th
St., Goodview, the night of Sept.
22. He pleaded guilty to the
charge Sept. 27.
While free on his own recognizance awaiting sentencing,
Dienger p l e a d e d guilty to
charges of driving after revocation of his driver's license, being a minor with beer in possession and disorderly conduct
by fighting.
HIS ATTORNEY, Dennis A.
Challeen noted that Dienger had
exercised poor judgment in the
traffic case but that there were
extenuating circumstances.
Dienger, Challeen said, had
taken over driving of a car
from a mend who had become
"high" after taking some pills,
apparently a medicine. He did
not know about the beer in the
car when he was arrested by a
Minnesota Highway Patrolman.
In the second case, Challeen
said, Dienger walked out of a
Winona restaurant one night to
find two youths fighting. One
had opened a gastr in the other
youth's head, and Dienger grabbed the first youth in order to
prevent further harm to the
gashed boy, according to Challeen.
Dienger later pleaded guilty to
the disorderly conduct charge
on the advice of a policeman
who told him that further publicity would have a bad affect
on the charge pending in District Court, according to Challeen.
ASSISTANT County Attorney
Rjcbard H. Darby interposed at
this point to say that no police
officer had advised Dienger to
plead guilty on any ground. He
asked Dienger to confirm this,
and the youth did.'
Dienger explained that a policeman had told him before his
arraignment in municipal court
that the charge would do him
no good in District Court, and
he added that the municipal
judge told him after he pleaded
guilty that it was probably the
wisest course he could have taken.
Challeen told Judge Hatfield,
"I stand corrected. "
Judge Hatfield then denied
Challeen's plea for a stay of
execution of sentence. He told
Dienger that if he could behave
no better than he had while
under threat of sentence he
could not be expected to behave very well if shown leniency.
However, the judge noted that
Dienger would be examined by
YCC doctors who might be able
to find out what was wrong
with him. In any event , Dienger
would not likely be held long
by the YCC, the judge said.
LEDEBUHR , who had appealed three guilty pleas in municipal court to the District Court,
changed his plea to guilty of
driving after revocation and of
drunken driving. City Prosecutor James W. Soderberg moved
for dismissal of a leaving the
scene of an accident charge.
The three charges grew out
of a series of events last July
17. Ledebuhr had been free on
$275 bond following his appeal
July 27 of the guilty pleas in
municipal court .
Judge Hatfield noted that Ledebuhr had been jailed about 10
days ago on a new charge of
driving after revocation . His attorney , Dennis A. Challeen, explained that Ledebuhr lives in
Houston but works in Winona.
When he can 't get a ride , he
must drive himself to work ,
Challeen said.
Judge Hatfield asked Ledebuhr whether he had to go
through stop signs on the way
to work or whether he had to
drive while drunk in order to
get to work? Ledebuhr admitted that there was no excuse for
these offenses.
. . T ._
The judge referred to Ledebuhr 's traffic record, suppl ed
by Soderberg, in asking the
questions,
JUDGE Malficlu ordered Ledebuhr to serve a W-day sentence on the drunken driving

A resolution authorizing application for approval of projects
that might be undertaken under
provisions of a new federal law
providing financial aids to
school districts, and to request
funds to finance such projects
as may be found necessary, was
approved Monday night by the
Board of Edu_ ,
cation.
.
T h e effect OCnOOl
of the resolution would be
D/_ at.J
to place Wino- | PO °' q
na in a position to initiate educational
projects in areas where need is
established when, and to the ex-

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Offices to Close
For Veterans Day

City, county, state and federal offices will be closed Thursday for the Veterans Day holiday.
Post office windows will be
closed and there will be no city
or rural mail deliveries. The
sole exception will be special
delivery service which will
carry on as usual.
Regular collections and dispatches of mail will be made,
according to Postmaster Lambert Haraersfei.
City Hall and Winona County
courthouse offices will be lock-

Buffalo County Board
Filings Open Nov. 26

ALMA, Wis. (Special) — The
Buffalo County Board of Supervisors was told Monday by
County Clerk Gale Hoch that
persons wishing to run f o r county board next year may begin
filing nomination papers Nov.
26. Deadline is Jan. 25.
Nominations must include
from 1-3 percent of the names
of electors in their districts.
Filing will be with the county
clerk. Board members will be
elected at the spring election
April 5.
AFTER NEXT April the
board will be half the present
size, cut from 28 to 14 members under new redistricting
of all counties of the state.
There wiD be two representatives from the city of Mondovi;
one each from the cities of
Fountain City and Alma; one
from the Town of Nelson, and
one each f r o m the following
combinations; Village of Cochrane and Buffalo City, and
towns of Maxville and Modena;
Canton and Mondovi; Naples
and Dover; Gilmanton and Alma; Belvidere and Lincoln;
Montana and Glencoe; Waumandee and Cross, and Milton
and Buffalo.
THE ANNUAL budget hearing was held. Proposedfor 1966
is a budget of $1,123,736 and
tax levy of $587,393. A budget
will be adopted later in the
session.
Twenty-five members were
present for the Monday session.
Lloyd Bond, Fountain City, was
a substitute for Oscar Florin.
Board members were guests
ty Teachers College today,
at dinner at the Buffalo CounThe board will see a soil and

Shoplifter Caught
At Miracle Mall

Apprehension of a Juvenile
shoplifter at the Tempo store
in Miracle Mall and theft of
$50 in clothing from a Winona
woman were reported Monday
to Winona police.
Chief James W. McCabe said
that a 15-year-old boy was apprehended Monday at the Tempo store with a dog collar he
was attempting to filch. The
youth has been turned over
to juvenile authorities.
Mrs. Lila Stoneburg, 761 W.
Mark St., reported that two
boxes of clothing were stolen
from her garage sometime between Thursday and Sunday.
One box contained women's
summer clothing, and one box,
women's winter clothing, she
told police, She placed the value of the clothes at $50,
charge concurrently with the
30-day driving after revocation
sentence he is now serving, Both
sentences will be served under
terms of the Huber Act, allowing Ledebuhr to go to his job
during the day while paying
room and board at the county
jail.
(Ledebuhr was originally sentenced to serve 105 days ln county jail under the Huber Act.
This was on the basis of 35 days
each for the three guilty pleas
in municipal court.)

^Mr Eagles Regular Meeting |
Wed.—fi pm - '" the Aeri e Room
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tent that, funds become avail- cational programs to assist eduable.
cationally and economically deprived children.
NO SPECIFIC projects are In
tbe works right now and Mon- The superintendent told direcday's action represented a nec- tors Monday that an educationessary preliminary for partici- ally deprived child is defined as
pation in the federal program. one who has -not achieved to
his grade level while an ecoLegislation under which proj- nomically deprived child is one
ects might be undertaken has who comes from a family
been designated as Public Law which, on the basis of the 1960
89-10, consisting of five sec- census, had an income of $2,tions, three of which could be 000 or less or a child whose parapplicable to the Winona school ent is receiving aid to dependdistrict.
ent children.
The first, and the one which
potentially could have t h e A SURVEY has Indicated thai
greatest financial impact, is Ti- in Winona County some 945 chiltle I, providing funds for edu- dren would meet the provisions
of the act, 298 of them in or
served by the Winona district.
On the basis of a $275-per-pupil
aid formula, the Winona district apparently would be eligible for about $125 ,000 in aid for
projects it might determine
were advisable for these children.
Title II provides aid for public school improvement of lied, except for essential police brary facilities and reference
services.
facilities and the superintendMinnesota State Employment ent estimated that perhaps beService offices will be open only tween $7,000 and $8,000 might
until 9:30 a.m. Thursday, dur- be available under this section.
ing which time unemployment
compensation checks will be Title III provides for supplewritten. Thereafter, the offices mentary aid for educational centers.
will be closed for the day.
Also closed for the holiday Although nothing definite has
will be the Social Security Ad- been drafted here, the superinministration offices at 356 E. tendent said, one possibility
Sarnia St.
might be the establishment of
Downtown businesses general- an area psychoeducational clinly will be open for the regular ic, perhaps on the Winona State
hours.
College campus.
Here would be made available
to schools without such facilities diagnostic assistance in
such areas as speech therapy,
remedial reading and others. At
such a center diagnosis by qualified personnel would be made
"available for children with difficulties and treatment recomwater demonstration by men mended.
from the state Soil Conservation Nelson explained that such a
Service about a mile north of center has been in operation on
Alma Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. toe University of Minnesota
Assisting will be County Agent campus for a number of years
Archie Brovold with the first and that establishment of area
counry zoning ordinance of its centers would bring the servkind in the U.S. It is based on ices closer to the children who
soil surveys.
require them.
The board may adjourn the
NELSON SAID that while no
annual session Wednesday.
definite steps have been taken
in any project area, the resolution proposed Monday was necessary to establish future eligibility for participation in the aid
program.
He explained that any individual project would be submitted
to the board for approval, adding, "We don't intend to create
projects just to spend available
MONDOVI, Wis. — Mondovi money but it would seem to be
is protesting its apparent re- a wonderful opportunity for dojection as a site for the $5.2 ing things that we ordinarily
would not be able to do."
million state boys' school.
. None of the Western Wisconsin counties, which applied for
the school at a hearing before
the State Department of Public
Welfare at Eau Claire, are
being inspected for location, according to a letter received by
Joe Peterson, Mondovi city
clerk, from Wilbur Schmidt, When the Winona County Diabetes Association met Tuesday
head of the department.
Schmidt said the committee evening at the YMCA, Dr. S. O.
has inspected locations in sev- Hughes discussed research to enen eastern counties heard at able diabetics to control their
the hearing in Wausau, and that disease.
the building would be located A question and answer period
in that area if a suitable site followed.
The association is urging parcan be secured, he said.
ticipation
in National Diabetes
Letters are being sent by MonDetection
Week
Nov. 14-20. Free
dovi and Buffalo County officials protesting that the eastern detection kits will be available
area is nearer Kettle Morain, a at all drug stores.
association meeting will
new boys school near Plymouth. beNext
in
January.
Persons wishing
It is just south of the line from
to
join
may
contact
Carl Klagge
La Crosse easterly to Manitowoc, to the north of which the or Rueben Sather.
¦
new school is to be located. The
western counties feel they are A bird's feet are so construcunfairly being left out of con- ted that the foot is forcibly clossideration.
ed when the leg is bent.

Jacob Tungesvik , W.P.

Mondovi Protests
Its Exclusion
As School Site -

Diabetics Hear
Research Report

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — A Spring Grove widow
lost her home and all its contents in a fire Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Rozelia Hefte is employed at Control Data, Spring
Grove, and was at work when
told her home was on fire. When
she reached there at 3:30 p.m.,
everything was gone. She said
this morning she had only a little insurance.
THE TWO-story home was on
an 87-acre farm five miles
southeast of Spring Grove. She
and her son, Richard, operate
it in conjunction with her other
employment.
Richard was in Waukon, Iowa,
Monday to enlist in the U.S.
Army Reserve. Mrs. Hefte's
daughter, Mrs. Sonia Lord, and
two children, who have been
living at home since last summer, had left at 1:30 p.m. to attend a parent-teacher conference at Dorchester, Iowa.
It was shortly after 2 p.m.
when Clifford Homewood, living about IV. miles from the
Hefte farm but working in the
field, saw the smoke. Just about
simultaneously, he, harry Meyer and Clarence Schulte, other
neighbors, called the Spring
Grove fire department.
Firemen still were at the
scene when Mrs. Hefte left at
8 p.m. to stay with her brother,
Alvin Mohwinkel, who lives two
or three miles away.
Mrs. Hefte said firemen believe the blaze started from an
explosion, probably in the water heater.

THE TEMPERATURE got no
higher than 48 Monday afternoon, dropped to the 20 reading
at dawn today and was 38 at
noon.
A year ago today the Winona
high was B8 and the low 42.
All-time high for Nov. 9 was 69
in 1931 and the low for the day
13 in 1821. Mean for the past
24 hours was 34. Normal for this
time of the year is 38.
The thrust of freezing <old extended over much of the nation
today accompanied in some
areas by showers, snow and fog.
Brisk northerly winds pushed

A SCHEDULED review of
legal responsibilities by the city
attorney, George A. Robertson
Jr., was laid over for two weeks
because Robertson was ill and
did not attend . Members will
hear from Orville Peterson,
League of Minnesota Municipalities executive secretary,
Dec. 13.
Only one meeting will be held
in December. Members voted
to skip the Dec. 27 meeting.
Aside from this exception, the
schedule calls for meetings on
the second and fourth Mondays
of each month.
The tentative program of
commission action was submitted by Norman Indall, president. Indall said he was unwilling to try to impose arbitrary
schedules and invited members
to criticize it freely. He said
he has no target date for completion in mind at this point.
As proposed by Indall, the
commission's work would progress through six stages:
• Orientation—General study
of all forms of city government,
aided by reference material
from libraries and other
sources. Aspects of charter construction and reform would be
explored with the help of outside authorities, including Peterson.

tions of mayor and council in
areas of lawmaking, finance,
appointments, planning and policy. The makeup and functions
of boards and commissions, their
powers and the extent to which
they make or influence policy
would be examined. Discussions
with mayor, aldermen, department heads and members of
boards would follow.
• Study of representative city
governments — Using field trips
or visiting speakers, the commission would study working
examples of several types of
city government elsewhere in
the state.

• Citizen, professional and
organizational participation —
Invitations to meet with the
commission would go to the
public, to local political science
specialists and to civic groups.
Professional consultants also
might be employed for this
phase.
• Evaluation — Comparisons
of various forms of government
would be made, previous charter commission reports would
be studied and strong and weak
points of Winona's government
would be determined.
• Final report — To judges
of ,the District Court, to the
City Council and to the public.
If the commission recommends
that a new charter be adopted,
a citywide election will be held.
A 55 percent majority must be.
tallied in order for the change
to become law.

that some charter commissions
work for as long as eight years.
Present commissioners are appointed for four years.
Some sort of standard is needed by which to evaluate or determine the commission's main
objectives, observed Duane Peterson. This implies a need for
authoritative information and
advice on the major forms from
which the commission might
eventually choose, he said. In
his own opinion, said Peterson,
the (wo essential elements of a
governmental system are responsiveness to the public will
and efficiency.
Indall explained his suggested
sequence of program studies.
The general study of several
styles of government should
come before all else in order to
furnish all members with tha
broadest possible background,
he said.
IF THE commission were to
begin with a review of the Winona government, he cautioned,
the group might find itself being merely critical instead of
analytical. Efforts should be
made to avoid fault-finding and
to encourage sound evaluation,
he said.
On a motion by William P.
Theurer, the commission voted
to delay settling on a concrete
program until the next meeting.
In the meantime, members will
formulate their own criticisms
of the proposed agenda. A further consensus was that setting
of target dates and appointment
of committees might be done
more easily after the program
is adopted.

Hearing Set
"
On $144-751

Mondovi Budget

Corn Picked
For Farmer

Mercury Hits 20
the wintry cold into the north
central United States from the
Upper Great Lakes to Kansas.
The mercury dipped to 1 below zero, at Roseau, in northern
Minnesota, low for Continental
U.S., before dawn and to 4
above at Bemidji , Minn. It was
15 at Duluth and 11 at Fargo,
N.D.
Rochester posted a low of 16
after a Monday high of 52 and
La Crosse had extremes of 19
and 52 for the same times.
An Arctic air mass gave WISCONSIN a foretaste of winter today with daytime temperatures
not expected to get very far
above the freezing mark.
Superior registered a frigid 15
degrees above zero during the
night for the lowest reading in
the state.
Some other low Wisconsin
temperatures overnight were:
Eau Claire 17 , Madison 21 , Wausau 23, I>one Rock 24, Green
Bay 26, Racine 27, Milwaukee
30 and Beloit 32.
The temperature dropped
steadily as the cold front moved
through the state Monday.
There was scattered snow flury activity at moat northern

The city charter commission,
moving cautiously at its second
meeting Monday night , voted to
give members two weeks to
study a proposed plan of procedure.
The commission also set up
an agenda for its next meeting,
Nov. 22, and voted to encourage
comment and questions from
the public at its iheetings.

DISCUSSING target dates,
Roy Wildgrube, former city recorder, advised colleagues not
to be hasty. Much time will be
required for trips, interviews
with officials of other cities and
• Concentrated study of Wi- to set dates for visiting speak- SINCE THE commission is a
public body, suggested Martin
IT WAS a six-room house on nona city government — Func- ers, he warned. Wildgrube noted Beatty, a part of each meeting
two floors. Fire spread to the
should be given over to comsummer kitchen and burned off
ments and questions by the genElementary
Classes
the roof, but other buildings
eral public. He followed with a
were saved. Nothing was saved
To Be Dismissed
motion to this effect.
from inside the house. Some of
Emphasizing the point that he
At
Noon
on
Thursday
her daughter's effects were
did not object to public particistored elsewhere.
Classes in Winona's pub- pation, Theurer said the comA cat was missing after the
lic elementary schools will mission should avoid random
fire but may have run and hid
be dismissed at noon Thurs- discussions of aspects that have
somewbere.
day to allow for parent- not been studied. It would be
Mrs. Hefte, widowed since
well to set public hearings on
teacher
)
1959, was back at work at Con- MONDOVI, Wis. (Special - buildingsconferences in the various sections of the study as
in
the
afternoon.
A
hearing
on
a
proposed
budget
trol Data this morning.
Dr. Carroll Hopf, director they are completed, he sugof $144,751 will be conducted by
the Mondovi City Council Nov. of elementary education, ex- gested.
Public hearings are desirable,
plained that the afternoon
16 at 7:30 p.m.
Beatty
agreed, but other parThe budget is about $3,000 closing applies only to the
higher than last year. Increased elementary schools and not ticipation should be encouraged
"unless it becomes cumbersome
anticipated revenues also are high school classes.
In Washington - Kosciusko or disorderly."
higher so the proposed tax levy
Because individuals mi g h t
of $59,426 is $3,000 less than and Jefferson schools, where
ST. CHARLES, Minn. - More last year.
raise
questions for which the
both elementary and junior
than 40 friends, neighbors and WAGES of firemen were high school classes are commission is unprepared, sugbusinessmen of the St. Charles raised at the council meeting housed, the junior high gested Peterson, the question
area picked 60 acres of corn at last week from $2.50 to $3 for school classes will observe period should be devoted to tho
the Severn Norvet farm, seven the first hour and from $1 to $2 regular afternoon schedules. matter studied at each pro¦
miles southeast of here, Satur- for each hour thereafter.
gram. He offered an amendday.
ment to Beatty's motion which
On request of George JackNorvet, whose son, Sylvan, son and C. R. Nelson, chief and Injury at Harmony
would put the open forum perwas killed in a farm accident secretary of the fire department,
iod at or near the end of each
this summer-, has been in ill appointments of Bernard Weber HARMONY, Minn. - Mark session, with comments or queshealth and was unable to do all and Laverne Bloss to the fire Mason, 10-year-old Mason City, tions to be relevant to the maIowa, boy, was treated and rethe farm work himself.
company were approved. George leased at Harmony Community terial. Beatty said he would acThe men, armed with 13 corn Nogle has resigned.
cept the amendment and the
pickers, 32 tractors, 30 wagons The council approved appoint- Hospital Sunday after the car motion, as amended, was adoptand four elevators, completed ment of Robert Sing as fire in- in which he was riding went out ed unanimously.
the job in five hours. Fuel, food spector succeeding Herman Ber- of control and rolled over on a Indall said later that questions
gravel road near here. He was about topics not yet studied
and beverages were furnished. ger, resigned.
Wives of the men served din- The wages of city employes a passenger in a car driven by would probably be deferred and
ner and an afternoon lunch for working by the hour, now rang- his brother, Dean Otomo, 23. resubmitted for answers when
the work crew. Robert Decker, ing from $1.35 to $1.85, were He received a cut in his side, information had been fully dea neighbor, assisted by Larry raised 10 cents. The salaries of the Fillmore, County sheriff's veloped.
Stock, William Watts, Wayne monthly employes were raised office reported. The accident Members present were: InDecker and Leonard Prigge, $25. . On the new schedule the occurred three miles south of dall,
Peterson,
Wildgrube,
Harmony
on
Fillmore
30.
started the project.
Mrs.
Virginia
Beatty,
Theurer,
city clerk will receive $525 after
¦
Torgerson, Mrs. John F. WoodJan. 1; the police chief , Marcel
Buffalo Co. Drive
Thoma, $450; the other police, Canned drained sweet cher- worth, Harold Streater, Dan
ALMA, Wis.—Funds gathered Robert Weiss and Carl Swain, ries are good added to a mold- Trainor Jr., Dr. W. O. Finkelnin the Buffalo County campaign each $350; Oscar Thompson, wa- ed salad made with any red- burg, James Bambenek and
James Foster.
for the Wisconsin Association ter superintendent, $375; librar- color flavored gelatin.
ian,
$150,
and
dump
caretaker,
for Retarded will help in research on pheynlketonuria, $150.
known as PKU, which causes Chief Thoma was given perextreme mental retardation in mission to train a relief officer
one of every 10.000 children born for the police department.
each year. The Rev. Jerry
AT THE REQUEST of civil
Kuehn, Alma, is county chair- defense director Charles Giese
,
man of the drive, which opened Howard Mohnk ,
county
CD
diSunday.
rector, will give a demonstration on a communications system consisting of a base station
and two walkie-talkies he proposed the city should purchase
through the CD.
The clerk was instructed to
advertise for bids on a new
pickup truck for the water and
sewer utility, the present truck
to be traded in.
The council authorized the
sale of the city tenant house to
Edward Everson, provided he
cities, Including Eau Claire, still wishes to purchase it at
Wausau, Park Falls, Superior the price offered. He has been
and Ashland. M e a s u r a b l e living in one part of it for some
Y
"* ONLY #
amounts of snow were confined time.
1 *I
¦
^
to Upper Michigan.
)
? WhllfYou-Walt
Wisconsin 's high mark MonRegular Charge $1.50 <|
SERVICE
m
54)
day was
at Beloit before the
cold front arrived. The nation's
high was 90 at Palm Springs ,
Calif.

Cold Will Stay;

The coldest weather of the
season, 20 above, hit Winona
and vicinity this morning and
although slightly warmer weather is predicted for tonight and
Wednesday the prediction of
scattered light rain or snow remained in the forecast for Wednesday.
Warmer tonight with a low of
22 to 28 and mostly cloudy and
warmer Wednesday with a high
of 34-40 is the weatherman 's
word. Partly cloudy and colder
is the outlook for Thursday.
Previous lows were readings
of 27 on Nov . 5 and Oct. 29.

Charter Commis sion
Map s Study Plans
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Doors Closed (or
DAY ONLY !
l5 ONE
Wabasha
Case
WED., NOVEMBER 10th
GALE WARNINGS were dls-

played In the Upper Great
Lakes.
Light snow fell from Upper
Michigan to northern Minnesota. One inch of snow covered
the ground at International
Falls, Minn., whore the temperature was U above zero.
Blustery northwest winds
produced snow flurries over the
mountains of northern and western New England as the temperature dropped into the 20s.
Showers and thundershowerH
fell from Texas to New England. Widespread fog cloaked
the metropolitan East.
In the South , rain dampened
TenneKHca nnd eased the forest
fire hazard. In Florida , temperatures wore in tho mid-70s to
mid-808.

j
i

<
I

WABASHA , Minn. (Special) Doors have been closed to the
public for the paternity case
Room 142
which Is in progress In Waba- ~
J
^
9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
.^
sha County District Court.
Defendant is Roy J. Rouse, Os¦
MMIMnQNOVTBajiwy tatp iwaj alsaawam
WON*
seo, Minn., formerly of Lake
City.
<
St. Paul w9 IM bar* to MTW» ye*
1
Drawing of the jury was com- ^
WtHUMTOtf-WAIT SMVICI
pleted at 11:30 a.m. Drawn g
4
were : Mrs. Walter Ahrens, 1
factory Fwfc, Cbmpfafc fUpafn, Factory MOM
|
Lake City ; Mrs. Rny Borgan,
Millville; Bryce Carlson , J Mrs.
Norman loechler and MJN . Kd ? kmmlnqtonowMrs oaly, who briny hi tfctfr Shavi, J
Miilonc ,
Wabasha;
Lclnnd
Funk , Thellmnn; Donald Morriscy nnd Joseph Roland, Zum- V
I
Division of Spwry Rand Corporation
bro Falls ; Donnld Parker,
N. 113
Flrtt Nat'l Bank BIdg., St. Paid, Minn.
Elgin; Arthur Srhulz Sr. and
J
Mrs, Honiild Sparks, IMninview , ^
and Tony Shnrpc, Kellogg.
The rem Hinder of the Jury wan
excused until Nov. 18 at 10 a.m.

J
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Debaters Win
New Mayor Urged Tourney First

To Oust the Girls

DURAND . Wis. (S pecial) The Durand High School varsity debate team captured Its
first major trophy of the year
by winning the St. Croix Valley
invitational tourney at Stillwater . Minn., Saturday.
A total of 39 teams representing 24 high schools participated,
with Durand the only school
from Wisconsin.
At the end of three rounds
of debate Durand was awarded
the trophy for a perfect 6-0
record. The affirmative team
of- Barbara Morey and Gary
Wekkin defeated teams from
Little Falls. Stillwater and
White Bear Lake. The negative
team of Mary Shafer and John
Hess won over De La Salle,
St, Paul Johnson and Hastings.
Third place in the tournament
also went to Durand, with an
all-sophomore unit capturing
the honors. It was composed
of James Forster and Mary
Spindler , affirmative , and Kathy
Forslund and Nancy Morey ,
negative. The team won five
and lost one. The affirmative
team defeated Cooper, Sibley
and Rochester. The negative
pair lost to Mahtomedi and won
over Highland Park and Brooklyn Center.
The Purand squad was led by
John Hess with 40 speaker
points , followed by Mary Shafer
and Mary Spindler with 38,
Kathy Forslund, 37, and Forster,
36.
Next event on the debate
calendar is the Eau Claire
Memorial invitational tournament Saturday.

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK —I hope Mayor-elect Lindsay in changing New
York 's image will clear midtown streets of the 11 p.m.-to-dawn
streetwalkers who are as numerous as prostitutes used to be in
London before the bobbies drove them indoors. At 4 or S a.m.
it is not uncommon to see six girls soliciting in one Broadway
doorway. They are said to be working for a syndicate which
•ends cars to take them back to their homes at sunrise.
The two 7-story buildings at 3 & ft E. 53rd St. that made up
the world-famous Stork Club will be demolished soon, and Robert
Johnson Builders will erect a
new building. A big sign on the
2nd-story fire escape bearing
the words, "World House Wrecking Corporation, 415 Lexington
Avenue ."' tells the latest chapter in the said story of Sherman
Billingsley,
Abbe Lane, now Mrj. Perry
Leff and very, very happily
married for almost a year, opened quite brilliantly at the Plaza Students of the new Ridgeway
Persian Room where s h e school district will continue atcouldn't resist twitting her ex- tending classes in three sepahusband, Xavier Cugat. Before rate schools for two more
singing in Spanish, she said weeks, according to Alton Blushe'd studied it "but I must mentrltt , chairman of Independhave been a bad student because ent School District 859 at Ridgeit took me 12 years to learn to way.
Only minor finishing remains
say 'Adios.' "
to
be completed on the structure
EVEN THOUGH she hasn't
much of a figure and isn't sexy originally slated for completion
1. Blumentritt says a few
or busty when she slithers Oct.
light
bath fixtures and tile
around the floor in her sequin must and
be installed before the
negligee, Abbe's become a great building
can be occupied. He
entertainer who doesn't need expects the contractors, WMC,
those four boy ballet guys that Inc., Winona, to have the work
lift most girls onto the floor completed within two weeks.
now. Abbe cagily and cozily The school board has not set
swapped them for four string a date for using the new school.
musicians who added tone to
STRUM READING PLAN
her tone.
Charlie Chaplin's set claims STRUM, Wis. - The Science
he got such a pretty face-fix Research Associates reading
he looks younger than his son program has been introduced at
Sidney . . . Dick Conlon of Gal- Central High School this year to
lagher's gave a party from 11 help students increase t h e i r
a.m. to midnight and said, "Aft- reading rate and understand
er this the landlord will throw what they have read. T w o
classes, one junior and one senme out or I'll throw myself out ior,
working on power and
because I wouldn't want to live rate are
building selections. There
in a house where a guy could are materials
at seven reading
give a party for 13 hours." .
levels.

New Ridgeway
School Still
Not Completed

Bankruptcy proceedings have
been begun by Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon A. Mahaffey, 360 Vine
Sfc. Hearings for creditor* will
be Nov. 18 in the courthouse at
Rochester.
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Voice of the Outdoors
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U.S. Wheat
Sold to Italy
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BLUE BLAZE NO. 1

FUEL OIL
JLf*

Per Gel.

GASOLINE
_>7"

Cl
Per Gal.
NO STAMPS NOTHING FREE

|! WESTERN )
At the End of
Lafayette Street

Every Wednesday j
5 P.M. to 9:30 WM. ;
•r'Hw
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Corned Beef & Swiss Cheese
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I f Our Wednesday Night ifi

Dorothy
Kilgallen
Dies at 52

• Starts WED •

*
WlS&tf.

SMORGASBORD

In 1900 the total deer population of the United States was RESTAURANT
• RUSHFORD
£00,000. The estimated hunter
deer kill for 1985 is 2,042,640
§ ¦ iK
______________
out of a herd of 14,365,500.

Another Sharp Shooter
Probably it is not the*_ tiperior
skill of the Winona bowhunters
that has made the Black River
bottomland areas so productive
this fall, more than 20 deer by
club members, but rather the
abundance of deer. One of the
original members of the club,
who has not gotten his deer this
year, just told us that he saw
18 deer Saturday afternoon. He
got two shots but missed and
put his arrow into tree trunks.
Anyway, Ray Mertes, 17,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence MertaBS, 1731 W. 5th
St., added his name to the
successful bowhunters' list
Saturday when he returned
with the big doe with which
he is pictured. There were
22 Winona hunters in the
bottomlands near Black River Falls, Wis., Saturday,
and Ray was the only one
that
came home with a
When the Huntington Hartfords
deer.
NEW YORK (AP) - Dorothy
have their own World War II, who came up with the electric
Predicted Snow
Kilgallen, dead at 52, started The long
which they are currently, she guitar.
range weather foreoften moves from the town WISH I'D SAID THAT: TV's her rise to fame as a columnist cast, predicting a general snowbouse to one of his other houses made dull conversationalists of and television personality by storm, up to eight inches over
of which he has, oh, give or us all. It's even got other peo- circling the globe in a breath- Northern Minnesota for the
take, IB or 20 . . . Mattie Sim- ple to talk about the weather taking 24 days.
weekend, is big news to the
The year was 1963, and by quarter million state deer huntmons, at Lichee Tree, said the for UJ .
N.Y. election was "Chinese sty- REMEMBERED Q U O T E : dirigible and by China clipper ers who will be afield Saturday
le —- one from Column A, two "Prejudice is a great time-sav- she worked her way across land in the regular nine-day rifle
from Column B" . . . Some er. It enables us to form opin- and sea. Her daily reports made zone. Locally there is a possibility of sufficient snow to make
VIPs in Washington want to ions without bothering w i t h her a celebrity.
make the Hope Diamond and facts." — Anon.
Death came to Miss Kilgallen tracking possible.
other famous baubles available EARL'S PEARLS: Jackie Monday as she slept after apThe Minnesota season this
for the White House First Lad- Kannon's description of a bi- pearing as a regular panelist on year is a week later than it
ies, Ilka England's Crown Jew- kini: "Half a bathing suit that the Sunday night "What's My
was in 19M when it opened
els. Imagine that, Lady Bird Ut cost* twice as much."
Line?" television sho w and Nov. 7. It opens state-wide
Customs change. The teen- writing her "Voice of Broadup like a Texas Christmas tree.
this year on Nov. 13. The
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: To age boy who used to let his way" syndicated column.
zones vary in open periods
some teen-agers, Thomas A. best girl wear his fraternity pin An autopsy Monday n i g h t
from one day to nine, loEdison was our second greatest now lets her use his hair curl- failed to reveal the cause of cally, there is a three-day,
death. Dr. James Luke, examin- Saturday, Sunday and Moninventor — right after the guy ers. . .That's earl, brother.
er, said further tests will be day, open season.
made.
'
mm_mm ^mTm^
Iowa Pheasants
• BMO S TONltfi •
Miss Kilgallen was born in
k
0NCE
A
THIEF
"
"
Chicago
into
a
newspaper
famWith
a growing number of
mj
m m m ':«>-»:10 2S*-«5t-90<
area hunters going to
ily.
Her
father,
James
L.
KilWinona
•
_m
S^_%JLamsaJa\amami
gallen, was with the now de- Iowa annually for pheasants,
funct International News Serv- chudar and quail, the following
ice for many years and is now data on changes in the pheasant
with the Hearst Headline Serv- regulations is timely. The season opens Saturday:
ice.
Shooting hours for pheasHer father was transferred to
New York and she grew up In ants are from 8:30 a.m.
Brooklyn. As a summer cub re- to 4 p.m. Bag limit of two
porter in 1931 she got her first cock birds and a possession
by-line and never returned to limit of six. The entire state,
with the exception of an
college.
Her race around the world In area south of State Highway
92 from Muscatine to Knox1936 catapulted her into fame.
east of State HighShe and her husband, Broad- ville and
60
from
Knoxville to
way
way producer Dick Kollmar, 54, the Missouri line
is open to'
lived in a five-story Manhattan
It is ilhunting.
town house. They had three chil- fiheasant
reeves pheasegal
to
shoot
dren, Richard Kollmar Jr., Mrs. ants that have been released
Larry Grossman and K e r r y
in the vicinity of Stephens
Kollmar.
State Forest in Lucas and
Monroe counties.
These regulations vary from
previous years in two places.
The first ia the reduction of the
hunting day from 5 p.m. to 4
WASHINGTON (AP) - The p.m. The second is a reduction
government Friday announced m bag limit from three per day
the sale of 2,020,884 bushels of to two per day and from nine
wheat to Italy, primarily for use in possession to six in possesin that country's school lunch sion.
program for needy children.
fn addition , the season la
The cost to Italy, $2.3 million, one week shorter than last
works out at $1.13 per bushel, year when it opened the
which is below export prices and weekend prior to Veteran's
well under the $1.33 per bushel Day. A Conservation Comt. / _________- ' ' i __\^*_ * ___r__H _B__P'-*a__^__B^'^i_M_ B___K_^_E_SC^'-_B ^_^_R_B ' m
average received by American mission spokesman indicat'
farmers during the last market- ed that the opening date
w pi'uci*
ifcwu M-U
muam
Htwaoc n
tSwSi
j*T _fytt
quarter. The U.S. govern- reflected the commission's
§~3| ing
DIRECT FROM THE
\_ UJ__
ment pays the difference.
concern over field harvest¦
ing delays that were pre¦tiiS_l CINERAMA THEATRE
EKl
dictable at the time the seaBakery at Ettrick
son was set last spring.
)
,
(Special
ETTRICK Wis .
- Both game and biology secMrs. Irene Hoff has opened a
bakery at her residence on WINONA DAILY NEWS
IT'S
THE
BIGGEST
ENTERTAINMENT
__
5ll
lfr<
-M.^m North Main Street. She built a
room onto her dwelling.
TUESOAV , NOVEMBER », 1WJ
EVER TO ROCK THE SCREEN
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By Jimmie Hallo Winona Couple Files
For. Bankruptcy

I They'll Do It Every Time

CHICKEN !
BUFFET 8

f
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SERVING 5:30 to 8:30 P.M.
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Primed for great eating . . . our Famous Wednesday
Night Chicken Buffet. And, you'll always find something new on our buffet. Still all you can eat for
$1.75 _ . . so what are you waiting for?
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.75—Children $1.00
tion personnel feel that despite
a reduction of bird numbers in
northwest and north central
Iowa hunters should have reasonable success wherever crops
have been harvested. Hunting
success always goes down, they
pointed out, whenever large
stands of unpicked corn offer
cover to the birds.
Hungarian partridge regulations reflect the change
in hunting hours for pheasants. This year Huns may
be shot between the hours
of 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. Bag
limits are two and four in
possession. Hunting is allowed Jnjbe area west of U.S.
. Htpway^es from the Minnesota line to Iowa Falls, and
north of U.S. Highway 20
from Iowa Falls to Sioux
City. The remainder of the
state is closed.
¦

Proxmire to Speak
At Central High
Thursday Morning
STRUM, Wis. — A Veterans
Day program will be presented
at Central High School Thursday at 9 a.m., highlighted by a
talk on education by Sen. William Proxmire.

American Legion
Club Committee
Named at Plainview
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— A club committee has been
appointed from members of
William Allen Post 179, American Legion.
George Cook and Howard
Bennett will serve one-year
terms: Donald Pille and Herman Liebenow, two years;
Martin Beyer and Walter Kulawske, three years, and
James Walker and Maynard
Gray, four years. T. V.' Zabel
has received a permanent appointment to the committee.
William Bates will serve for
Pille during his year as commander.

LUTEFISK
Dinner
Every Tuesday

BLUE MOON, Onal-ska
Chicken Nite, Wed. $1
Spaghetti Dinner, Thun.
$1.25

Smorgasbord — Fri. & Sun.
Louis Schuth Band
Sat. Night

UNCLE CARL'S OAKS
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fox j fellas REALIZE A GREAT NITESPOT
WHEN THEY VISIT ONE — CMON
DOWN AND JOIN THE CROWDS . . .
W^CinCSClOySVWtiVMMVIMWWVVMVIMAA r
BAKED "CHICKEN-ALL"

with Mashed Potatoes, Rich Gravy, Vegetable
Colo Slaw, Dinner Rolls, and Beverage , !
4Lf_l
THE "ALL" MEANS ALL YOU CAN EAT. *%%
1"*V
Try IM

FjP • TASTY FOODS
Im
t FULL CHOICE
II
OF THE MENU
11
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• COURTEOUS WAITRESSES
• QUICK SERVICE

• CARRYOUTS, TOO!
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BATTER-FRIED "FISH-ALL"

with French Fries, Cole Slaw, Dinner Rolls •___ _ |_B
and Beverage . . , THE "ALL" MEANS ALL I "
YOU CAN EAT
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Conveniently located in
downtown Winona .
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Dancing Saturday Night

Chief Clerk of
Senate Selected
WASHINGTON (AP)-Darrell
St. Claire was appointed Monday chief clerk of the Senate
effective Jan. 1.
Emery L. Frazier, who becomes secretary of the Senate
at that time, told a news conference that St, Claire, a veteran of 32 years in Senate staff
service, will succeed him in the
$24,000 a year chief clerk post.

Other Sites
Suggested for
Tech School

A location for Winona's Area
Vocational - Technical School
building was touched on briefly
at two points during Monday
evening's meeting of tbe Board
of Education but no action was
taken by school directors who
are continuing their deliberations on site selection.
Nine visitors. were in attendance at the meeting, presumably interested in what might
develop on the site issue following two sessions — one a
! WINNERS AT PHELPS .. .Here are three of the winpublic hearing — at which site
ners from among 27 entries in the "Bock Character I Like
selection had come up for exBest" contest at Phelps School Junior High School. It was
tended discussion.
hfeld in conjunction with Book Week. From left, Michael
BOARD President Lawrence
Sexton, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sexton, 735 47th Ave.,
Santelman explained , however.
Goodview; Sharon Schultz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Everard
WARSAW, Poland (AP) that the board
'• •
Stftultz , Goodview Rt. 19, and Steven Cox, first, son of Mr. The possibility is still alive that
-.
i still was en*
gaged in study
arid Mrs. Thomas Cox, 3940 6th St., Goodview, who drew Pope Paul VI will visit Poland
bCnOOl
of proposed
"Crazy Horse." Michael and Sharon got honorable mention. next spring.
Both
the
Vatican
and
the
Poln
J sites and beSeteond place went to Scott Krage, son of Mr. and Mrs. JunDOdrQ cause of this
ish government have denied
ior Krage, Minnesota City Rt. 1. (Daily News photo)
¦
Roman press reports of ar'the m a t t e r
rangements for the Pope~tir had not been placed on the
ie, Minn., State Bank said an come to the May 3, 1966, cele- agenda for action at Monday's
auction Saturday of livestock bration of 1,000 years of Chris- meeting.
and farm machinery belonging tianity in Poland.
Most frequently mentioned as
to Olson brought about $51- The feeling here is that the a possible site for the school
000. About 300 people attended denials were prompted by pre- have been a tract in the vicinity
mature publicity for a project of Siebrecbt' s greenhouse bethe sale.
¦
that could take shape in the tween old and new Highway 61
(AP)
LOTTLE FALLS, Minn.
coming winter.
near the east edge of the city
— A Morrison County grand
and, more recently, a four-block
Some
Italian
reporters
who
jury indicted Anton E. Olson
area on the east fringe of the
accompanied President Gi- downtown
business district
on charges of first degree muruseppe Saragat'to Poland last should property become avails
der Monday in the shooting
month wrote about a papal visit able through an urban renewal
deaths of Sheriff John E. Stack
as if it were already decided.
Erogram. The latter site has
and his chief deputy. Andrew
Prof. Aleksander Skarzynskl, een under fire by persons in(AP)
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.
P. Herlitz.
director of the Polish governproperty owners and
TJhe officers were wounded — Ray C. Bliss, chairman of the ment's Office of Religious Af- cluding
businessmen
in the area.
fatally by shotgun blasts on the Republican National Commit- fairs, told The Associated Press The vocational-technical
Olson farm, near Sobieski, the tee, was to be released today there was no truth to their sto- site first -was mentioned school
Monnight of Oct. 15. Authorities said irom an Albuquerque hospital. ries. But he did not rule out the
night when Superintendent
Stack, 45, and Herlitz. 55, were Bliss, 57, was hospitalized last possibility of a journey here by day
of Schools A. L. Nelson read a
shot from behind in the farm- Friday when he complained of the Pope.
letter
received from Dr. J. H.
yard.
chest pains. Doctors said they Numerous matters would Foegen, 323 Elm St., a memfound no trace of heart trouble. have to be settled first, the ber of the Winona State College
The victims reportetdly had A physician said Bliss would
business faculty who said he
gone to the farm to talk to Ol- check into an Albuquerque hotel director said.
son about the location of some for a few days of rest before Many Polish Communists as felt that "neither of the two
talked-about sites have
farm machinery on land abut- returning to his home in Akron, well as Catholics are interested most
have
too
much to offer . Or, to
ting that of Olson and a neigh- Ohio.
in having the pontiff come here put it differently , there are conbor. Investigators said Olson He was attending the Western because of the prestige this vincing
arguments against both
and neighbors had gotten into States Republican Conference would mean for their country. of them."
a hassle over the matter.
when he became ill.
Communist regime officials Dr. Foegen had three possible
Olson is being held in the
are also pondering possible dis- alternative sites hi' mind and
county jail here in lieu of $200,Quick supper : Heat chunks of advantages. There would be the suggested that if they haven't
000 bond.
frankfurters with baked beans. danger that the visit might dis- beenconsidered by the board
rupt' public order, something they might merit study.
Am official cf the Long Prair- Serve with cole slaw.
dreaded by any regime in powTHESE Included:
Polish Catholics are so fer- •"Existing square blocks of
vently religious that more than park land in the central city.
100,000 will spend days walking Since precedent has already
to reach appearances of Stefan been set, in the construction of
in the CenCardinal Wyszynski, the Roman the post office andthere
should
Park block,
Catholic primate of Poland. The tral
be too much commotion on
Pope could draw millions. Han- not
this score. What with Lake Park
dling such a crowd would re- and
others, these central parks,
quire the kind of church-state are,
my opinion, obsolete. In
cooperation that does not now horseinand
buggy days, or when
exist. Despite this, one War- people had to walk in parks,
saw diplomat has predicted to they served a purpose. With
his government that there is a today's mobility, who wants to
60-40 chance that the Pope will use them? Also, by using one
come here.
Fast, ifucfeJt sirvfei and mtaffity fail ill It yaw but bit
of these blocks, no property
for wintertime hona comfort Try oir service... Md cleaa
would be removed from tax
»urnlnf PhHIwat Jiome baatlnf ell fro* PMIIipt «.
rolls and you would still have
BLAIR PATIENTS
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)-Mrs. the advantages of a relatively
A. J. Sather is at Lutheran Hos- central location.
pital, La Crosse, where she un- • "The North Western depot
derwent surgery. Irvin Solberg, site. I don't know if this would
who was a patient at Tri-Coun- be large enough but few would
ty Memorial Hospital, Whitehall, argue that it is now badlv in
24-Hour Service
213 Center St., Winona
several days, was transferred need of 'renewal.' Central locaTel. 8-2174—After Hour* 8-2051
to the Veterans Hospital at Ft. tion, urban renewal and no - real
displacement of already - estabSnelling.
lished business would be factors
here.
• "And what about any number of possible locations in
Goodview? Since it is to be an
area and not a city vocational
school, there should be no need
to locate it in Winona proper.
Since it would be non-taxable ,
anyway, no loss of taxes would
be involved."
The letter was placed on file
with no comment from the
board.
LATER IN the evening, Snpt.
Nelson said that as a consequence of suggestions made at
previous meetings attended by
the public, the Wincrest area
had been visited during the past
week for inspection of possible
school sites.
He said that W. Wayne Smith
of the architectural firm preparing plans and specifications
for the new building, and school
officials had been taken to Wincrest by the developers for a
look at areas that might be suitable.
Nelson said that there was
one "fairly good area of several
blocks" that had been seen. It
was within a few blocks of
existing water and sewer service, he said , but one drawback
^^^ssa\\\\\\\\\wa\a%
^^^nfl________________________________ _____________________ M^^
as a site might be the uneven
terrain,
*'"
W
B _H_H_I
_^
The superintendent said that
the study had not been extended as yet to such a point to
where any recommendation
might be made.
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Pope May
Visit Poland
In Spring

Farmer Indicted *
In Double Slaying

Ray Bliss
Hospitalized at
Albuquerque
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MODERN OIL BURNER SERVICE
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A lot , of people
are taking a second look XJ\ f .
at , the low-price field
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*..since this new Olds F-85 came on the scene!

We aak youi sJid Mving money ever look «o good?Don't answer till you buckle up and take
\ the wheel of a new 1966 Olda F«83. You couldn't bargain for a smoother, quieter, sweeter
I performing car.
1
CQMPI.BTH WITH aAFKTY PBATURKS UKB a FRONT AND REAR BEAT BELTS
. TWO-SPEED WINDSHIELD WIPERS a WASHERS a BACK-UP LIGHTS a OUTSIDE
MIRROR-ALL 8TAWMWP-ANP AIA DESIGNED TOMAKE YOU A SAFER DRIVER!
¦ Yet It'a priced right down In the low-price field! So take that aecond look at the expanded
line of r-85» "«w ¦'Jrour OldamoWla Dealer'a. Your "Juat looking" day* may be ©-erf
LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW I
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WESTERN MOTOR SALES, 225 W. Srd St
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DON'T MISS OUT ON THESE FANTASTIC BUYS ON

Furniture - Carpets
Appliances
EVERYTHING GOES —NOTHING HELD BACK
*

.

ROCKERS

I DINETTE

SOFA

I

$99 I
*28 I

1 *45

|

OPEN 9 AM. TO 9 P.M. EVERY DAY

CHAIR
I * 11
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NO MONEY DOWN-24 MONTHS TO PAY

crr.Tin.A.c I I WALIIUT II WHETTE |
I SECTIUBALS
BOOKCASES I CHAIRS I

$T99
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$500

I
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FREE DELIVERY UP TO 200 MILES
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I Ethan Allen I
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This Is Not A Cash Sale-Use Your Credit

148

Ever team canned kidney
beans with canned tomatoes for
a vegetable dish? Season as you
like—with minced onion, brown
sugar or chili powder.
LAY-AWAY NOW
FOR CHRISTMAS

Schwinn

5- & 10-SPEED

BICYCLES
S Speed .JOWIS

10-Sp-ed «pbOa"5

MILTER'S BK'

•ALBS S. SBRVICe
40) ManKalo Ava.
Phona SUI

FURNITURE

Next to Winona National and Savings Bank
—
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Invest in Learning

To Enhance
Personal Fulfillment
(Editor 's Note.- This is Ihe third in a
scries of Guest Editorials written by Winona
civic , educational ond religious leaders in
connection with thi observance of National
' Education Week , Nov. 7-13.)
By S. J. Kryisko
Prnident, Winona National
and Saving* Bank
LIVING
EFFECTIVELY today derhands more of us than coping with the encircling limitations which often flow from
environment. These demands make it nec. . essary/that we develop those qualities necessary for formulating and reaching worthy goals. Such development is almost impossible in the modern world without education. This Is what makes education today a special sort of an investment — an
investment whose benefits pay the substantial dividends of personal growth and
fulfillment.
When we speak of personal fulfillment
In this sense we understand that in a complete individual it is inevitably the sum
of many phases in the acquisition of knowledge and a natural result of education.
We all know that most investments, as
we understand them, require that the capital be put away, untouched, until the investment matures—but not so with education. This peculiar type of investment
yields returns immediately — in personal
maturity and enrichment and, too, because
the investment was honestly and diligently
made.
A CHILD AWAKENS to th* world
around him and discovers an Immediate
pleasure and awareness In his newly found
understanding. This happens at the very
beginning of his education.
Important to remember is that an education investment continues to yield priceless dividends throughout life. Once our
basic formal education is complete, we
cannot help building upon it with each new
experience, thus enriching our character
at every stage of our lives. We could say
that life has no real adventure unless we
have continuing curiosity and"education to
expand our horizons.
Most of us believe in one way or another that education should not cease when
we leave school. The finest product of formal schooling is the desire to learn from
life itself and to make the conditions of life
such that we all learn to give and take in
the process of living.
Conditions change so rapidly in our
world that we soon learn we must continue
to jpjild upon our basic education to enrich
our 'lives. An indication that education
v
must Continue throughout life is the relatively recent growth and development of
adult education programs. We see evidence
of this in the fine and varied adult programs offered tn Winona.
THE DIRECT BENEFITS of •ducation
are not necessarily its most important assets. Fringe benefits are themselves great
The word "education" actually summarizes something that is good in itself. For
many it represents not only the key to
knowledge and to tbe good things in life,
but it also brings with it a sense of purpose and the increased awareness which
is an invaluable and gratifying aspect of
a fulfilling life.
In all his endeavors the educated person can find greater fulfillment because
education creates the ability to control results and to direct them toward achievement of purpose. It develops ability to
choose, to challenge, to change, and to
think.

WORLD TODAY

'WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MY NEW HYBRID?
GUARANTEED FOR GREATER HARVEST!'

TOUAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

Government Acts
To Control Prices

Party Labels
Very Confusing

By DAVID LAWRKNCE
WASHINGTON - The Johnson administration has taken a fateful step that may change
America's economic course in the near future.
For the White House? has endeavored to interfere with the law of supply and demand by
proclaiming that it will dump on the market
within the next year 200,000 tons of aluminum
in an unprecedented effort to break down an
already announced price increase of half a cent
a pound.
No such pressure was exerted a few months
ago when the labor unions forced an increase
in wage scales amounting to $20 a week or
more for employes and other benefits, the high
cost of which is still difficult for the industry
to calculate .
JLIST LAST Week the aluminum companies
Increased their prices to cover their wage costs.
The new prices are still below what they
were in 1961 . The federal government today
has no legal right to fix either wages or
prices. Such laws are usually passed only in
wartime. The existence of a stockpile of 1,400,000 tons of surplus aluminum held by the
government for many years now has been
used as a club over the aluminum industry. Of
this amount, 500,000 tons can be sold without
specific authorization by Congress. So the question is one of motive — whether the objective
Is to get rid of 200,000 tons of aluminum in
the next year or just to break down the price
and put the companies in a hole.
When a price increase was announced by
some aluminum companies last week, the administration let it be known that it was thinking of selling some of. the metal it held. But
It was denied that this had any connection with
the price changes. Then a few days later it
was officially admitted that there was a
relationship. Executives of several aluminum
companies were Called to Washington to discuss
projects for the disposal of Some of the accumulated aluminum. They offered plan after plan
to buy 200,000 tons as a part of an agreement
to cover purchases of 500,000 tons in the next
14 years. They thought at first that this proposal would be accepted but their offers were
abruptly rejected.
THE NEGOTIATIONS were carried on with
the secretary of defense but, as the story goes
he had to make a telephone call to President
Johnson in Texas after each meeting. The net
result was an announcement at a press conference in Washington on Saturday that the
price increases were above the so-called
"guideposts." The chairman of the President's
economic advisory board finally said that the
price rise had violated the "guideposts" laid
down by the administration, whereby price
changes would not be regarded as justified unless they came within certain limits of productivity.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1955

The Winona County Historical Society will receive a .national award of merit for its "distinctive contribution to the cause of local history," from the American Association for State
and Local History, during public ceremonies.
Mrs. Donald Schaefer, president, and Mrs.
David Kinowski, secretary of the Auxiliary to
Leon J. Wetzel Post, American Legion, will attend a two-day conference in St. Paul. The conference is primarily a school of instruction held
each year to aid the president and her secretary in their duties as officers.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1940

Mrs. M. L. Spencer, has returned home after spending the weekend in the Twin Cities. She
was a guest of Sen. and Mrs. Joseph Ball
at their home in St. Paul and attended the
American Legion Auxiliary breakfast.
Mrs. 0... -F . Burlingame left for Milwaukee
where she will visit her nephew, Dr. M. Kellogg Mookerjee, and his wife for several weeks.

An educated person can make intelligent choices; an uneducated person is
more likely to have either only a vague noFifty Years Ago . . ' . 1915
tion of his goals or none at all. An educatW. E. Smith, who has been superintendent
ed person is ablo to make the distinctions
of
the government fish hatcheries at Homer
necessary in choosing the worthy and
for the past four years, has been transferred
practical action over the unworthy or im- to the government hatchery at Spearfish, S.D.
practical; in this sense he is his own masThe contract for the erection of the new
ter; he is free.
four-story and basement building to be built
Not too long ago, an ordinary man's by Latsch & Son for occupation by the Inadult life was spent working at his trade ternational Harvester Co. on n lease, has been
awarded to the J. and W . A. Elliott Co. of
or craft from morning to night, deriving
Minneapolis.
self-fulfillment from the completion of his
product or the support he earned for his Seventy-Five Years Ago . . .J890
family. The complexity of modern life may
The weather last night was the coldest exmake involvement much more difficult
perienced so far this season, the thermometer
today. It may require far greater invest- registering 16 degrees above zero
.
ment in education. Locally the opportunity
A company of carpenters in charge of O. P.
for infinite kinds of involvement and en- Orad went out on the Southwestern Road to
richment is here and active acceptance of
erect grain elevators at several stations.
the challenge brings to us rewards that
arc surely worth the effort.
One Hundred Years Ago . . . 1865
The festival at the courthouse passed off
ACTIVE SUPPORT of our fine schools
and colleges is a type of involvement which pleasantly , though it was not as largely attendis particularly satisfying because the re- ed as such entertainments have been. The profits from the entertainment will be applied to
sults can be seen in community growth
the furnishing of St. Paul's Church.
and development and in a resultant peraa
sonal enrichment in the lives of countless
people as they pass this way through life.
For we are labourer! together with God : ye
ire God'i husbandry; ye are God's building.
Ample opportunity for individuals seek- —I. Corinthians 3:3.
ing an extension of personal self-fulfillment is available through many fine educational outlets in our city . Among them
are the adult evening classes at the Winona Senior High School during each school
year , the expanded facilities soon to be An Iiiaeprfidcnt Newspaper — Kstnblishrd IS55
available to those who wish to develop spe\V. F. W IIITB G. R. CI .OSWAY C. E. L INDEN
Publisher
Exec. Director Business Mgr.
cial talents through vocational training and
an<l Krtitor
& Adv. Director
Ihe libera) arts programs of our local colleges.
W. J. COI . K Anoi.ru BREMER A, J. K KKBUSCH
Our three fine colleges present us with Afanogifir; Miter City Editor Circulation Afgr ,
an opportunity within our reach to enroll -" L. S. B HONK
F. II. K LAGGE L. V. A LSTON
on a part time basis for day or evening Composing .Supt. Press Supt. Engrauing Supt,
classes in a rich variety of courses for
W IM . MM II. EN« USU
GORDON H OLTK
Mudy. This will help us continue to expand
Comptroller
Sunday Editor
our horizon:;. It will help us continue to inMKMBKH Or TlltC ASSOCIATED PUCKS
vest in learning to enhance our personal
fulfillment.
THROUGH THE wonderful medii of
hooks, newspapers, radio and television
The Associated Press Is entitled
/ &T§\
ex< ''lls 've 'y ,0 the use for rcpubllcn—alon g with the facilities for more formal
MVM
Ml ¦•S
"
news printed in
post schooldays training -— education need ¦Ua n /« 'ion »f a" 'he local
as well as all A.P.
this
newspaper
\«>J^v/
never become static. It should continue ,
news dispatches.
^-'^s
develop and become the forward moving
t
Turnday, November », 1J65
keystone of our daily lives.
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By JAMES MARLOW
f
'
' ;
Associated Pre« New« Analyst ; . . ' . '
WASHINGTON tf) — Sometimes you can't even Mil tile ,
players vrtth a scoreboard. Things. - get mixed up.
John V. Lindsay, the Republican who just got elated 1
mayor of New York City on a "fusion" ticket and played
down Ms Republicanism, says it wasn't a Republican Vfctory.
He was talking Sunday on
HealHi
To
Your
Good
• . .
•
•
the CBS radio - television
¦
,
. " ' a—
"
program"Face the Nation.
But New York's Republican
governor, Nelson A. Rockefeller, said it was a GOP
victory. He was talking on
another Sunday radio-television program, ABC's "Issues and Answers."
After last week's election
returns, Rockefeller said
By J. G. MOLNER. M.D.
New Yorjk City is now a
Dear Dr. M o l n e r :
"Republican t o w n . " But
Would
you discuss fastV
h
i
m
under
Lindsay said
ing to reduce weight? I
New York would be "nonhave heard of talking
partisan." ' / .
only water and vitamins
Lindsay, whose relations
for ' 20 to 30 days, without hunger, and with
with Rockefeller seem less
than hearty, said that while
beneficial results, is this •
method really safe?
he would endorse the govMust it be supervised by
ernor for another term he
a doctor? Is there an
would not campaign for him.
age limit? - H.K.E.
Last week Ray C. Bliss,
GOP national chairman,
I would say that there Ha
while denouncing "leftistsome difference of opinion
oriented" groups in the
on this method of reducing.
Democratic party, urged all
So far as I know, it is safe
Republicans to "r e j e c t
enough when properly supermembership in any radical
vised—but this means much
organization which attempts
closer supervision that you
to use the Republican party
suppose : Either in a hospitifor its own ends."
tal, or under complete daily
He specifically berated
supervision of a doctor who
Robert Welch, founder and
understands this method
president of the John Birch
thoroughly.
Society, calling him an "irIt is NOT safe to attempt
responsible radical."
any such regimen and seia
your doctor once a week, or
Meanwhile, Welch, also
to call him and say you still
over the weekend, once
feel good. Rather, a battery
again said the government
of laboratory tests must be
was under Commuaisf influemployed repeatedly. Far
ence.
just a couple of examples,
Welch , who calls democthe mineral balance in the
racy "mob rule," considers
body is important. If it bethe income tax destructive,
ings to get out of balance, Jt
accused former President
should be corrected promptDwight D. Eisenhower of
ly. Or, under such a rigid
treason and put the Comfast, gout may occur due to
munist tag on the late John
uric acid accumulation. This
Foster Dulles, considers the
must be corrected at once.
United States "one vast inOBVIOUSLY IT is possisane asylum."
ble to lose weight rapidNot long ago , a Republily and in large amounts hy
can senator, Thurston B.
this method, and after the
Morton of Kentucky, who
first few days people report
attacked the Birch Society
that they stop feeling hunbefore, said there is no reagry. However, as you c;ftn
son for it in the Republican
Understand, it is neither a
party.
s i m p l e nor inexpensive
method because of the
"As a partisan Republiamount of testing and sucan," he said, !'I am conpervision required.
cerned by the fad'that; the
I don't know of any age
John Birch Society \m picklimit, but a person should
ed niy party as the vehicle
be in robust health before
to promulgate its monolithic
starting such a program.
philosophy. In so doing, this
Possibly the mest ba_ic
group seems more dedicatobjection is this — the methed to the defeat of Reod doesn't teach the patient
publicans than Democrats."
new
eating habits. He got
He also added this: That
fat
before!
If he goes back
Birchites of the left have a
to
his
former
habits, he can
the
Demstronger hold on
get fat again. For this reaocrats than any "extremists
son alone there is a great
ever had on our party."
deal to be said for the slow,
simple way of reducing —
Sen. Everett M- Dlrksen
learning to eat a little less
of Illinois, the Republican
of everything, and especialSenate leader, while agreely to eat less of the more
ing with Morton that the Republican party has no place
fattening foods.
for Birchites, said they have
THAT, IN FACT, Is the
never been a part of the
strongest argument against
GOP and never will be.
all special methods of reducing. If they don't estabBut Sen. George Murphy,
lish a new eating habit, the
California Republican, saw
patient may have gotten
the danger from Birchites a
slimmer, temporarily , but
little differently from Morhe won't stay that way.
ton. He said 60 percent of
Why, some people, under
them are Democrats.
special
"crash" reducing
Over the weekend Barry
programs have lost 100
Goldwater declared America
pounds and more, according
faces a new breed of exto scientific reports, and
tremists who, he said, are
then in a matter of months
associated with the Demogained it all back . What's
cratic party.
the profit in that?
The 1964 presidential candidate was referring to
draft-card burners, attempts
to block movement of troops
to Viet Nam and "leftist
groups planning to send supplies to the Viet Cong." He
called them radicals who
i FINEST IN FAUCETS 1
"for the most part consistJ For New Homes and OVd «
ently vote the Democratic
ticket. "

/?ecfuc/rrsf
Method
Is Safe

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Congressmen Start Trips
Before Congress Closes
By JACK ANDERSON
WASHINGTON - Like
school boys on the last day
of school, congressmen scattered to the four winds,
whooping joyfully, as Congress closed. Many didn't
stop until they got on the
other side of the globe.
President Johnson's stern
admonition to his fellow
citizens to see America
first and spend their money
at home went unheeded. At
least a fifth of Congress
headed for overseas vacation spots.
The fact that they are
spending the taxpayers'
money, not their own, is a
technicality unlikely to win
the President's approval.
Even before the final gavel fell in Congress, the
great exodus had begun.
Two of the old curmudgeons
of . Congress, Rep. H. R.
Gross, R-Iowa, and Rep.
Howard Smith, D-Va., lamented what was happening.

spending. No longer are
congressmen permitted to
drop by at American embassies and stuff their pockets full of local currencies
and they are now obliged to
limit themselves to the
same amount that any other government official is
permitted to spend in a day.
This varies in each country
but . averages about $18 a
day.
This fall a few members
of Congress, wary of bad
publicity, are paying their
own way overseas. Three
arranged trips at their own
expense to the Par East, including stops in South Viet
Nam: Sen, Ted Kennedy,
D-Mass., Sen. John Tower,
R-Tex., and Rep. John Tunney, D-Calif.
Others have worked up a
semblance of justification
for their trips. Rep. Jimmy Morrison, who represents the strawberry section
of Louisiana and ranks
high on the Post Office
Committee, has organized a
tour to inspect European
post offices . He assured this
column that there is much
to learn about the mails in
London, Paris, Berlin, Bern
and The Hague.
H I S CONGRESSIONAL

"WITH ALL the junketcers that are taking off
these days," snorted Gross,
"I note about 70 absentees
this morning, and I know
that some of them are off
and running to foreign count r i e s . I just wondered
whether there is going to
be enough funds to take
care of all the trips. There
have been meetings all over
the place the last ten days
on who is to go where and
how."
Gross asked whether tne
United States had enough
local currency on hand in
Italy to take care of all
the junketing congressmen.
'i understand," s a i d
Smith, "we have a bundle
of them over there. "
Smith added that his
House Rules Committee had
been "very niggardly about
granting" authorization for
overseas travel.
"I have been hearing
criticism," observed the
congressman from Iowa,
"that the government is not
providing big enough and
fast enough jets to get the
junketeers over to Ouagandougou or wherever they
are headed. They are also
complaining that they have
to take smaller planes to
get to certain countries
which planes, they say, are
not comfortable enough."

charges, all members of the
House Post Office Committee, are eager to visit the
Dollis Hill postal lab outside London, he said. Jimmy promised that they
would see some modern letter-sorting machines that
would astound them.
Highlight of the trip is a
tour through the post office
in The Hague, described as
the most modern post office
in all Europe. Stops in Berlin and Frankfort, Jimmy
said, will ascertain how the
zip code is working in Germany. As for Paris, the
congressmen i n t e n d to
check on the mail service
to American servicemen in
Europe.
Morrison
acknowledged
that most of the congressmen will bring their wives
along. The wives, he said,
could occupy themselves
with sightseeing and shopping while their husbands
were absorbed in postal
matters.
Those listed for this trip
are Congressmen Corbet,
R-Pa., Daniels, D-N.J., Derwinski, R-I1I., Dulski, DN.Y., Green, D-Pa., Hanley
D-N.Y., Johnson, R-Pa., and
Olsen, D-Mont.
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IT IS TRUR that congressional junkets aren't
whnt they used to be in the
good days cf free overseas

I just told Henry you invited us to the opera Saturday. I don't know when I've seen him so excited!"

THE WIZARD OF ID
i1

Former Vice President
Richard M. Nixon, who last
week refrained from calling
Lindsay's victory a Republican victory, said oyer, the
weekend Republicans a r e
stronger because they have
healed their ideological split
of 1964 and repudiated the
radical right extremists.
But not long ago Bliss had
said Goldwater's new Free
Society Association will hurt
the GOP's long-range interests. Goldwater insisted his
outfit should help the party.
By Parker and Hart
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Reporte r Finds 'Happiest Children'
By VI BENICKE
Dally News Staff Writer
Some of the happiest children
in Winona can be found in
Room 102, Central Elementary
School, from 9 to 11 a.m. each
school day.
Eight
mentally retarded
children are being taught in
the Winona Day Activity Center there by Mrs. James Cole.
They are learning how to communicate with others, courtesy
and health, and skills in handicraft and recreation. They take
trips and tour various places
in Winona and area towns.

SPECIAL CHILDREN, SPECIAL CLASS' ROOM . . . Children enrolled at the Winona
Day Activity Center at Central Elementary
School are showing some of the guests at their
current open house some of the things they
do. Standing from left, Joann Goetzman,
Duane Streng and Paul Habeck are demonstrating the use of the loom for weaving

rugs. Raymond Ames and John Holzworth,
standing in the center, are sanding a piece
of furniture. Jean Yarolimek is holding a
scour stick made of colorful nylon net Ralph
Burmeister, seated at left, is holding a bird
house and Ralph Ames, right, is showing a
decorative paper weight. (Daily News photo)

Three Schools Involved
In Principal Changes

Appointments for three ele- Nelson, Verdi F. Eules, who has
mentary school adroinistrative been serving as principal of
assignments w e r e approved Madison and Central ElemenMonday night by the Winona tary schools, was appointed fulltime principal at Madison.
Board of Education.
Upon the recommendation of DAVID MAHLKE, who has
Superintendent of Schools A. L. been a teaching principal at
Lincoln, was relieved of teaching duties and named principal
of Central Elementary and Lin;
coln.
.
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The appointments will become
effective January 3.
The new organization had
been discussed a month ago after school directors had been
advised by the administration
that school enrollments at Madison, Lincoln and Central Elementary had grown to the point
where a change had become
necessary.
Board members noted Monday
that Madison's enrollment has
now reached close to 500, there
are more than 300 at Central
and nearly 300 at Lincoln.

AN OPEN house Is being conducted at the center this week.
Final hours are from 9:30 to
11 a.m. Wednesday.
The children are bubbling
over with enthusiasm. All are
helpful and smiling.
"Are you happy?" one of the
students asked Mrs. Cole.
One girl student took a guest
by the hand and escorted her
around the room to show and
explain their handiwork to her.
"Can I hang your coat up
for you?" a student asked this
reporter.
A girl student affectionately
hugged the mother of one of the
boy students.
One of the children rang a
bell to call a meeting of the
students. They recited the
pledge of allegiance to the flag.
"Thank you God for watching
over me," was added at the
end of the pledge.
STUDENTS took tarns showing and telling of things they
had brought from home. One
showed pictures from the magazine section of the Winona
Sunday News of the upcoming
play, "The Wizard of Oz," at
Winona Senior High School. This
special class of students plans to
enact the play, "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs." Last year
they presented "Cinderella."
Another student showed a
photo album he had purchased.

Ia Crescent Post
Nearing Ninth
All- Time Record

LA CRESCENT, Minn. ( SpeTHE STATE Department of cial) — A membership of 302
Education recommends that for 1966 was reported at the Friany elementary school with an day meeting of GittensLeidel
enrollment of 4O0 or more should Post 595, American Legion. A tohave a full-time principal and tal of 49 more are needed for an
those with from 200 to 400 en- all-time high for the ninth sucrollment require at least a half- cessive year.
time principal.
A new 60-star flag will be doTbe current enrollment at nated to Crucifixion School. DoMadison includes 56 students nations were made to the TJSO,
who ordinarily would be enroll- Hurricane Betsy Fund and
ed at St. Stanislaus School but Christmas Seals.
are attending public school Commander Stuart C l a r k
classes awaiting completion of and Adjutant Raymond Reisdorf
the new St. Stanislaus building. will attend the fall conference
Originally it had been antici- Dec. 3-4.
pated that these students would Two teams will represent the
return to St. Stanislaus late this post at the 1st District bowling
fall.
tournament at St. Charles.
Fourth Ward Director Daniel The annual past presidentSadowski asked Nelson Monday past commander potluck dinner
whether there had been any will be held in the clubrooms
new developments in the paro- Nov. 20. All Legionnaires, auxchial school building situation. iliary members wives and husThe superintendent said that bands are invited.
he understood that the comple- The post will hold its 20th antion schedule for the new St. niversary banquet at CrucifixStanislaus building had been re- ion Auditorium Jan. 29. Gene
vised to a Jan. 1 date but that Lindquist, Clarissa, national
now school officials feel that committeeman from Minnesota,
perhaps occupancy may not be will be speaker.
possible until perhaps in February.
CUB SCOUT POW WOW
EN A matter related to the ad- ROCHESTER, Minn. -About
ministrative reorganization for 300 attended the annual Cub
the three elementary schools a Scout leaders now wow of the
new instructor was hired for Gamehaven Boy Scout CounLincoln School to fill the vacan- cil here Sunday afternoon.
cy created when Mahlke assumes his full-time principal du- ted from Winona State College at
the end of the current quarter.
ties in the two buildings.
Hired as an elementary teach- His salary was set at $5,000
er at Lincoln was Charles Earn, a year, In accordance with the
Mabel, Minn., who'll be gradua- teachers' salary schedule.

Each student will bring one fof
pictures of his classmates and
their projects. Various colored
pictures from magazines were
shown by a girl student of
things she especially likes such
as furniture, foods, etc. All
joined in singing "He's Got the
Whole World in His Hands."
Listening time was enjoyed.
A student produced one of his
favorite records, "Beer Barrel
Polka." He contributed a dance
solo while the others sang and
clapped their hands. With his
hands on his hips, he kept time
to the music, alternately kicking his legs high into the air
and stomping his feet. Another
boy student did the "twist" and
the "swim." A boy twirled a
girl around and around while
another student remarked,
"Hey, that's cute!"

m

BILLMERRILL'S'

Princess Hit
By Laryngitis
And Fatigue

the princess sat at the, head
table when security . officers
stopped him.
The man, described by witnesses as "obnoxiously drunk.''
began shouting unintelligibly
and officers hustled him out of
the ballroom.
Moments later, as the princess made her way out to the
royal couple's special retiring
room, she saw the man being
questioned, appeared confused
for an instant, then returned
instead to the ballroom.
Police did not arrest the man
because, they said, the incident
had occurredon private property. Palladium security guards
also released him and he ran off
down the street and disappeared
in the crowd.
¦

Today let's pay tribute to the
housewife, whose activity makes
going home a welcome thought.
Join me as we survey in a few
minutes what it takes a woman HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Fightof pride a heap of doing to ac- ing fatigue and laryngitis, Britcomplish.
ain's Princess Margaret showed
You'll not catch me getting royal stamina
by sticking right
involved in a wordy discussion
through
to
the
end
of a dazzling
on who has the tougher job —
the housewife or the bread- charity ball that broke up in the
winner. I'll settle for bread- wee hours today.
winning any day. It takes a One small incident marred
certain touch to make a house the evening's gaiety , but only
briefly.
seem like home.
Saying little
dancing not
Recently my wife and I were at all, the and
petite
in a home where things appear- reigned smilingly fromprincess
a dais 4-H Leader Training
ed in such a way as to indi- over the World Adoption ,InterLessons Scheduled
cate that this heme was lived national Fund
in. It wasn't immaculate, but the Hollywood dinner-dance at In Fillmore County
Palladium.
sufficiently neat. The wife was a Usually celebrity-satiated
Hol- PRESTON,
happy person that indulged in lywood stars twirled by, stealing
Minn. — Objecconversation with her company glances or outright
tives to help leaders in the 4-H
gawking
In
freely, and without any approgram leadership role will be
HANDIWORK displayed In- parent concern for the house her direction
discussed in two lessons In Fillcluded: Wall plaques, door itself. We enjoyed her home, as
The princess, In a diamond more County.
weights made out of catalogs, it was lived in.
crown, a necklace with marble- The first series, "Th* 4-H
book marks, hot dish pads,
sized diamonds and a cornflow- Leaders Job and Understanding
book ends decorated with color- A HOUSEWIFE: that works er-blue gown that matched her Boys and Girls," will be held
at
the
task
is
a
most
interesting
ful pieces of glass, wooden salt
eyes, managed a few soft words at 8 p.m. Wednesday at Wykoff
and pepper shakers covered being. She whips up meals on with her dinner partner , Los Community Hall and 8 p.m.
with tile and loom-woven rugs. schedule with an ease that I Angeles Mayor Samuel W. Yor- Thursday at Lanesboro Com"One of the most dominating find amazing. What's more, ty, at the head table .
munity Hall.
characteristics of these child- those meals have variety. In Her husband, the Earl of
The second series, "Four-H
this
sense,
she
needs
not
only
ren is their capacity to give
Snowdon, c h "a 11 e d affably Teaching Techniques and 4-H
and receive love," said Mrs. to be just a cook, but a creative throughout the dinner with any Program
Development," will be
Cole. "They are over affec- cook, with ideas about what to and all about him, including
held at 8 p.m. Monday at Lanesfeed the family. She often is a comedian Bob Hope.
tionate."
boro and at 8 p.m. Nov. 24
"Many parents who have humorist as she points out in
The princess appeared mo- at Wykoff.
mentally retarded children her own way, a chuckle or two.
don't realize their children can One housewife used to cut car- mentarily upset, witnesses said,
lead such a full life. So many toons from the paper or maga- by one incident, an unidentified Ever add mushrooms to
of these children are shy. sel- zines and with magnetic weights man in a brown business suit, a creamed spinach? Yeu can use
dom speak, can't read and attach them to the side , of the drink in one hand, made his canned mushrooms or sauteed
won't play games. They are refrigerator where the whole way to within 10 feet of where sliced fresh ones.
withdrawn. In this special class family could muse on the funthey have a feeling of belong- nies.
ing and a pride in accomplish- I know a very successful busithey go the whole way in comfort and warmtli
ness man. His house is a beauty
ment. They also have fun.
"Many people have a feeling in an exclusive neighborhood.
un
of dread when they think of That house could easily appear
in
one
of
the
homebuilders
visiting a classroom of this
8ingwear
7
_
type. They think they will go magazines as a dreamhouse for
^1
away feeling depressed but it Mr. Ritz. Yet, when that man
^
is just the opposite. Their spir- speaks of home, he talks of the
woman who shares it with him,
its are uplifted when they praising
her for her part in
see the happiness the children
this climb from nothing, to a
are experiencing.
of means. I've only met
"Each child is an individual man
his
wife
once. I wouldn't
and each one adds something her if I met her on the know
street,
said
Mrs.
Cole,
to the group,"
but I know this — she has a
who is pleasant, patient, under- happy, appreciative man, instanding and loved by all of tbe dicating that as a housewife, she
children.
has excelled at the task and that
SOME OF the remarks made beautiful dream house is mostly
by visitors at the open house a fine arrangement of brick,
mortar, wood, and glass — the
Monday were:
soul of that home is in the
"I'm glad I came."
presence of his wife.
"We enjoyed it."
"This is just wonderful."
MANY A SMALL child will
^TTTI^
"It's a good project."
break out into a dead run when
"I know now that" there Is he leaves school, anticipating
hope for my child."
tbe joy of seeing Mother and
sharing with her the activities
of the day. And home takes on
Old fashioned warmth
I
1
1
If
meaning when, In reply tb his
b combined with new
1
II
I
a
"Mother, I'm home," she ans- I
combed-cotton comfort.
1
fi
B
g
wers, "In the kitchen, dear."
¦
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specialises who appear to be 1
fit in the Longiesknit
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— Clyde E. Hegman, "Jacks of many trades" and
cial )
by Munsingwear!
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president of the Masonic Me- masters of most. I say, hats off
Regulars and TailsQ/
^r
1
morial Hospital Fund, Inc., to these women that do much
Minneapolis, will present an to put meaning and purpose to
award of merit to Morning Star life. Fellows, don't take them
Lodge 29, Nov. 16.
for granted.
The local lodge placed third And now a final reminder,
highest in the state with 83 per- fellows — some men think that
cent of its members contribut- marriage entitles women to the
ing to the fund for the cancer protection of strong men to hold
hospital. The hospital was built stepladders for them while they
at a cost of $1,000,000 and was paint the kitchen celling.
opened to patients in October
1958.
These patients, with an av- ies. The addition Is under conerage stay of 23 days, have struction.
helped make the hospital a A pancake supper will be
teaching and research center. served to members at 6 p.m.
Masons in 1963 pledged $1,- with the meeting to follow at
will speak.
100,000 to build two additional 8 p.m. Hegman¦
floors. The new third floor
V_ -_ ^ 3 __1 |H ^H mT ma^ma\\m^m a\a\\\a\\sa\
wt _ E_ B__ H__ i
The pika, a member of the
will consist of rooms for the
care of 40 patients, including rabbit family, is one of the few
five children , increasing the hos- mammals rugged enough to
pital's capacity from 80 to 120 spend its entire life in the high,
"Where Quality Clothing is Not Expensive"
|
beds. The fourth floor will house barren mountains of western |
specialized research laborator- America.
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Masons to Receive
Hospital Award
At La Crescent
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HARRIS SURVEY

868GetX-Rays
At Arcadia;
Unit af Blair

Vi gor Won
For Lindsay,
Pollster Says

WHITEHALL, Wis. ( Special)
—A total of 888 residents of the
Arcadia area received free examinations at the state Boa rd
By LOUIS HARRIS
of Health mobile unit last week. In-depth polls taken during
A total of 2,813 now have re- the recent New York mayoralceived the free examinationsto ty campaign reveal much about
date In Trempealeau County, the underlying political appeal
according to Mrs. Oscar Love- of John V. Lindsay.
The public profile of Mayorlien, Whitehall, coordinator.
elect
Lindsay in the minds of
The unit is giving free X-rays, New York
voters emerged
high blood pressure and diabet- they were asked what when
they
ic tests at BLAIR today and will thought of him. He was most
offer tests to Preston Creamery frequently described as full of
employes Wednesday from 9- youthful vigor and new ideas,
11:30 a.m.
a dramatic, handsome and atWednesday noon the unit will tractive man, extremely artimove on to the ETTRICK village culate, bright and intelligent
hall whereit will be set up from and outspoken liberal who was
2:30 to 4 p.m. It will be in the interested in the less privilegsame location Thursday from 9 ed.
to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m. '
The state unit will be at Schil- BUT LINDSAY was criticized
ling Electric,' GALESVILLE, by New Yorkers for being too
Friday from 10 a.m. to noon and ambitious to succeed In politics,
return to Galesvilleto be set up too young to take on so much
at the municipal building Nov. responsibility, too rich and too
16 and 17 from 9 to 11:80 -a.m. much from a privileged backand 1-4 p.m. and Nov. 18 from ground, too glib a talker and
9 to 11 a.m.

LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — The annual Cub Scout
ham and bean feed will be held
Saturday in the Public Elementary School cafeteria. Serving will be from 5 to 7 p.m.
Tickets are available from any
Cub Scout or at the door. This
is the annual fund raising project of the Cub Scouts.

not enough of a doer,
If this seems to have a somewhat familiar overtone lt is
perhaps best summed up in the
fact that without any prompting
26 percent of New York's electorate volunteered that "Lindsay reminds me of John F. Kennedy."
Both Kennedy and Lindsay
stood out for their vigor and
campaigning energies, were
dramatic In impact as personalities, tended to be intellectual
in politics came down on the liberal side. But both were also
criticized for being too young,
too ambitious, too easy talkers,
too rich and too privileged.

ETTRICK RIDER HURT
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Sheldon Cantlon. Ettrick postmaster, was injured Saturday
afternoon when the hone he
was riding fell with him. He received a gash in his forehead
which requiredstitches, and he
wis shaken and bruised.

OF COURSE, Kennedy had a
religious handicap to overcome,
since he was the first Catholic
to be elected President. Lindsay is a Protestant, a minority
in New York City, although a
majority everywhere else in
the United States.
The Lindsay vote in New

The last stop will be at the
Trempealeau village hall Nov.
18 from 2:30 to 4 p.m. and Nov.
19, 9 a.m. to noon.
¦
'

Feed at La Crescent;
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York* sets whole new perspectives for the Republican Party
and its potential in the big
cities. The following table compares the Goldwater 1964 big
city vote among five key
groups with the Lindsay showing last week :

GOP BIG CITY VOTE
Gold- Llnd- Net
water lay Difference
Per Per Per
Cent Cent Cent
5 42 Plus 37
Negro voters
Jewish voters 13 42 Pins 29
Italian voters 26 40 Pint 14
Irish voters
3.1 41 Plus 8
White Protestant voters
54 01 Plus 7
Lindsay demonstrated a capacity, even against an active
conservative opponent, to hold
the relatively more conservative Republican white Protestant and Irish voters, while
cutting mainly into -dominant
Democratic big city groups
such as Negroes, Jews and
Italians. If there is a road back
to a Republican majority, then
the Lindsay pattern in a usually Democratic stronghold points
to one possible path.
Yet the "cross" that Lindsay
bore In the campaign in New
York City was his Republicanism. For New York voters are
registered 3 to 1 Democratic
and 43% of the city's voters
held Lindsay suspect because
he seemed "too close to the ReSublican Party." Thus Lindsay
ad to hew out his winning from
the remaining 577. of the electorate, much as Kennedy had
to give away better than 30%
of the vote on religious grounds
in i960.
Just before the election, voters were given a series of statements about Lindsay — pro and
con — and were asked:
"Do you tend to agree or disagree with these statements
about John Lindsay?"
ATTITUDES ABOUT LINDSAY
Agree Disagree
Per Per
Cent Cent
Showed real courage
in opposing Goldwat7«
24
er in '64
Has youth, vigor,
new ideas
58
42
Will rid New York
of boss rule
55
45

Runs too much on
his personality
44 SO
la too close to the
Republican Party ^S 57
Doesn't care about
16 84
working people
Is too liberal
15 85
Obviously, the positive- about
Kenya to tha
Lindsay carried the day. Yet
^^|^^^H^_^__ fl|K __^_______
at the very top of this list was
his outspoken opposition to Baryou'll naver
m ^^
j ^^!^\
m^
^_ ^_^W
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_ ^^ ry Goldwater in 1904, New Yorkers obviously considered that
'
0
an act of political courage. A
<
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Queens subway employe put it
this way : "He had a lot of plain
"" ' f '
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and courage to do what
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Bronx said, "Lindsay
JjH ^^B puts conscience
over party.
That means everything to me."
This final attribute of courage, running against big odds,
in the end was what made Kennedy appealing to millions of
voters in America. By all odds,
lt was probably the biggest
W
BOURBON
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single key to John Lindsay's
Amerlci't Largitt Soiling 6 Voir Old Kentucky Bourbon! victory as mayor of New York
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City last week.

Sen. Nelson
Speaks Friday
At Arcadia

British Labor
Majority Down
To Single Vote

LONDON (AP)-Prime Minister Harold Wilson's Labor government entered a new and
stormy session of Parliament
today with its majority down to
a single vote and with revolt
threatening in Rhodesia.
But the 49-year-old Labor
leader and his ministers were
blandly proclaiming confidence
they would ride out the- tests
and shocks of the legislative
year ahead and emerge in front
of their Conservative challengers.

ARCADIA , Wis. (Special) U.S. Sen. Gaylord Nelson will
speak on two occasions at Arcadia Friday.
He will speak at a short program at open house at the new
A-G cooperatives pellet mill at
2 p.m., and at the 18th conservation recognition banquet
at the Country Club at 8 p.m.
Between the two appearances,
he will tour Arcadia Industries,
Inc., and all the plants of A-G
Cooperatives , including cream- Death and one election defeat
ery, elevator , broiler plant, have cut the government's marhatchery and mill, plus area gin over its Conservative and
Liberal opponents from five
broiler houses.
THE OPEN house at the
$150,000 pellet feed mill will
open at noon and continue until
2 p.m. Free barbecued Arcadia
Fryers will be served on the
{rounds. The chancery of the
a Crosse diocese has issued
a dispensation for the day so
all Catholics may eat the
broilers.
Improvements at the hatchery will be on the open house
itinerary.
Everett Herness, Whitehall;
Luke Pientok, Arcadia, and
Richard Nelson, Eleva, will be
the Trempealeau farmers honored at the banquet.
Six youths will receive prizes
for posters on the subject of
why they should be interested
in conserving soil and water.
Winners are Nolan Nelsestuen,
Ettrick, grade 8; Patty Kujak,
Arcadia, grade 8; Suzanne
Instenes, Blair, grade 7; Hazel
Gunderson, Osseo, grade 7;
Robert Wagner, Trempealau,
grade 8, and Louanne Thompson, Blair, grade 8.

votes to one In the 630-member
House of Commons.
Special elections are due
shortly to fill two vacancies previously held by Labor men. The
Laborites are sure of winning
one but face a tough fight in
the other district.
Wilson nevertheless has projected among his followers a
sense of certainty that they will
win out against any acts of God
or moves that Edward Heath 's
Conservatives might make.
¦

La Crescent to Serve
Hunters Breakfast
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (Special ) — tThe cooks at Crucifixion School will serve a hunter's
breakfast Sunday starting at 4
a.m. In the school cafeteria. The
man-sized breakfast is open to
the public. Proceeds from this
event will be used for cafeteria
curtains and other hot lunch
equipment.

Knowles Vetoes
Driven Bill

Queen Urges
Honorable
Settlement

MADISON, Wis. W - Gov.
Warren P. Knowles vetoed Monday a bill that would have allowed mothers to sign as the
sponsoring authority for children under 18 seeking a drivers'
permit.
The governor said an amendment changed the legislation's
original intent.
Knowles said the amendment
would require all mothers signing as sponsors to furnish proof
of financial responsibility.
"If this bill were signed into
law these mothers would be required to furnish proof of financial responsibility while fain legal
Nice for company: Cauliflow- thers and guardians
would not be
erets (cooked ) served with custody of children
brown butter sauce and slivered required to furnish such proof,"
the governor said.
toasted almonds.

LONDON (AP)—Speaking on
behalf of Britain's Labor government, Queen Elizabeth II
called today for a peaceful and
honorable solution to the Rhodesian crisis "on a basis acceptable to the people of the country
as a whole."
In the speech from the throne
opening the new session of Parliament, the queen pledged
Prime Minister Harold Wilson
and his Cabinet would make
"unremitting efforts" to seek a
settlement through negotiation
with Prime Minister Ian Smith
of Rhodesia.
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Why does the head chef
at the Waldorf
^cook with gas?
He cooks with gas because he needs the kind of control only gas can give you. You get the exact cooking
temperature you want because you have hundreds
of heats to choose from on a gas ratige, not just
fiva or six. And you get that exact temperature right

then and there. Turn t burner on a gas range up,
down , on or off and it goes up, down, on or off.
Instantly. This kind of perfect control is why tht
great chefs appreciate gas ranges. And why you'll
feel the same way. Live modern for less... .with gas.

NIC JENSEN, Arcadia, president of the Trempealeau County Associated Conservation
Clubs, will present a book award
to three schools for conservation promotion. Sen . Nelson
will discuss "Conservation and
People."
Tickets for the banquet may
be obtained from Lee Sacia,
Galesville; Paul Lehman, Trem«ealeau ; Odell Schansberg,
Whitehall; John Walek , IndeSendence, and Ray Nereng,
lair, county soil conservation
district supervisors , or at the
county extension office.

Scouts Compete
In Rifle Match

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Area
Explorer Scouts placed in the
individual matches in the annual National Rifle Association
Explorer rifle match at the
Southern M i n n e s o t a Sportsman's Club near Chester.
John Kemper, Preston, was
one of the range officers.
Receiving high scores out of
a possible 300 were : Scott Hannon, 192; Criag Zeches, 132, and
Dusty Bertel, 114, all of Post 6,
Winona, and Duane Hoberg,
149; Charles Lammers , 52, and
Steve Corson, 50, all of Post 67,
Preston.
George Hogenson, Post 113,
Rochester, fired 291 out of a
possible 300. He to the defending
national champion. He also had
high individual score.
The winning team with the
highest score was Post 113.
They shot 1,091 out of a possible 1,200 points. Team members
are Jerry Janz, Rick Trachy,
Greg Gunsalus and George Hogenson, all of Rochester.
Post 67, Preston, shot a score
of 408. Manford Corson, Preston, is the adviser. Team members are Bill and Charles Lammers, Steve Corson and Duane
Hoberg. .
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital
Visiting hourti Madlcal ind surgical
patient*; 1 to 4 and 7 lo 1:30 p.m. (No
children under 15.)
Maternity patlenta: 1 to 3;30 ind 7 to
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)

MONDAY

Stay of execution of a 20-year
sentence was given a 23-yearold Winona man, the father of
three, today in District Court.
Richard J. Ramer, 121 N.
Baker St., had pleaded guilty
Sept. 27 to a charge of burglary with a tool in connection
with the entry Sept. 15 of the
Oaks Supper Club in Minnesota
City.
Ramer's court-appointed attorney, Harold J. Libera, repeated to Judge Arnold Hatfield that his client has had
no previous serious convictions
and that he has been out on
bail since shortly after his arrest, supporting his wife and
three children.
Assistant County Attorney
Richard H. Darby made no
statement to supplement the presentence investigation supplied
to Judge Hatfield.
The judge then sentenced Ramer to up to 20 years in St.
Cloud Reformatory but stayed
execution of the sentence and
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Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Frank Kaldunski

Rev, Calvin F, Srrafton

Mrs. Frank Kaldunski, 83, 703
W. 4th St., died Monday at 2:40
p.m. at Community Memorial
Hospital after an illness of several months.
The former Mary Kleinschmldt, she was born here
Nov. 1, 1882, to Joseph and Anna Kleinschmidt. She lived here
her entire life. She was married
to Frank Kaldunski Feb. 6, 1906
in St. Casimir's C a t h o l i c
Church, of which she was a
member. She also was a member of the Sacred Heart ahd
Holy Rosary sociej^s.
Survivors are^JBto' husband;
one son, Roman, Winona; five
daughters, Mrs. George (Dorothy) Neeck, Winona; Miss Jean
Kaldunski, Minneapolis; Mrs.
William (Modesta) Speck, Winona; Mrs. Millard (Klenette )
Plate, Huntington Beach, Calif.,
and Miss Cecelia Kaldunski, at
home; 17 grandchildren; five
great-grandchildren, and t w o
brothers, Dominic Kleinschmidt, Winona, and Nicholas
Kleinschmidt, Minneapolis. A
son, Florian, and a daughter,
Mrs. Edward (Helen ) Speck,
have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 9:30 a.m. at Watkowski Funeral Home and at 10
at St. Casimir's, the Rt. Rev.
Msgr. J. W. Haun officiating.
Burial will be in St . Mary's
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 2 p.m. Wednesday. Rosary will be said at
3 Wednesday by the church societies and at 8 by Msgr. Haun.

ADMISSIONS
Mark Carey, St. Mary's College.
Mrs. Rose Kluzik, 110 High
Forest St.
Curtis Allen Czaplewski, 613
E. Wabasha St.
Robert Norton-, 322 W. King
St.
Mrs. Leo Hartert, Rollingstone, Minn.
Mrs. William Schultz , 926 E.
5th St.
Mrs. Austin Baertsch, Fountain City, Wis.
Frank Duffy, Winona Rt. 3.
DISCHARGES
Mrs. Bernard Hennessy and
baby, Lewiston, Minn.
Mrs. David Hander and baby,
462 E. King St.
Mrs. Charles Koehn, 1763 W.
Broadway.
Scott Huntley, Fountain City,
Wis.
Karen Stoffel, 1169 W. Sth St.
Mrs. Frank Brueske and baby,
416 W. Howard St.
Vernon Spitzer, 652 E. Wabasha St.
'
Mark Webber, 76 W. 2nd St.
Mrs. Donald Nicolay and
baby, 845 46th St., Goodview.
Mrs. Wayne Erdmann and
baby, 202 E. Mark St.
George M. Robertson Jr., 277
E. Wabasha St.
. Amund B e r g e , Rushford,
Minn.
Kevin Johnson, 1271 Lakeview
Dr.
Mrs. Velma Martin
Mrs. James Keller, Winona Mrs. Velma Martin, 57, ChiRt. 3.
cago, formerly of Winona, died
Monday morning after an illKevin Allen, Winona Rt. 1.
ness of three weeks.
She was a bailiff for the DisBIRTHS ELSEWHERE
trict Court while a resident
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — here from 1951 to 1957. Her late
Mr. and Mrs. John Mack , Ona- husband. George, was manager
laska, a son Saturday at a La of the Goodview Liquor Store.
Crosse hospital. The mother is Surviving are: A daughter,
the former Irene Myrland. Both Mrs. Donald Blake, Winona; a
parents are formerly of Ett- son, George Martin Jr„ Costa
Mesa, Calif. ; her mother and
rick.
a brother in Chicago, and her
half-sister, Mrs. William LuTODAY'S BIRTHDAYS
kitsch, Winona.
Lori Ann Burmeister, Buffalo Funeral arrangements are being completed by Hursen, FuCity, Wis., 3.
Sondra Ann Bork, Fountain neral Home, Chicago. Burial
will be there.
City, Wis., 10. •
Mary Ann Norton, 551Va Huff
Mrs. Florence Curran
St., 11.
Mrs. Florence Curran died
suddenly at a Rochester hospiFIRE CALLS
tal this noon.
•Survivors include two daughToday
ters , Mrs. C. E. (Mildred)
11:01 a.m. — 530 W. Sth St., Linden, Winona, and Mrs. W.
Mrs. Martha Stroinski resi- E. (Marian ) Mueller Louisville,
dence, overheated range stove, Ky, ; one son, B. ^
D. Curran,
stood by until cooled off.
Green Bay, Wis., and a sister,
Mrs. A. L. Twesme. Galesville,
Wis.
Funeral arrangements are being completed by Burke's Funeral Home.

Oaks Burglar
Gets Stay of
20-Year Term

TUESDAY

WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
Flow — 24,500 cubic feet per
second today at 8 a.m.
Monday
4:30 p.m. — Horstense B. Ingram, 4 barges, up.
8:30 p.m. — Tradewinds, 3
barges, up.
9:10 p.m. — Badger , 8 barges,
UP11 p.m. — L. Wade Childress,
14 barges, down.
Small craft—3.
Today
2:30 a.m. — Dan C, 6 barges,
down.

PLAINVIEW, Minn. - The
Rev. Calvin F. Stratum, 79,
West Liberty, Ohio, died suddenly of a heart attack there
Monday. He had preached a
sermon Sunday at West Liberty
Presbyterian Church.
He had served at the West
Liberty Church 13 years and
prior to that at a Plainview
church 13 years.
He was born April 28, 1886,
to the Rev. and Mrs. Calvin
Stratton in Pickerel Town, Ohio.
He married Lottie Sine, Lima,
Ohio, July 2, 1908. She died here
in 1948. He served churches in
Iowa and Ohio before coming
here in 1937. He moved to West
Liberty in 1951.
He was. a member of the Masonic lodge and was active in
community activities.
Survivors are: Two daughter^Mrs. Martha Calbreath,
Altoona, Iowa, and Mrs. Jay
(Esther Louise ) La Rocque,
Plainview, and five grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 pun. at Community Presbyterian Church, the
Rev. Charles Schwenke officiating. Burial will be in Greenwood
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Johnson
and Schriver Funeral Home
from 8 p.m. Wednesday to noon
Thursday and at the church
after 1 p.m. Thursday.

Emmet* L Burt

HARMONY, Minn. (SpeciaDEmrnett L. Burt, 61, died Monday at 11:20 a.m. at Harmony
Community Hospital shortly after being admitted. Cause of
death was a stroke.
Mr. Burt, an employe of Morem Implement Co., was born
Oct. 22, 1904, to Merritt and
Cora Burt at Waukon, Iowa. He
married Jalna Sampson and the
couple had lived here 34 years.
He was a member of Greenfield
Lutheran Church.
Survivors are: His wife; two
sons, Richard and Leslie, Minneapolis ; three grandchildren;
one brother, Wayne. Sioux City,
Iowa, and five sisters, Mrs.
James (Grace ) Johnson, Decorah, Iowa; Mrs. Ed (Velma)
O'Brien, Alliance, Neb., Mrs.
Donald (Mabel) Larson and
Mrs. A. (Hazel ) Bergeson, Milwaukee, and Mrs. Willard, (Gertrude) Manthe, San Bernardino,
Calif.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Greenfield Lutheran Church, the Rev.
Martin Ford officiating. Burial
will be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be: Charles
Deiinstedt, Gerald Roche, Harold Ihns, Herbert Meyer, Ralph
Yeoman and Milo Afseth.
Friends may call at Abraham
Funeral Home Wednesday after
5 p.m. and at the church Thursday after 1 p.m.

Albert Reidt

ALMA, Wis. - Albert Reidt,
61, died Monday at 4 p.m. of
a heart attack at Sacred Heart
Hospital, Eau Claire. He had
been employed as a construction
worker at River Falls, Wis.
He was born Sept. 21, 1904
to Jacob and Eliza Lehman
Reidt in the Town of Gilmanton. He married Adeline Loesel
Aug. 8, 1959 in Winona. He lived
here his entire life.
Survivors are: His wife; two
brothers, Dwight Reidt, Rapid
City , S.D., and Jacob Reidt,
Menomonie, Wis., and one stepbrother, John Steiner, Alma.
Two sisters, three brothers and
two stepbrothers have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 2 p.m. at Stohr
Funeral Home, the Rev. Gene
Krueger, St. Paul and St. Luke
United Church of Christ, Alma,
officiating. Burial will be in
Town of Lincoln Cemetery.
Friends may call at the fi*
neral home Wednesday and on
Thursday until time of service.

LBJ Clears
Desk of All Big Turnout Set
'65 Legislation For Veterans Day
Out to Show Draft-Card Burners

JOHNSON CITY, Tex. (AP )
—President Johnson has cleared
his deak of all 1986 legislation,
including one bill that could lead
to insurance for millions who
now c a n n o t buy protection
against floods or hurricanedriven waters.
Johnson, the Texas White
House announced Monday night,
signed all pending legislation
well in advance of a midnight
deadline — and without allowing
any measure to die by pocket
veto .

After a bill reaches the President, he has 10 days in which to
sign or veto it or, after Congress
has adjourned, to let it die by
inaction. Press secretary Bill D.
Moyers said Johnson now has
acted on all measures Congress
passed before adjournment.
One of the final bills to get
Johnson's signature provides
special federal aid for many
victims of Hurricane Betsy in
Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida. If they qualify for disaster
loans from the Small Business
Administration or Agriculture
Department, up to $1,800 of
principal repayments and interest will be written off the books.
.>
The special aid ii intended for
hurricane victims who suffered
losses tor which no commercial
insurance was available, such
as damage from flood, high
water or wind-driven water.
In the long run, the new law
may have greater significance
because it authorizes an immediate study by the new Department of Housing and Urban Development to devise a permanent plan for protection against
uninsurable disasters.
"Such a basic study is long
overdue," Johnson said in a
statement.
Among the other new laws he
signed were ones expanding the
federal vocational rehabilitation
program, setting sugar quotas,
increasing by $120 million the
authorized revolving loan fund
of the Small Business Administration and another calling Congress back to work, at noon on
next Jan. 10.

WEATHER
OTHER TEMPERATURES
High Low Pr.
60 39
Albany, cloudy
Albuquerque, cloudy 70 43 ..
Atlanta, cloudy . . . . . 75 55 ..
Bismarck, clear .... 37 18 ..
Boise, clear . . : . . . . . 59 33
52 45 .06
Boston, clear
59 33 .03
Chicago, clear
Cincinnati, clear . . . 67 39 .19
Cleveland, cloudy .. 66 36 .20
Denver, cloudy .. . .. 59 23
Des Moines, clear .. 54 22
60 30 .06
Detroit, clear
Fairbanks, clear . . . 5 -10 ..
Fort Worth, cloudy . 66 57
43 29
Helena, cloudy
Honolulu, cloudy . . . 82 73 .30
Indianapolis, clear . 70 33 .11
Jacksonville, clear . 74 55
Kansas City, clear . 60 28
Los Angeles, cloudy 71 55
Louisville, cloudy .. 62 . 48 .21
Memphis, cloudy ... 70 53 .03
78 72 .03
Miami , clear
Milwaukee, cloudy . 54 30
Mpls.-St. P., clear .. 46 18 ..
New York, clear . . . 56 45 .21
Okla* City, cloudy . 7 1 44
51 21
Omaha, clear
81 48
Phoenix, clear
Pittsburgh, cloudy . 64 38 .34
Ptlnd, Me., cloudy .. 47 40 .32
Rapid City, cloudy . . 4 0 22 ..
St. Louis, cloudy . . . 74 44
Salt Lk. City, clear . 67 32
San Fran., cloudy .. 64 55 .03
56 46 .21
Seattle, cloudy
Washington, clear .68 50 .06
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN
Flood Stage 24-hr.
Stage Today Chg.
14 3.4 - .1
Red Wing
6.7 - .1
Lake City
12 6.9 - . 1
Wabasha
Alma Dam
4.5
Whitman Dam . . .
2.5 — .3
3.5 — .3
Winona Dam . . . .
13 5.4 - .3
WINONA
9.4
Trem'au Pool . . .
4.7 — .4
Trem'au Dam . . .
7.7 — .2
Dakota
Dresb'ch Pool . .. 9.5 - .2
Dresb'ch Dam . . .
2.7 — .1
La Crosse
12 5.2 — .1
Tributary Streams
Chippewa et Durand 1.6 4- .3
Zumbro at Theilman 28.5 + .4
Trem'au at Dodge . 0.0 — .1
Black at Galesville . 1.6 — .1
La Crosse at W. S. 3.9 -I .1
Root at Houston ,... 5.0 — .1
RIVER FORECAST
( From Haitlngt to Guttenberg )
Predicted stages for Winona:
Wednesday 8.3, Thursday and
Friday 5.2.
AIRPORT WEATHER
( North Central Observations)
Max. temp. 40 today at noon,
min. temp. 21 today at 8 a.m.,
clear sky, visibility 15 miles,
wind in calm, barometer 30.30
and falling, humidity 53 percent,

put Ramer on probation.
He warned Ramer that his
probation officer might require
that the defendant abstain
from all alcoholic beverages
and even make him observe a
curfew.
However, he reminded Ramer that, on probation, he would
actually be serving his time
outside prison. The restrictions
in prison are now more strinLawrence J. Rotering
gent than those on probation,
ARCADIA, Wis. (Special) Judge Hatfield said.
Lawrence J. Rotering, 74, died
Ramer agreed.
The $2,500 cash bond which suddenly at his home at 12:30
had been posted by Ramer 's p.m. Monday.
He was born July 21, 1891, in
father was ordered refunded.
Fountain City to Bernard H.
and Mary Rotering. He married Theresa Schlesser Oct. 19,
1918, at Our Lady of Perpetual
Help Catholic Church here. He
farmed in Fountain City and
Arcadia all of his lifetime. He
was a member of the Upper
Eagle Valley school board many
years.
Are Rig ht for So Many Eyes
Survivors are: His wife; three
sons, Willard , LaVerne and
Lloyd, all at home; two daugh^mam\£\mam. ___^M__4TV^___l__k
ters, Mrs. Vernon (Rosclla)
Burfeind , Buffalo Ridge , and
Mrs , John (Carmen) Killian,
Arcadia , and seven grandchildren. Four brothers and two
sisters have died.
Funeral services will be
Thursday at 10 a.m. at Our
Lady of Perpetual Help Cainolic Church, the Rev. John P.
Trant officiating. Burial will be
in St. Joseph's Catholic Cemetery, Glencoe, rural Arcadia.
Friends may call at Killian
Funeral Home after 7 p.m. toContact lenses have come a long way since they were
day. Rotary will be said at 8
fi rst introduced to the human eye. Now they are wafer
and 8:3q today, Father Trant
they
In
most
instances,
dime.
thin and smaller than a
will say the Rosary Wednesday field Lutheran Church, tho Rev.
undetectable.
Even
your
,
are
vision
give you better
at 7:30 and 8:15 p.m. and the Martin Ford officiating. Burial
closest frlonds won 't know you 're wearing theml
Catholic Order of Foresters will be ln the church cemetery.
Pallbearers will be: Larry
Wednesday at 8:45.
Hudson, C h a r l e s Dennstedt,
— Buy Factory Dlract A Sava — $45 Pair —
Two-State Funerals Merle Bergey, Arland Hanson,
Ronald Fishbnuglior and Greg
Arnold M. Afteth
Erickson.
HARMONY, Minn, (Special)—
Friends may call at Ahruhnm
Funeral services for Arnold Af- Funeral Homo today after 5
78 Watt Third — Ground Floor — Prion* 4222
leth, rural Harmony, will be p.m. and at tho church WednesWednesday at 2 p.m. at Green- day after 1 p.m.

OptkL bif. PLYMOUTH
CONTACT LENSES

Plymouth Optical Co.

By HAL COOPER
(Associated Press Writer)
Veterans Day observances
Thursday will point up a massive national backlash against
draft card burners and other
critics of U.S. policy in Viet
Nam, reports from a c r o s s
America showed today.
In addition to the traditional
turnout of war veterans, parades in many cities are expected to attract thousands of ordinary citizens who want to
march to demonstrate support
tor their country 's cause.

In Denver, Colo., the United
Veterans Council, sponsor of an
annual parade, arranged for one
section to consist of unorganized
citizens who want to join the
line of march as a sign of national solidarity.
In Columbus, Ohio, the parade
grand marshal is Postmaster
Victor J. Bodlsh who arranged
for the city's letter carriers to
march in their working uniforms. Students of Ohio State
University planned a blood-donating session which they
dubbed a "bleed In" — a switch
on the "teach-ins" which have
The national headquarters of been held at some schools to
the American Legion touched protest the Viet Mam fighting.
off "Operation Show Your Colors" involving the distribution Vice President Hubert H.
of 10 million ^metal lapel pin Humphrey will address Washflags. With each pin comes a ington's major Veterans Day
card saying "Americans are rally at Arlington National
serving the cause of freedom in Cemetery and place a presidenViet Nam. I wear my country's tial wreath at the Tomb of the
flag to show that I support their Unknowns.
efforts. "
A sponsoring committee said
Frank Brockhoven, chairman it expected, one of the greatest
of the Veterans Day parade in throngs ever to attend such a
Boston, said, "Everybody wants ceremony, partly because colto get in it — everybody's call- lege student leaders in the area
ing me." He estimated that plan to demonstrate to show
more than 12,000 would march, their feeling that the draft card
led by servicemen home from burners represent only a narrow
the war in Viet Nam.
fringe of their generation.

Damage High
In Crash at
Minnesota City

A Winona woman received
face cuts and $800 to $1,000 damage to her car when she was
forced off U.S. 61 at the south
limits of Minnesota City Sunday morning, according to the
Minnesota Highway Patrol.
Mrs. C. Robert Stephenson,
410 W. Broadway, was treated
for a cut cheek and lip and released from Community Memorial Hospital after the accident
at 7:45 a.m.
She told Highway Patrolman
Nathaniel H. Miller that she was
driving north on the highway
when a southbound car at least
partly in her lane of traffic appeared not to be going to stop.
Mrs. Stephenson said that she
swerved to the right and braked
hard. Her car smashed into a
telephone pole, snapping it off.
Mrs. Stephenson was wearing
a seatbelt.
The pole fell across the top of
the Stephenson car lengthwise,
making a deep crease. Additional damage was to tbe front and
right side of the car.
A telephone cable was lying
across the highway for some
time after the mishap. Telephone company crews made
temporary repairs Sunday and
replaced the pole Monday, along
with a length of cable.
Mrs. Stephenson was taken to
Winona police headquarters by
a passing motorist. Police took
her to the hospital.

Texan Changes
Plea to Guilty

Freddie R. Mullins changed
his plea to guilty of armed robbery Monday afternoon in District Court, and the Texas youth
was sentenced to up to 20 years
with the Youth Conservation
Commission CYCC).
Mullins, 17, Dallas, Tex., was
scheduled to stand trial on the
charge beginning Monday after he pleaded not guilty to it
late last month.
The youth and his court-appointed attorney, William A.
Lindquist, had contested the
state's charge that Mullins held
up Elmer G. Wadewltz , Stockton, with a "loaded" pistol.
It later became apparent that
there is no difference in the
charge of armed robbery whether a weapon was loaded or not.
County Attorney S. A. Sawyer
agreed to the deletion from the
complaint of any reference to
the pistol being loaded, however.
Judge Hatfield ordered a full
post-sentence psychiatric examination for tho youth, who will
be transported to the Lino
Lakes receiving center of the
YCC for the examination,-*
The robbery took place Aug.
22. Mullins confronted Wadewitz
with a pistol In the parking lot
of Hotel Winona, 3rd and Johnson streets.
He forced the Stockton man
to drive nearly to St. Charles
before relieving Wadewltz of his
car and about $65 ln cash.
GENERAL GREETED
FT, KNOX , Ky. Ml —
When Pvt. James Keyser
stepped from the bus at Ft.
Knox , ho began wondering
what he had done.
Waiting to greet him waa
the commanding general ,
who presented the Chicago
soldier with • cake and a
fancy picture album.
Keyser was the 500,000th
soldier to pass through the
reception center since Us
activation In October 1056,

EISENHOWER

(Continued From Page 1)
to newsmen on a bulletin board
here, giving a dialogue between
Eisenhower and his wife after
he awoke:
Mm. Eisenhower: "Now, general , don't you worry. I'm going
to stay right here with you at
your bedside or in the next
room. "
Eisenhower: "Well, what will
you do if they take me home?"
Mrs. Eisenhower : "Well , I'll
follow you. "
The conversation came after
tho former president had several hours sleep.
Eisenhower's son, John, was
near by. He had flown in from
Pennsylvania after receiving
word of his father's illness.
Eisenhower, the nation's 34th
president, complained of chest
pains about midnight and a
heart specialist, Dr. Louis Battey of Augusta, was summoned
to the Eisenhower vacation residence at the Augusta National
Golf Club. Hospitalization followed.

Farm Outlook
In N.W. Area
Of State Grim

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The farm situation in cropdamaged area of northwestern
Minnesota is "rather grim,"
Gov. Karl Rolvaag said after a
ground and aerial tour of the
area Monday.
The governor said It may be
necessary to establish a source
of feed for farmers to carry
their foundation herds through
the winter. It may also be in
order, he said, to establish
a new base of credit " to aid in
carrying through the herds
in cases where farmers are
faces with the loss of cash crop
Income.

On his return to the Twin
Col. William W. Cox, the sen- Cities Monday night, Rolvaag
ior medical officer at Ft. Gor- spoke in Hopkins to a condon, said Eisenhower was given servation awards dinner. He annarcotics to relieve the chest nounced there he would call a
pains, allowing the former pres- conference next year of governors of all states bordering on
ident to rest easily.
Cox said Eisenhower played the Mississippi Eiver to congolf on a par-three course Mon- sider flood control and other
problems concerning the river.
day,
A par-three golf course is a Rolvaag proposed, in his Hopsmaller layout than a regular kins talk, a four - step water
course and each hole is a par conservation program. He specthree. Because of the shorter ified a proclamation outlining
Paralyzed Viet
distances , there is little need for the needs for a water conservawood shots, and the course de- tion program and proposals for
Soldiers in U.S.
mands accuracy more than action, appointment of a bipartisan committee to prepare
NEWBURGH, N.Y. (AP ) - strength.
recommendations to the 1967
Fifty-six South Vietnamese solThe former president's son Legislature, a statewide Minnediers, all paralyzed from the was whisked through a side
sota water conservation conferwaist down by oattl e injuries, door at the hospital. He did not ence and the conference of
Misarrived here today for medical talk with newsmen.
sissippi River governors.
treatment and rehabilitation or- The former president Is condered personally by President fined to a special suite always
While touring the northwestJohnson.
kept in readiness while he is ern portion of the state, Rolvaag observed 1965 was a disThey were accompanied by 14 visiting the area.
Vietnamese doctors, nurses and The suite is in one of the hos- mal year for many area farmmedical corpsmen.
pital wings. Military policemen ers. High, water last spring preguarded the entrances. Secret vented them from getting into
the fields. This was followed by
Service men stood by.
Elsenhower has been a fre- a rather dry summer, heavy
quent visitor to the golf club. rains during the harvest season
He and Mrs. Eisenhower ar- and finally an early killing
rived about 12 days ago. They frost.
were staying at "Mamie's Cot- been mild and Eisenhower had
tage," a house built for the for- been playing golf
frequently.
mer president and named for
Mattingly said he has been
his wife. This was his "Little checking Eisenhower periodicalFour public schools personnel White House."
ly and that he considers him la
matters were acted on by the
The cottage overlooks a fair- excellent condition, .
Board of Education at its meet- way at the famous golf course Eisenhower was in a Denver
ing Monday night.
where the Masters Golf Tourna- hospital for seven weeks folMrs. Loyal Hoseck was em- ment Is played every year. It lowing his heart attack in 1955.
ployed as a part-time secretary
He spent many additional weeks
was one of Eisenhower's
in the guidance department at ite retreats while he was favorconvalescing before deciding
presia salary of $133 a month for dent.
that he was fit to make the race
the remainder of the current
for a second term in 1956.
Doctors
said
the
weather
had
school year.
The resipation of Miss Doloris Fix, an elementary teacher at Lincoln School, was accepted, effective Dec. 22.
Also accept- -——
ed was the c L
I
resignation of dCnOOl
Mrs, Donald
EUefson at
p/%__ r«4
"OaiQ
secretary - ac—'
countant i n l
the business office. Mrs. Charles Russell was hired to fill
the vacancy.
In other action, the board
authorized that three children
be excused from attendance in
school because of physical disability or retardation.
Payrolls approved were for :
Homebound teachers, 11,128 ;
substitute teachers, $1,224 ; driver training instructors, $480 ;
miscellaneous instruction, clerical, custodial and other services, $2,074; substitute secretaries, $246; work study program, $220; cateterla supervisors, $643 and cafeteria helpers ,
$492.
Also approved were overtime
p a y m e n t s for custodians
amounting to $672.
Attending the meeting were
Board President Lawrence SanYos I Be sure you get best
telman, 1st Ward ; Dr. L. L.
financing for that
bank-rate
Dr,
Korda and
C. R. Kollofski ,
b
^
«
2nd Ward ; Frank J. Allen Jr.
new or used car, have your
"^ *^f
3rd Ward ; Franklin Tillman
dealer call us, first. Terms
l-^rtMsU.T
and Daniel Sadowski, 4th Ward,
ore always flexible so you can
iv
E/_Jb
and Dlrector-at-large David F\
¦ 4
:"
fit monthly payments to your
Wynne.
budget . . . add more of tbe
L ,
"extras" you'd like.
«J>
S L
^
Extra-fnst , completely confit£s ¦
"k
¦Clark & Clark, Inc. I
"•
dential service , Just ask your
dealer to call 2811.
'C. -3

Board OKs
Changes in
Personnel

NOTICE

WHEN YOU'RE READY
TO TRADE CARS, PICK
YOUR MODEL AND
HAVE YOUR DEA LER
CALL US-

KATIOrUb

Uwd

___

Art You Inturad
Against This?
Burglary happens every day,
It could Imppen to you. Protect yourself now with a
"right for you" burglary insurance policy. See ua now.

Clark & Clark, Inc.
H. W, Clark

F. W. Nana

C, ft, Brown Jr.
117 Cantar St.

Phona 3904

ct r financ |-- ( too? Yes,

at only slightly higher rates.
Stop In , talk things over.
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Wabasha Junior
Glass to Give
Play Thursday
Mrs.

Pruter-Anding
Nuptials Held
In Lake City
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MR. AND MRS. DANNY C. MELDAHL are at home at
Lanesboro, Minn.,' following their marriage Oct. 23 and a
wedding trip to lowa. The bride is the former Miss Darlene
Torkelson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Torkelson, Whalan ,
Minn. The groom's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Paul Meldahl,
Preston, Minn. Tbe Rev. Leo Holtan officiated at the wedding,
held In Bethlehem Lutheran Church, Lanesboro. Attendants
were Miss Rosalie Meldahl, sister of the groom, maid of
honor, and Lyle Meldahl, brother of the groom, best man.
A reception was held after the wedding in the church dining
room. The bride is a graduate of Lanesboro High School
and the groom, of Harmony (Minn.) High School. He is
employed by Overland Shell Services at Lanesboro. (Camera
Art Photo)

Dissertation on John Ruskin
Heard by Ruskin Study Club
Ruskin Study Club members
learned about the man for
whom their organization is
named Monday afternoon when
Mrs. Herbert Bierce gave a
paper on the life of John Ruskin, famous British art critic
of the 19th century.
THE NOVEMBER meeting
was held at the home' of Mrs.
Fred Boughton, Homer Road,
with 16 members present.
At the business meeting preceding the program, copies of
tbe constitution were distributed by Mrs. S. A. Boyd, president, and attention was directed to several items of general
interest The resignation of
Mrs. Robert Collins, secretary,
was accepted and the nomlnating committeewas directed to
present a successor's name.
Mrs. McKendree Petty, program chairman, announced
that Miss Dorothy Magnus, professor of speech and drama
director at Winona State College, will be the guest speaker at the Christinas meeting,
to be held at the home of Mrs.

DELIA
REESE
IS GREAT ON
SCOPITONB AT

LANG'S Bar

Richard Callender. Mrs. Petty
presented the speaker of the
day.
MRS. BIERCff gave a scholarly report on the life and
career of Ruskin, who was
born in 1819, the son of a wealthy Scottish wine merchant and
a stern mother, who directed
his affairs well into his manhood, even to accompanying
him to Oxford University when
he was enrolled.
"Ruskin was best known In
his time both as a great teacher of art and as a severe ait
critic," Mrs. Bierce said.
"He believed deeply that art
was a necessary possession of
all people and not only a luxurious toy for the few. In his
criticisms of the artists of his
time he could be cruel on. occasion and was outspoken of
both the artist and his work.
People were so influenced by
his evaluations that they flocked to buy those things he praised and ignored those he didn't."
Mrs. Bierce said Ruskin always preached truthfulness in
art and wrote, "If it is possible
for art to give all the truths of
nature, it ought to do it." During his lifetime, Ruskin wrote
more than SO books, in the early
years about art and later, on
social and moral problems.
Even though he had plenty of
means, be was always concerned about the working class and
its problems, Mrs. Bierce pointed out.

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special )
— St. John's Lutheran Church
was the setting for the Oct. 30
marriage of Miss Rosemary
Anding to Marvin Prater.
The Rev. T. H. Albrecht o«V
ficiated. Organist was Gerald
Bunkowske and soloist Miss
Lois Kroger. The latter is of
Rochester.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs! Mortiz Anding,
Zumbro Falls, Minn. The groom
is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chester Pruter, Lake City.
The bride wore a gown of
white brocade with a controlled,
bell-shaped skirt, cathedral
train, romance neckline and
long sleeves. The bodice had
an inset cummerbund with a
double bow at the back, Her
veil of silk illusion fell from
a flat petal flower of silk and
lace, embroidered in pearls and
brilliants. She carried a bouquet of large white mums.
MISS DIANE Oelkers, Red
Wing, was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were Mrs. Darrell
Oelkers, Byron, Minn, and Mrs.
David Kennebeck, Rochester.
Deborah Anding, Zumbro Falls,
was junior bridesmaid. The
bridesmaids were sisters of the
bride. They wore empire-styled,
floor-length gowns with mossgreen, velvet tops and beige
crepe skirts with panels. Their
headdresses were matching velvet bows and they carried
bronze and white mums.
David Hosking, Zumbro Falls,
was best man. Groomsmen
were Lawrence Pruter, Red
Wing, and Earl Pruter, South
St. Paul, both brothers of the
groom. Ushers were Mortiz
Anding Jr., brother of the bride,
Kenneth Johnson, Robert Nibbe
and John Nelson, all of Zumbro
Falls.
A reception for 200 guests
was held «t the VFW Hall ,
Zumbro Falls.
The couple is at home in Zumbro Falls.
She is a graduate of Wabasha
Public High School and is employed at the First National
Bank Rochester. He is a graduate of Lincoln High School here
and is employed at a farm service in Zumbro Falls.
¦

Former Lanesboro
Resident Enqaaed

Mrs. Robert Jacobs
Elected President
Of Grace Lutheran

¦¦

STOCKTON, Minn. Robert Jacobs was elected WABASHA, Minn. - The Junwill present "Courtpresident when the Ladies Aid ior classEddie's Father" as its
ship
of
of Grace Lutheran Church met class play Thursday at 8 p.m.
Monday evening.
at the high school auditorium.
Others elected were Mrs. Da- In the cast are Linda Hollovid Olson, vice president; Mrs. well . Betsy Hennings, Wendee
Mary Marquardt,
Leonard Burfeind, secretary; Kennebeck.
Boots, Mary E l l e n
Norma
Mrs. Claude Kratz, treasurer; Schmidt, Diane Law, Judy
Mrs. Linda Anderson and Mrs. Bruegger, Gretchen P a l m e n,
Theodore Benicke, altar com- Jack Alton, Bernard Wallerich,
mittee; Mrs. Arthur Ledebuhr Bob Bruegger , Mark Kennedy,
and Mrs. Ralph Benicke, sick Wayne Johnson, Bill Malone,
committee; Mrs. Gene Schu- and the stars, Jeff Peters, Ed- ,
macher and Mrs. Elsie Gaulke, die's father, and Curt Dunn, takLWML delegates, and Mrs. ing the part of Eddie.
Claude Ktitz and Mrs. Alvin
Burfetod, alternates.
The Mmes. Alvin Burfeind,
Call the
Ray Ledebuhr, Gaulke and Olson will serve on the committee
for, the Christmas party Dec. 13.
A 'bake sale will be held at
Benicke's Grocery Dec. 18.
Lunch was served by Mrs.
Bernard Mullen and Mrs. Ralph
Benicke.
For
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MEMBERS OF NEW FRATERNITY . . .
Participating in impressive weekend events,
highlighted by the formal installation of Delta Omega Chapter of Alpha XI Delta at Winona State College were, from left Miss

Diane Klasse, Mrs. Lyman Judson, Miss Angelyn deGroot, Miss Kathy Heiller, Mrs.
Myles Petersen and Mrs. John Martin. ( Daily
News Photo)

Alpha Xi Delta Installed
At Winona State College
"People are to be loved and
things' are to be used, but, unfortunately, many times it is:
People are to be used and things
are to be loved," said Mrs.
Richard E. Shellenberger, Beta
Alpha, past national collegiate
vice president, Saturday evening during the formal banquet
following the installation ceremony for Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Xi Delta, national women's social fraternity at Winona State College.
TOASTMISTRESS for the occasion in the Holiday Inn, La
Crosse, was Mrs. M. Philip
Stump, Alpha Kappa, national
treasurer-comptroller and supervising officer, Hutchinson, Kan.
Mrs. Donald Fassler, Alpha Eta,
gave the invocation and the roll
call of chapters was led by Mrs.
Maurice L. Strong, Phi, national director of installations.
Welcoming the new Panhellenic group to the Winona State
College campus were Dr. Nels
Minne, president, and Dean
Marguerite Ritman, dean of women,
Miss Gretchen Anderson, past
president for the original group
of the Winona-Keys, in her
speech, "I Love the Rose," stated, "Two years ago a seed was
planted, watered, given tender
loving care, and has grown to
today's Delta Omega Chapter
of Alpha Xi Delta."

LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Amos A. Boyum,
South Gate, Calif. , former
Lanesboro residents, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Miss Gwen O. Boyum, to
George T. Woloshun, son of
Nicholas Woloshun, Hayward,
Calif. The wedding will be Dec.
18 at Peace Lutheran Church,
South Gate.
Miss Boyum, a graduate of
California State College, Long
Beach, is an instructor at the
Elizabeth Street School, Cuda- MRS. CARL N. Bale. Gamhy, Calif. Her fiance is affiliat- ma, Sigma Province president ,
ed with the Firestone Fire and entitled her talk , "I Love the
rinlA -n j r_u.ki_ _i.._ 11 «_ <:-_t
Rubber Co

in My Heart, You'll Ever Be,"
was given by Mrs. William C.
Dries, Theta, Sigma province
vice president.
Miss Diane Erickson, president of Delta Omega Chapter,
in her speech, "I Love You
Best, My Alpha Xi", gave her
persona] reasons for her pride
in her new sorority.
A silver tea and coffee service
from the national fraternity was
presented to the Delta Omega
Chapter, accepted by Miss
Erickson, President Mrs. Lyman Judson, Delta Omega
Chapter Director, was presented a bouquet of red roses by
Miss Erickson, A silver baby
porringer, trimmed with blue
and gold ribbons, was presented
to the newest chapter, Delta
Omega.

Athletic Auxiliary
Plans Yule Party
Plans for the Christmas party
Dec, 13 were made by the Winona Athletic Club Auxiliary at
a meeting Monday evening at
the club.
Appointed to serve on the
committee were the Mmes,
Francis Retkowski, Ceil Welsh,
Florian Beck and Francis Paskiewicz. Reservations are to be
made with Mrs. Peter Kulas.
Members are to bring $1 gifts
for exchange, marked with the
donor's name.
During the social hour after
the meeting, cards were played. Winners were the Mmes.
Paskiewicz, Gertrude Chuchna
and Pauline Kulas, in schafskopf; the Mmes. Francis Hamerski, Ann Knopick and
Welch, in 500. Mrs. Harry
'
Smocke won a special prize.

THE BANQUET room, was
decorated with pink roses. A
centerpiece of pink Killarney
roses, the sorority's flower, decorated the head table. The programs were gold, trimmed with
blue and gold braiding.
Special music was supplied by
members of Delta Omega Chapter with their singing, "I Love
the Rose," Dr. "E. Clayton Burgess, minister of Central Methodist Church, gave the benedic- 214 Mankato
tion.
Following the banquet, a combo, "The Group,", from St.
Mary's College, played music
for dancing.

Vz

EARLIER In the day, Installation of the new Alpha Xi Delta chapter, formerly Winona
Keys, was held in the Guildhall,
Central Methodist Church. Mrs.
Stump presided over the formal
ceremony in which 41 young women from WSC and four associate initiates received their golden quills of Alpha Xi Delta.
Assisting with the ceremony
were Mrs. Shellenberger, Mrs.
Strong, Mrs: Rufe, and Mrs.
Dries, Mrs. Fassler, and Mrs.
Gudmond Hansen.
Alpha Xi Deltas and their
guests attended morning worship services Sunday at Central
Methodist Church, where they
were seated as a group. In the
afterndbn the new initiates were
honorees at a tea in Kryzsko
Commons.

STEAK
SHOP

WSCS BAZAAR
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)The Woman's Society of Christian Service of Kellogg Methodist Church will have its annual bazaar and luncheon, Wednesday in tbe church hall, from
1 to 5 p.m. There will be a fish
pond, candy booth, white elephant sale, country store, bake
shop, variety shop and fancy
work. The public is invited.
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SHE concluded, "It would be
difficult indeed to truly evaluate John Ruskin and the influence he had, for to the men
of his own generation he stood
pre-eminently as a great teacher of art, to our generation
he stands as a great teacher or prophet of righteousness,
or as he himself would have
called it, 'Justice. *"
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chapter of Alpha Xi Delta. Mrs.
Arthur Kitt, an adviser, presented a floral bouquet to the
initiates. Phi Sigma Epsilon
fraternity gave a floral bouquet
and greetings. Delta Zeta Sorority sent a silver serving dish
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AIR CRASH

(Continued From Page 1)
Mrs. Horowitz in New Jersey.
Aboard the plane, but not
among the survivors, were two
men from television station
WPIX in New York. They were
Jack F. A. Plynn, 44, son of F.
M. FTynn, president and publisher of the New York Daily
News, which owns tbe station,
and John Kirchstein, 29. Flynn
was tbe station's national sales
manager, Kirchstein its research director.
Also on board were Mr. and
Mrs. Bex C. Larkin of Lexington, Ky., stable owners noted in
harness racing, and Dr. Carl
Michalson, a theology professor
from Drew University in Madi-

son, N.J., who was to address a away," Weekley told officials at
national Methodist meeting the hospital where he was taken
here.
in nearby Covington, Ky.
The pilot and his first officer
It was American's first fatal
were veteran fliers. Capt. Dancrash
since March 1, 1962, when
iel Teelin 46. had 20 years of
service with the line and was a 95 persons died after a Boeing
superintendent of flying at New 707 Astrojet dived Into the water
York's La Guardia Airport, shortly affer taking off from
New York.
where the flight originated.
It was the second crash of a
His first officer, Capt. William
J. O'Neill. 39, had been with 727, a fairly new Boeing airAmerican 14 years after flying plane designed for mediumrange jet service and capable of
with another airline.
Weekley, also a veteran pilot, carrying 100 passengers. It went
was not <n the crew cabin. "He into service in February 1964.
was In the compartment with The first 727 to crash plunged
the passengers," his wife said into Lake Michigan near Chicaafter talking to him by tele- go Aug. 16, taking 30 lives. That
phone. "It's amazing he sur- was a United Air Lines plane.
vived," she said.
The Chicago crash occurred
"Upon impact, the whole front in clear weather. Monday
of the plane seemed to break night's came during a thunder-

storm, with what the Weather
Bureau termed moderate showirs spiced by lightning. The
Weather Bureau said the airport approach , said Clarence Wilson,
dad a 1,500-foot ceiling at the supervisor of the Federal Aviation Agency at Cincinnati,
time.
meaning he had the field In
The pilot was making a visual sight.

Atttn

He also was being tracked on
radar. The plane disappeared
from the radar at 7:02 p.m., 22
minutes after its scheduled
landing time.
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MISS SHARON LEE SLONSKTS engagement to
C. Richard McCullough, son of Mr. and Mrs. E. M.
McCullough, 722 Gilmore Ave. and Excelsior, Minn.,
is announced by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John P.
Slonski, Richfield, Minn. A May 28 wedding is
planned. Miss Slonski is a student at the University
of Minnesota and a member of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority. Mr. McCullough will be graduated from
the U of M in December. He is a member of Phi
Kappa Psi fraternity.

Plainview Woman
Jewish Rabbi
Injured in Crash
To Address
Church Women PLAINVIEW, Minn. — A rural
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PIJUNVIEW, Minn. (Special )
— Rabbi Joseph Schachter of
the B'nai B'rith group of Rochester will be guest speaker
at the meeting of the Women's
Association of
Community
Church at 8 p.m. Wednesday at
the Presbyterian Church.
Rabbi Schachter will talk on
"Jewish, Roman Catholic and
Protestant Relations." A question and answer period will follow. The public is invited to
attend and participate in the
discussion.
The program is part of the
general theme on the Ecumenical Movement, which the church
women have been following this
year.

little.
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KINGS, QUEENS MEETING
The Kings and Queens of Winona Senior Citizens will meet
at 2 p.m. Friday at Lake Park
Lodge. Cards will be played

and refreshments served. On
the committee in charge of
arrangements are the Mmes.
Frank Liebus, George Klagge
and Louis Doebbert.
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We Are Celebrating Our First Year in the New Location
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Spartans
Yes, Winona
First for
Legion Won Third Week

Whether the participants know It or not . a conversation
by Winona Daily and Sunday News Executive Editor Gordon
R. Closway and Len Dorsch set off a statewide search for
Information, recently.
Dorsch had mentioned to Closway that even though most
people didn't remember or believe it, Winona had won (he
<~_-_—» »-^-^--_-~^*<^>-~_-- — state American Ley
gion baseball chamC
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~a\
/ f j F ^JB
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*-•» * W^!^^SM __ j i
pionship in 1931 .
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in8 to prove it.
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stated
that
the club,
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1 coached by the late
*--•—-—•
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Andy Lipinski, went to the finals of the regional meet at Park
River, N.D., before losing a tough 4-3 decision to Milwaukee ,
Wis., County Post.
Ethnically speaking, it was a select final. All but one
Milwaukee player was Polish as were most Winonans .

Familia r Names

No doubt, you remember most of the Winona players.
They were the late Mark Klonowski, Mose Bambenek , Henry
Kluzik , Dorsch, Irv Gappa, Ches Wieczorek, Lambert Kowalewski , Joseph Janikowski , Dan Glubka, George Lipinski ,
Leonard Speck, Harold Happel , Joe Cierzan and Dan Michalowski.
And the group had many chuckles over the fact that
pitcher Klonowski threw to a catcher who was his nephew.
Dorsch did the receiving — and he was older than his uncle.
Well, we took all this into consideration and then, because
Winona had hosted the 1965 state Legion meet, we checked
state records because we couldn't recall a city championship.

No Record

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Michigan State, Arkansas,
Nebraska and Notre Dame,
gorging themselves on touchdowns as if trying to outstrip
each other , continued to pace
the national rankings today in
The Associated Press college
football poll.
The Michigan State Spartans,
who crushed lowa 35-0 for their
eighth straight victory, extended their No. 1 position to the
third week by polling 32 of the
51 votes of a special panel of
sports writers and broadcasters .
Arkansas , with 14 firsts , remained the Np, 2 team after a
31-fl rout of Rice while Nebraska, with four No. 1 votes, clung
to third on a 42-6 triumph over
Kansas.
Notre Dame had the biggest
field day of the leaders, trouncing Pittsburgh 69-13 , and mustered a challenge to Nebraska
for the No. 3 position. The Irish
collected the other first-place
vote.
The standings are arrived at
on the basis of points, figured on
a formula of 10 for__i first-place
selection , nine for second and on
down the line.
Michigan State 's point total
was 482 , compared with 459 for
Arkansas , 406 for Nebraska and
381 for Notre Dame.
The Top Ten, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season records and total points :
1. MICH. STATE (32) 8-0...482
459
2. ARKANSAS (14) 8-0
3. NEBRASKA (4) 8-0 .. .406
4. NOTRE DAME ( 1) 6-1 . 381
5. ALABAMA 6-1-1
. 288
6. SO. CALIF. 5-1-1
. 240
7. UCLA 5-1-1
170
8. TENNESSEE 4-0-2
96
9. MISSOURI 5-2-1 . . . . .- ..'. 94
10. KENTUCKY «-2
• • 73

HE MAY BE VIKINGS' STARTER

Opportunity Open to Osb orn
MINNEAPOLIS - ST. PAUL
(AP)—Rookie Dave Osborn of
Cando, N.D., and the University
of North Dakota may get the
biggest opportunity of his football life next Sunday.
He may be the Minnesota
Vikings'
starting
halfback
against the Baltimore Colts,
leaders of the National Football
League's Western Division.
Regular halfback Tommy
Mason tore some ligaments in
his right knee in the Vikings'
27-22 victory over the Los Angeles Rams here Sunday and his
status for the Colts game is
cloudy. He hurt the knee mak-

ing a sharp turn on a wide
sweep.
Coach Norm Van Brocklin
hopes Mason will be available ,
but he admitted Monday that
nothing will be known until late
in the week. Mason is almost
sure to be slowed, at any rate.
After Mason went out of the
Rams game early in the third
quarter, Osborn came on to gain
48 yards in nine carries, including a 21-yard touchdown sprint,
.That gave him 100 yards in 18
rushes for the season, a 5.6
average.
"He's a great competitor."
Viking Coach Norm Van Brock-

Sure enough, Minneapolis North Side was listed officially
as champion. That team had beaten Winona 14-13 for the title.
We talked it over with Maurice Godsev and he searched
the Winona records. All he found was a brief
mention in 1931 post minutes that a protest
had been filed and Winona won the state.
So Godsey wrote to state secretary Frank
Momsen. Late last week he received this
answer:
" We are replying in a separate letter to
you concerning the dispute which arose following the close ot the 1931 American Legion
state baseball tournament. I have -searched
the baseball file and the Winona Post file
Chargers Running Off
and the Americanism file, and can't find any
correspondence whatsoever on this situation .
Dorsch
With Statistical Gems
However, after a very careful search of the 1931 issues of
NEW YORK (AP ) - As the
The Minnesota Legionnaire, I have come up with this :
American
Football League sea". . . The State Tournament was held at Stillwater that son heads into
the home stretch,
year , and Minneapolis-North Side Post was at that time in the the San Diego Chargers appear
Tenth District, and heat Winona, 14-13, for the championship. certain to run off with most of
the team statistical honors, if
A" _. _Protest
Lodged
__ .!
_ _ . _. ¦ ¦
!_ .'___ - _ ._ ._ . 11
_.
_. 1
._ l_
ai
O
". . . Somewhere along the line, a protest must have been not the league championship.
The Chargers have averaged
lodged, because we find that A. B. Kapplin, department com- 356.4
¦
¦
yards per game for nine
- • ' JMRH-W " .
^.^' ::H____BR^ ^BW :"'>-'-.-:"^- - : -: „ :-:-::,_>
mander, called a meeting in St. Paul, involving the prin- outings as compared to secondWINDSHIELD FOR SUPER SAM . . . England's entry
cipals, on Aug. 8, and it was determined that North Side had place Houston's 307.1-yard averIn the Washington, D.C. International doesn-'t care to have
played with one Ineligible player. A replay on Aug. 10 was age for eight games. The margin
rain on his nose. He worked out in a light drizzle here Monordered.
is not as decisive in the defenday
in preparation for the Thursday race and wore his spe". . . Apparently this became rather involved, and Winona sive figures, which show San '
cially made raingear — a clear plastic hood. "Puffer"
Diego has given up 224.8 yards
had to replay Marble, and won, 12-5. Ap- ________ammaa
Johnson rode the English entry during Super Sam's workout.
" per game. Kansas City is next
patently Hinckley was elevated to represent RBE^*
*
(AP
Photofax)
with
an
average
of
237.6
yards.
HHP
the Tenth District in its bracket and was
beaten by the St. Paul Juniors, 13-3. In Min- ^R[_ -. .
neapolis, Preston-Crichton team then defeated ^¦
f '^' >j| THA T'S HANKINSON
St. Paul, 3-2, and in the finals, Winona defeat- ^^Rb'^ _W
ed Minneapolis-Preston-Crichton Post 8-5, and ^HB .
»
was declared the department winner, and to PflEl "' y
represent the department in the regional tour- < , '^^SL > t *\
J
* «•> "•
•¦
nament.
". . . The regional tournament was held
at Park River, N.D., Aug. 14-15. Winona won
the first game over Cooperstown, N.D., Aug.
Kowalewskl
14, and lost to Milwaukee, 4-3, on the 15th.
". . . To the best of our ability, we have tried to list the
LOS ANGELES (AP)-David
( Deacon ) Jones, whom the Los
names of the players in the box score.
". . . Seems that they had a little different system of scor.
Angeles Rams think is the best
Ing and I was not able to get the exact positions these boys
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - John
Joe Holmberg continues to defensive end in the National
played, but here is the list of players:
Hankinson, who for the second lead the rushing with 347 yards Football League, is delighted
he won't see quarterback Fran
LIPINSKI
KOWALEWSKI
straight season is re - writing tn 105 attempts for a 3.3 aver- Tarkenton of the Minnesota VikGAPPA
HAPPEL
age, while Hankinson's six
the Minnesota Gophers' pass- touchdowns top the scoring list ings again this season.
WIECZOREK
KLUZIK
"That man always gives me
ing records, now is a virtual with 36 points.
KLONOWSKI
GLUBKA
and
all the rest of us trouble,"
certainty to write his name in
BAMBENEK
DORICH
Last missed Monday 's light said the 6-5, 250-pound Jones,
". . . and there is one we can't find for sure, but in the the school's books as the great- Gopher practice with a swollen recalling Sunday's game in Minbox score, it is written as . . . HMRSKI.
est yardage gainer in history. knee, but he is expected to be nesota.
"Actually I am very happy that you brought this to our
Tarkenton led the Vikings to
With two games to go, Han- ready for Saturday's game at
attention so that we can set up our permanent records cor- kinson has gained 1,310 yards Purdue. Defensive back Tom a 24-13 victory.
The Deacon, from South Carorectly. Apparently in setting up the permanent records someSakal remains doubtful with
rushing and passing. The Min- two broken fingers, but all lina State, recalled the douone found only the final score of the original tournament at
Gopher
hands
are ble lateral when Tarkenton,
Stillwater , and did not pursue it further. I have now made nesota record, set by Paul Giel other
in
1951,
is
1,473.
trapped, flipped the ball to his
healthy.
this correction in our book. I haven't the least idea who launchcenter, Mike Tingelhoff , who in
That means that Hankinson
¦
ed the protest or what in the world it might have been.
turn unloaded the ball to fullneeds only 163 yards in his fiback Bill Brown, who ran for a
New Regulations
nal two games — against Pur- LAKE CITY FETE
"Incidentally , in going through the files in the basement, due and Wisconsin — to wipe LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special) touchdown.
"That 'play' won't work
out the All-America Giel's rec- — The Lake City Chamber of
It is obvious that some protest came up
against
anybody but us," said a
ord.
Commerce will sponsor a bansomewhere , because the athletic committee
rueful
Jones.
quet
to
recognize
the
Lincoln
came up with recommendations very closely
Hankinson, drafted last year High football team, Hiawatha
"But you can expect anything
governing the method and the limits In proas a future by the Minnestta Valley
from Tarkenton. He might latLeague
champions,
testing games for future tournaments. This
Vikings , has averaged 164 yards coaches and school officials. It eral the ball to a fan ," the goodwould indicate that the protest was launched
per game so far , and needs to will be held at the Terrace Sup- natured giant continued.
sometime after the tournament , which would
average only half that in each per Club. The tentative date is
"They say a quarterback
have been held July 26-27-28."
can't 'scramble* in this league.
of the Gophers' last two games Nov. 22.
So you see, Winona did win a Legion
But he's been in the league
to break Giel's mark.
five
years and he's still scramstate baseball championship. And it's a good
Hankinson already has broken
bling. "
thing Len Dorsch remembered It or Leon
the school passing yardage recJones recalled a game against
J. Wetzel Post No. 9 would have had the
ord for one season with 1,175.
the Vikings last year.
honor go unrecorded.
He broke his own mark of 1,084
Wieczorek
"I chased him three times.
Funny what those quick conversations will turn up some- set last year.
Twice I fell down. Finally on
ttmes, isn 't it?
Gopher statistics after eight
the third time I got him. But he
games show Hankinson with 89
threw the ball into the end zone
completions (another s c h o o l
for a touchdown. "
record) in 173 attempts for the
1 , 175 yards and seven touchdowns. He has had 12 aerials
intercepted.
••
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Gophers' Great
Yardage Gainer

APPROVED

Deer Hunting
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Regular $4.95 $^

Now

Get your Doer Slugs, Tags , Blaze Orange Capt ,
Glovet , Jackets, Coveralls — all your Hunting
Needs al Lowest Possible Prices at th*

0UT-D0R STORE
163 EAST 3RD ST.

! Ifl . for 223.

MOTORCYCLE

R0BB BROS.

Motorcycle Shop

S73 E . 4th St

Phona) 400/
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Deacon Just
Can't Like

QB Tarkento n

Wildcats Win in
Bio Ten Runoff

Flanker Km Last ha* taken
! over the Gopher pass reception
lead with 20 catches for 295
! yards. Anion Brown — who
i-nught 8 in the 27-22 victory
over Northwestern Saturday —
has 1!) receptions for 274 yards
i while Kent Kramer has caught

• REPAIRS
• PARTS
• SERVICE

:

LINEMAN . . . Dennis
Carlson of Nebraska , an aggressive tackle , today was
chosen Big Eight lineman
of the week for his play
last Saturday against Kansas. (AP Photofax)

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Northwestern, led by the defending
individual champion, won the
Big Ten cross country title Mon
day with 40 points.
Runners from eight conference
schools competed in mid-30s
temperatures over the four-mile
course at the University of Minnesota golf course.
Finishing behind the Wildcats
in order were Michigan State 65
points, Minnesota, defending
champion, 82; Wisconsin M,
Iowa 107, Ohio State 132, Illinois
154 and Indiana 179. Michigan
and Purdue did not compete.
Lee Assenheimer, Northwestern, defending individual champion, finished first in 2:05.2,
Minnesotans John Valentine
and Rob Welgel , finished 12th
and 13th, respectively.

lin said of Osborn, "and I'm
sure we're going to see a lot of
him in the future. He doesn't
have the greatest hands in the
world for catching the ball, but
he fights you."
Once in Sunday's game, Osborn was the ball carrier on a
wide play. He tried to run
around some defenders and got
smeared for . a loss. Van Brocklin thought Osborn should have
cut sharply to the inside behind
his blockers, and let the young
halfback know it.
Osborn was unruffled. "He
thought I should have cut, but
I decided to go outside," Osborn

said. "We'll know when we see
the movies what I should have
done."
Osborn is just gutty enough
to impress Van Brocklin without
bringing the wrath of the Dutchman down on his head.
While Mason's injury is worrying the Vikings, the Colts have
something to fret about, too.
Quarterback Johnny Unitas
sprained his back in Sunday's
game at Chicago and a Baltimore spokesman said Monday
the injury is bothering Unitas
more than he will let on.
And Colt linebacker Don Shinnick is out of the game with
a broken arm.

Mason retained hl» Viking
leadership despite a poor day
Sunday . He has gained 493 yards
on 115 carries (4.3 average) to
Bill Brown's 428 yards on 90
tries (4.8).
Fran Tarkenton's passing statistics for eight games show 110
completions in 196 attempts for
1,766 yards and 12 touchdowns.
Paul Flatley has caught 31 of
them for 550 yards, Brown 27
for 393, Mason 16 for 271 and
Red Phillips 14 for 171.
Fred Cox' 13 field goals and
30 conversions for 69 points
lead the club, with Mason next
at 48 and Brown third with 42.

LOS ANGELES (AP) - The
World Series should be played
without the interruption of a day
off for travel.
During the season, pitchers
should pitch every fourth day
and should not be rested to point
for a particular game.
The New York Yankees may
be in dire trouble, but they have
the organization to return to
power.
Such are the candid opinions
of Del E. Webb, former co-owner of the Yankees and a man
who, in the process of amassing
a personal fortune of millions,
has been active in baseball for
40 years or more.

"This is the jet age and baseball ought to adjust to it.
"A Series that is stretched out
all those days gives the pitchers
an unfair advantage. And pitching is 80 per cent of the difference in a short series."
Webb, once a pitcher in the
old Pacific Coast League, thinks
it nonsense not to make the
pitchers work every fourth day.

Looking to the Yankee future,
Webb predicted that New York
second baseman Bobby Richardson ^Vill not be around next
year.
"We offered him $60,000 to
play this year. And there's a
funny thing about that," Webb
who
"Richardson,
related.
wants to be a preacher, and his
wife thought over the $60,000 a
few days.
"He came to us and said he
wasn't worth that much. Maybe
$40,000 or $45,000. He said he
didn't want to appear to be dictating terms, but maybe we
could give the $15,000 or $20,000
to some worthy cause and keep
him in mind for a scouting job
or something later on. "

Webb Claims Yanks'
Return to Power

Webb, whose construction and
hotel empire spans the country,
was talking with friends in Las
Vegas, Nev,, at the recent $100,000 Sahara Golf Tournament,
one of his diversions.
"If a World Series goes seven
games, it should be played in
seven days," Webb declared.
"This business of stretching it
to nine or 10 days is obsolete,
something that goes back to the
years when teams had to travel
by railroad.

"Too much rest and they get
rusty. Whitey Ford, early in his
career, found this out. And they
should understand they are expected to pitch nine innings —
or more if necessary."

Webb pointed out what has
been said all year about the
Yankees — Mickey Mantle has
bad legs and an injured shoulder, Whitey Ford can't go on
forever, Roger Maris has injuries, Richardson will probably
retire . . .
"But they have the organization to come back. They'll just
have to work at it," Webb concluded.
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Oasis Ties 9th
With 1.066 Tilt
Oasis Bar-Cafe moved into a
ninth place tie in team game
behind 1,066 in the Hal-Rod
City League Monday night.
Led by 237 from Gordy Addington, the quint tied the total posted by Fenske Body Shop
in the Hal-Hod Retail League
Sept. 22.
Other members and their
scores were : Joe Monahan 211,
Carl Fischer 203, John Drazkowski 196 and Jim Klein 174. The
team had a 45-pin handicap.
Ken Praxel's 587 paced Linahan's to 2,815 and Earl Kane
flipped 519 errorless .
In the VFW League at HalRod, Joe Stolpa leveled 210-211193—613 for Wason's. Jack Swinson tipped 220 for Vets Cab and
Bub's took team honors with 1,021—2,888.
Helen Nelson led the distaff
side when she ripped 194-195170—559 errorless for Watkins
Mary King in the Westgate Pin
Topplers League.
Betty Englerth shot 208—535
for Main Tavern, Homernik's
942 and Lakeside Citgo 2,605.
Irene Gostomski combed 533,
Irene Bronk 522 and Audrey Gorecki 502.

BATTEY HAS
TAX WORRIES
FROM 1962

774 behind 211 from Norm Banicki and 561 from Rich Chuchna.
Go Getters — Eleanor Hanson's 179—452 led E.B.'s Corner
to 885-2,498.
RED MEN'S: Mondaynite Doerer's shot 2,774 behind 524
from Henry Fegre. Roy Nelson's 205 paced Sunbeam to 960.

HAL-ROD : Park-Rec Jr. Girls
^Carol Lilla with 144 and Mary
Leaf with 263 two-game set led
All-Stars to 1,224. Wildcats belted 641.
¦
New York Jet fullback Matt
Snell was named rookie of the
Year in the AFL in 1964.

ST. PAUL MV-Minnesota
Twins catcher Earl Battey
indicated Monday that he
expects to work oat an income Ux matter with the
State of Minnesota.
The state Tax Department
charged Battey with not filing a state income tax retarn for 1962, alleging the
baseball star's salary that
year was $27,082.
"I plan to discuss it with
the tax people," Battey said.
He said he had not received the complaint by
Monday, but said he knew
about it. He would make no
other comment, other than
to say he had no plans to
hire an attorney to represent him in the matter.
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Ultra-s mooth! That 's new

Sunny Brook. An extra proc-

ess rounds off its ed ges, brightens its taste. So smooth , it wis
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Sunny Brook-today 's brilliant choice in whiskey *¦§* (\<t u

Van Hoof Wins;

Vince Says Season Up
To Players Right Now

GREEN BAY, Wis. UP)- The Green Bay Packers, their
offense hitting with all the punch of a soggy straw scarecrow, can only keep leading with their chins, says Coach
Vince Lombardi.
No changes in chins are planned yet, he adds
"We've had breakdowns before and have come out of
it," Lombardi said Monday. "All we can do is keep our chin
in there and work this thing out."
The Packers, slipping to second in the National Football
League's Western Conference after two straight losses, have
scored only one touchdown in each of their last three games.
Lombardi said, "It is a combination of many things. It's
not a complete" breakdown , but rather individual things."
He suggested injuries , mental fatigue and tenseness at
possible causes.
"You don't make changes just for the sake of changing,"
T
Lombard!
added, "but if this thing continues we have no
alternative.
Ticking off factors of the offensive collapse, Lombardi
¦aid :
. .

SPORTS
SHORTS
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
MILWAUKEE - Baseball
Commissioner Ford C. Frick
and National League President
Warren C. Giles will undergo
pretrail questioning this month
in the federal antitrust suit
against the Atlanta-bound Milwaukee Braves.
Frick will appear for an oral
examination by attorneys for
Milwaukee County at 10 a.m,
Friday in the offices of a New
York firm. Giles' deposition will
be taken in New York Nov. 22.
Oral examinations are being
conducted by both county and
attorneys in preparation for
hearing of the suit in U.S. District Court here. The suit asks
either the Braves be ordered to
remain in Milwaukee or the National League be instructed to
grant Milwaukee a replacement
franchise.
NEW YORK — The National Football League and
the American F o o t b a l l
League are playing tt cote
about the date of their annual player drafts of col- _
lege talent. Nobody wants
to announce the date but it
undoubtedly will be Saturday, Nov. 27, the day of the
Army-Navy game.
Once again the two leagues
are expected to operate'
from New York headquarters with club field representatives in contact with
their home office by direct
wire. Last year the NFL
draft lasted all day Saturday and into the afternoon
hours of Sunday.
MILWAUKEE — Milwaukee
Braves third baseman Eddie
Mathews was named Monday
as recipient of the 1965 Pal
Joey award.
The award honors Mathews
for "distinguished service in national sports and as an outstanding example to youth in
America."
LAUREL, Md. - Super
Sam, a rags to riches colt,
carries the hopes of England ln Thursday's $150,(1(10
Washington, D.C., Interna^tional at Laurel with his
youthful trainer not too confident his horse can handle
the seven other thoroughbreds Invited to compete in
the Hi-mile grass course
classic.
"He has beaten the best
of the 4-year-olds at home."
¦aid 23-year-old Bill Watts
as he watched the son of
Above ,Suspicion • Samaria
cool oat in the walking ring
beneath the trees in International Village.
"But then the 4-year-olds
aren't much In England thii
year. He has never met the
class he'll be coming up
against this time."

—"We're not getting that hard running teem our backs.
Jimmy Taylor was running real well before his injury in
the last preseason game but he has not regained his old
v
form.
—"We seem to be calling the wrong play against the
right defense. And as a result, maty things we do backfire.
—"Mental fatigue could be part of our problem. This
could be bothering Bart Starr.
—"We're not a relaxed defensive team, We 're much too
tense."
Center Ken Bowman said after the 12-7 loss to Detroit
Sunday, "You think you're ready, you believe you can
handle those guys. And this happens. It was humiliating . . ."
The Packers meet Los Angeles in Milwaukee Sunday and
then are on the road for four of the last five games, including an invasion of Western Conference leader Baltimore.
"Our whole season now is wrapped up in the next six
weeks," said Lombardi. "It's up to the players what they
want to make out of it."

MADISON , Wis. 0B - Sophomore John
Boyajian has won the starting quarterback
job for Wisconsin in the Badgers' final 1965
home game against Illinois Saturday.
Coach Milt Bruhn picked the Hammond,
Ind., passer to replace fellow sophomore
Chuck Burt who set a season record for Wisconsin with 19 passes intercepted for the first
eight games. Boyajian took over from Burt
late in the 45-7 loss to Purdue Saturday and
completed eight straight passes in guiding
the Badgers to their only touchdown.
The 5-foot-10, 190-pound scrambling sophomore was named Monday as recipient of the
weekly Bucky Award for outstanding offensive
play.
Until this week quarterback was The only
position in the starting backfield that had
not been involved in repeated shuffling of

More Honor
For Riders

ROCHESTER, Minn. — Winona Valley Riders m e m b e r s
brought back their share of honors from the Minnesota Quarter
Horse Association awards banquet held at the Kahler Hotel
here Saturday.
Awards are based on the total
number of points accumulated
during 23 Minnesota shows during the '.65 season.
Jim Ritchman and Poxy He
Wolf won out-of-state performance champion and out-of-state
halter champion. Richtman lives
at Fountain City, Wis.
Kathy Carlblom and RBM
Miss Hill won the senior quarter horse pleasure championship, overall youth activities
^
championship
and r e s e r v e
champion aged halter mare.
Sue Boland and Yeller Hi-Life
claimed the reserve champion
of champions, reserve champion
aged halter gelding, reserve
champion in senior quarter
horse pleasure and r e s e r v e
champion in youth activities.

Special Work
For QB Cuozzo

AMI-FREEZE
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ATTENTION! IWP
MEN UNDER 25 *T5
Sentry reports good news 'at last )
about car insurance savings for men
under 25. Call Loday to find out how
time may
you up to $50 or may be oven more.

__________
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Hal-Rod
Spartans
Pin Pushers
Sting Rays
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Four Bs
Crusaders
Eight Balls
Unknowns
Hopto
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flutter Ovslert

players in an effort to construct an effective
offensive attack.
Bruhn moved Dick Sehumitsch back to
left halfback Monday. Tom Jankowski remains starting fullback while Gary Baudot
is at the other halfback post.
The weekly Savage Award for defensive
play went to cornerback Tom Brigham, who
made 11 unassisted tackles against Purdue,
Bruhn sent the Badgers through a brief
workout Monday before the team examined
'a scouting report on Illinois.
Guard Dick LaCroix and defensive tackle
Don Bliss emerged from the Purdue game
with minor injuries. Illinois had three players
— center Kay Anderson, halfback Cyril Finder and defensive end Mick Smith — on itsinjured list, but all were considered prospects to play Saturday.
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Rochester Card

Boyaji an in Badger
Quarterbackng Job

BALTIMORE, Md. (AP ) Coach Don Shula tapped reserve
quarterback Gary Cuozzo Monday for special work this week
in case Johnny Unitas is unable
to play Sunday against the Minnesota Vikings.
Unitas aggravated a back injury last Sunday in the Chicago
Bears game, which the Colts
won 26-21. The victory boosted
them to first place in the Western Conference of the National
Football League.
Cuozzo took over for Unitas in
the third period ana steered the
Colts to their final touchdown.
All-Woalher
Trainer Ed Block said Unitas'
• PERMANENT Cal. $1.18
injury is a day-to-day proposi• SUB-ZERO ..... Gal. $1.58 tion.
Cal. IU8
• PEAK
"We can't honestly say at this
Stop In and see us
time whether he can play or
for dinar bargains!
not."
Shula also said Ted Davis
—- Best Cat for Lets -—|
would take over as right linebacker for Don Shinnick, who
Rofl.27' Ethyl -»"
suffered a fractured arm and
will be out indefinitely.
HOME OIL CO.
Charley Hennigan has caught
Corntr Irxf a Wishlnaton
272 passes in his first five seaOpan Cvary Day Until 10 p.m.
sons With the Houston Oilers.
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Winona's Tom Van Hoof , who
will fight on the semi-windup
of a major Golden Gloves Card
in Rochester Wednesday, began his busy week by winning
a unanimous decision in the
Twin Cities Monday night.
Van Hoof staggered Jerry
Krebs in the first round of their
light heavyweight bout and
then went on to the unanimous
win.
Another Winona fighter, Pete
LaVelle , lost a split decision to
Dan Geng of the Twin Cities.
Van Hoof Wednesday is scheduled to meet Tom Quady in
the card that gets underway at
the Mayo Auditorium at 8:30
p.m.
The main event pits Krebs
against Rochester's light heavyweight upper-midwest runnerup
Rusty Clark.
Several other Winona fighters
are also set for action. They
are Larry Marchionda, LaVelle,
former regional champion Mike
Rivers and Bill Meyer.

CALEDONIA, Minn. - Two
jury cases have been scheduled
for Nov. 22 in Houston County
District Court by Judge Arnold
Hatfield.
Set for trial first is Myrta
Widmoyer who asks $50,000
from Ace Telephone Co., Rudolph Paulson and Donald Otis
as a result of a 1962 collision.
Second is Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Wohlers, Caledonia, bringing suit against Crooked Creek
Watershed for land condemned.
An award of $3,237 for land taken for the project was appealed.
Plaintiffs asked $7,500 for approximately eight acres.
Set for Nov. 24 are two jury
and one court case.
Carried over from the spring
term is Wilbur L. and Lorraine
Steffen against village of Caledonia and Esther B e r n d t,
against Great Central Insurance
Co., against Arnold Stenehjem,
vs Leonard J. Merchlewitz, and
others against Swanson's Heavy
Movers, Inc. The Steffens are
suing for $6,500 damage allegedly done to their building in
taking down the old standpipe
after the new water tank was
installed behind the village hall.
Emelia Wohlers is suing Rainer
Klug for $15 ,000 damages.
Set for the court Nov . 24 is
H. C. and Katherina Villmow
against Esther B. and Gernard
R. Spande, a disagreement over
PITTSBURGH (AP) - Sugar a property line.
Ray Robinson, who was middleweight champion five times, BLAIR HUNTERS PARTY
and Joey Archer, a young man
hungry for the same title , BLAIR, Wis. (Special) - The
square off in a 10-round bout Blair-Ettrick Rod & Gun Club
in Pittsburgh's Civic A r e n a will sponsor a hunting party Friday at 8 p.m. in Blair city hall.
Wednesday night.
Movies and cards will provide
The winner could be in line entertainment.
Refreshments
for a shot at the middleweight and lunch will be served and
title now held by Dick Tiger, prizes awarded!
whom Archer has beaten. Arch¦
er, 27, who has won 44 fights HI-LITES WINS FIRST
and lost
one, is a heavy favorSTRUM, Wis. -Central Hiite. ¦
Lites, newspaper of StrumRobinson, 45, the grand old Eleva High School, received
man of professional boxing who first place in the general exhas been urged to quit for the cellence class for mimeographgood of boxing and his own ed newspapers at the Chippewa
health, says he wants the title Valley School Press Conference
"just one more time."
at Eau Claire recently. The pa"Look, I've never been a fail- per received first in newspaper
ure yet," he said. "Four times writing in competition with all
I've been right, coming back to schools, including printed papwin the title when people said ers. The judge commented on
'why doesn't he quit?' "
the attractive format and the
Archer is the top contend- "fresh and imaginative aper," added the man who has proach to feature stories and to
boxed for a living for a quarter what otherwise could easily
of a century. "I know I can beat have been routine news storhim."
ies."
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Plainview Post
Hears State
Legion Head

PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special )
—Ernie Diederich, Austin, state
commander, was a guest at the
annual membership dinner of
Plainview Post 179 Sunday night
at the American Legion community building. About 150 attended.
The commander told veterans
that the anti-"Viet Nam demonstrations being held comprise
the minority and assured them
the American Legion wholeheartedly supports the action of
the U.S. there. He urged them
to stand firm in discussions with
those opposed to the U.S. keeping forces there. Diederich complimented the post on its new
building.
Donald Pille, commander of
Plainview post, called the program to order and turned it
over to Donavon Timm, 1st District vice commander. Timm introduced Charles Gavin, La
Crescent, state vice commander, his wife, and Mrs. Gert
Hermes, Winona, past 1st District president. Dinner was prepared by women of Immanuel
Lutheran Church.

Sugar Ray Eyes
Chance at Title;
lo Meet Archer

(FlrV Pub. Tuesday, Nov . }, m i )
PARK RECREATION BOARS
Wlnoni, Minnesota
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDI
For
FLOWER PLANTS
ScolMj proposal! markad "Plowar Bid"
will b« raedvMl In tha Offlc'a el th*.
Secretary of tha Park Recreation Board
In the City of Winona. Minnesota, until
5:00 P.M ., November 23, 1965, to furnish
flower plantings In accordance with tha
specifications prepared by tha Park
Recreation Board of Winona. Minnesota.
Specifications and proposal form may
be obtained at tha Park Recreation Office, City Hall, Winona, Minnesota. All
bldt must be submitted on the proposal
forms furnished.
A certified check or bidder 's bond shell
accompany each bid In an amount equal
to at least five percent (5%) of the bid,
made payable lo the Psry . Recreation
Board, which shall be forfeited to tha
Board In the event the successful bidder
falls to enter Into a contract with tha
Board.
The Board reserves the right to reject any and all bids and to waive Informaline].
Dated at Winona, Minnesota,
November 1, 1M5.
M. J. Bambenek, Secretary,
Park Recreation Board.

PLAINVIEW TOWN FB
PLAINVIEW, Minn. (Special)
— rjlainview Township Farm
Bureau will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. John Liebenow, Plainview, Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. for an oyster stew
and potluck supper. Slides will
be shown by Mr. and Mrs , Harry Halverson of their recent trip
to Hawaii.

(First Pub. Friday, Nov. 5, 1MJ) .
PA»K RECREATION BOARD
Winona, Minnesota
ADVSRTISEM-NT FOR BID!
For
N«w , )M( Model. Station Wagon
Saaled proposals marked "Station Wao>
on Bid" will ba received at the Office
of the Secretary of the P«rk Recreation
Board In the City of Winona, Minnesota!
until 5:00 P .M. November 22, mS. lor
furnishing a now six-cylinder 1966 modal
station wagon In accordance with Ihe
specification s prepared by the Park
Recreation Board, Winona, Minnesota.
Specifications and Proposal Form may
be obtained at the Office of tha Secretary of the Park Recreation Boa rd, Winona, Minnesota. All bids must be submitted on the proposal forms furnished .
A certified check or bidders bond
shall accompany each bid in an amount
equal to five percent (5%) of tha bid
made payaole to the Park Recreation
Board, which shall be forfeited lo the
Board In the event the successful bidder
falls lo enter Into a contract with the
Board .
The Park Recreation Board reservea
the right to re|ect any or all bids and
to waive Informalities.
Dated st Winona, Minnesota,
November 4, 1965.
PARK RECREATION BOARD
M. J. Bambenek/ Secretary.
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Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey • 86 Proof
STimt-WtLin Distillery, Established Louisville , Kentucky, 1849
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Hamm's Beer
II
»
Blanche's Tavern
H
11
Ser.
Bunke's Apco Radiator
IS
13
Abram'i Furnace
13
13
Bernie's D X
IS
12
Winona Milk
14
13
Wason's Supper Club
13
Bub's Beer
"
'13
15
Bakken's Const , co
10
17
Vet's Cab
_
I
I
Kroeger
t
Jones
7
10
Teamsters
PARK REC JR. GIRLS
W. L.
Ha l-Rod Lanes
.1
All Stars
»
Castaways
S'/i 4'6
S'/J 4%
Wildcats
Messengers
S
S
5
5
Guess Who's
5
Hit & Runners
S
7
Knock Outs
I
¦
Roadslders
1
MONDAY LEAGUE
W. L.
Athlelic Club

Ahrens-Plalt Oil Co

Jury Cases Set
In HoustonCo.
District Court
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Erdmann Trucking
? 11
.. .
7 13
Bub's Pllten
WESTGATE LADIES
Woslgati
W.
L.
Winona Typewriter
ll'A 10Vi
It
M
Haddad's
It
Grulkowski Beauty Shop . 1 7
lt
Midland Co-op
17
14<A ll'A
Salranek's
Ken 's Hardware
, * 24
ALLEY GATOR
Westgatt
Points
Mohan Window o
31
Fenskt
37'A
Curley Floor Shop
37
Jeannilta's Beauly Salon ....... 30<A
I
William 's Hotel
I
I
Nash's
Montgomery Wards
17
«
Skelly
PIN TOPPLBRS
Wetlgafe
W.
L.
t<A 3'A
Winona Palnl ft Glass
Winona Ins. Agency
t
3
s
4
Coca Cola
Bar
S
4
Hamernik't
4</s 4<A
Lakeside Cltao
Main Tavern
4
S
4
Welkin's Mary King
*
3
7
Wallys
....

STOKES INDUCTED
JOHNSTOWN , Pa. (AP) Maurice Stokes, former college
and professional basketball star
now paralyzed with a form of
sleeping sickness, made an infrequent public appearance here
Monday night nnd was inducted
into the Cambria County War
Memorial Arena SporLs Hull of
Fame.
HAI L OV KAMI*:
¦
BALTIMORE (AP ) - Jackie
Westropu. who rode 2 . 4B7
winners before he died ot injuries suffered in a 1D5B nice
track spill , was named today as
the 22nd member of the National Jockeys Hall of Fame.

What do these people mean
to your children?
These are physical education teachers.
Thoy perform an important service in the
education of your boy or girl.
They deliver dividends on America'!
investment in learning
• because they direct education
activities that help your child develop
sound health and physical fitness.
Each child needs to he healthy and fit
. to gain personal fulfillment
, , „
,
- ^ II ^ i power*
. ,to make
full use of ui
his intellectual
• to lead a productive, rewarding life.
America must have young people who
are sound of body and mind

•¦PRESIDENT'S
¦
l
lCOUNCIL ON
^¦
H_f l H PHY^IPZVI
¦
^^H ciTMCOR

• to maintain a vigorous, eelf-disdpllned
society
• to preserve the national security.
^
The future belongs to the fit—to
h
to
live it and
those vigorous enoug
shape it.
Mow About VOUR Schools? Do your
children have the benefit of teachers who
1
» re wel1 P roP ar,e(l in
'
r ^f
tf
!f
0 our .B< h00 '8 P
*
\
^
l°!
-T
?
/
r
da1'/ period of instruction and
participation in vigorous activities? VoU
can ne j p ^that rhey ,i„. writ* t he
President 's Council on Physical Fitness,
Washington, D. C, for information*

io«|, |n 4 n youryou
children'- phytic*! •-ucsjlon
vlilt your school durkig
program whan
AMERICAN IOUCATION WEIK, Nov. MJ.

fat$^\
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GRAIN

Market Slips
A Little Lower,
Trade Active

WINONA MARKETS
Swift tt Company

West Highway al
Buying hours are from • a.m . fo 3-JI
p.m Monday through Friday.
There will be no calf murkets on Frt days.
These quotations apply aa to noon te
day.
HOOS
The hog market Is SO cents lower .
Top butchers 200-230 Ibs.
13 00
Butcher s , grading 36-38
23 25-13 50
Top sows
. . M.00-21 ,00
CATTLThe cattle market Is steady.

NEW YORK (APWThe stock
market settled irregularly lower
oarly this afternoon although
the aluminums held their
ground fairly well , recouping
some losses. Trading was active.
The market was mixed most
of the morning but weakness" developed in some of the influential blue chips, this dragging
down the popular averages.
Important in this respect was
a 3-point loss hy Du Pont , a
drop of nearly a point in American Telephone and a fractional
decline in General Motors.

Prime
Choice

Good
Standard

Utility

Cutters

21 5075,75 •
2.1 50-24 50

towe

;

71.00-73 00
19,00 11 .00

11.00-13.00

9.00-11.75

VITAL
The veal market Is steady.
Top choice
. 17.00
Good and choice
.' .. lB O»jf?5 00

Commercial
Boners

13,00 14 .00

.

Bravo Foods

12.00-down

East end ef tth Street
Buying hours 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon
day through Friday.
These quotations apply as to noon to
day on a yield (dressed) basis.
Onnrrs and cutters J4 25 .

Frortllert Malt Corporation

Hours; 8 a.m. to 4 p m,; closed Saturdays. Submit sample before lending.
(New crop barley)
NO. 1 barley
81.14
No. 1 barley
1.08
No. 3 barley
.98
No. I barley
.91

Some of the electronic and
other glamour stocks which
spurted in the midst of Monday 's general decline continued
to advance while a few were
down on profit taking.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was off .6
at 353.3 with industrials off 1.6 ,
rails up .2 and utilities off . 1.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 3.23 to
950.72.
General Electric , down almost 2, also helped to dampen
the averages.
Airlines continued to undergo
profit taking.
Prices were generally higher
on the American- Stock Exchange.
Corporate and U.S. Treasury
bonds were mostly unchanged.

Winona Egg Market

Tfiese quotations apply as of
10:30 a.m . today
Grade A (|(imbo)
Grade A (large)
Grade A (medium)

36
.31
24

Grade B
Grade C

74
14

Grade A (small )

14

Buy State Milling Company

Elevator A Grain Prices
Starting Oct. 15, 1965, 100 bushels ol
grain will be the minimum loads ec
ceplcd at the elevator .
No . 1 norlhern spring wheat . . . . 1,62
No. 2 northern spring whea t . . . . 1.60
No. 3 norlhern spring wheat . . . . 1.54
No. 4 norlhern spring wheat . . . . 1.52
No. 1 hard winter wheat
1.52
No. 2 hard winter wheat
1.50
No. 3 hard winter wheat
1.46
No. 4 hard winter wheat
1.42
1.13
No . 1 rya
1.11
No. 2 rye . ...
er; all other classes steady; average
lo high choice 1125 lb slaughter steers
26.00; most choice 1,000-1,200 lb 25.0025.75/ good 22.75-24 .25; overage to high
choice 925 lb heifers 24.25; most choice
850-1.000 lb 23.25-24.00; good 20.50 22.75;
utility and commercial cows 13.00-14.50;
canner and cutter l0.50-13.00; utility and
commercial bulls 1J.00-19.0O; cutter 15.00
17.50; choice vealers 25.00 to 29.00; good
22.00-2S.44; choice slaughter calves 19.0022.00; gobd 15.00-10.00; choice 450 lb
yearling feeder steers 26.50; good -550850 lb steers 20.50-23.50; choice 325-364
(b western feeder steer calves 2S.75-Jo.oo.
Hogs 9,000; only . moderately active;
barrows and gilts 25-50 lower; sows
steady to weak ; feeder pigs and boars
steady; U.S. 1-2 200-240 lb barrows and
gilts 24.00-74.25; mixed 1-3 190-250 lb
2175-24.00; 2-3 250-270 lb 23.2523.75; medium 1 and 2 180-200 lb 23.00-23.75; 1-3
210-400 lb tows 21.75-22.50; 2-3 400-500 lb
21.00-21,75; choice 120-160 lb feeder pigs
21.S0-22.50. •

LIVESTOCK
CHICAGO
CHICAGO I* - USDA - Hogs 4,500;
butchers weak 10 35 lowari 1-2 190-225 lb
butchers 75.25-25 »l rnl*«d 1-3 190-230
Ibs 24.50-25.25; mixed 1-3 350-400 Ibs sows
Jl .50-22.00; 2-3 400-500 lbs 20.75-21.50;
Cattle 1,500; slaughter steers steady;
tew toads high choice and prime 1,0501,171 lb slaughter steers 26.75-27.50;
choice WO-1,200 lbs. 25.75-24.50; good 24.0025.25; load high choice and prime 1,000
lb. slaughter halfera 25.50; choice S001,000 Ibs 2400-8500, good 21.0023.00; utility and commercial cows 13.00-14.50; utility and commercial bulls 17.O0-1V.50.
Sheep 200; slaughter lambs steady; few
lots choice- and prime 90-100 lb wooled
slaughter - lambs 24.50-25.09; good and
choice 23.00-24:00; cull to good wooled
slaughter awes 4.00-1.00.

Sheep 4,000; active on all classes;
slaughter lambs steady lfl.«Jrong,- slaughter ewes steadvj^feeder lesobs strong ;
choice and prime 85-105 lb wowed) slaughter lambs 24.00-24.50; good and esjoiee TORS lb 23.00-74.00; choice and prtoie 95
lb shorn lambs with No. 1 pelt 23.25;
utility and good slaughter ewes 4.00-6.50;
cull 5.00-5.50; choice and fancy 60-87 lb
feeder lambs 23.00-23.50; good and choice
50-40 lb 21.50-23.00; feeder bucks 19.0O20.00.

SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. <_ I~(UJDA)Cattla 5,500; calves 2,000; trade on
slaughter steers only moderately active;
prices around steady; belters fairly active, steady to strong; tew sales 25 high-

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts Mon. 450; year ago 336;
trading basis one cent higher;
prices one-half , cent higher ;
Cash spring wheat basis, No 1
dark northern 11-17 protein
1.76-V«-2.17a/«.' Spring wheat one
cent premium each lb over 5861 lbs ; Spring wheat one cent
discount each V _ lb under 58 lbs.
No 1 hard Montana winter T.MH -l.87 %.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter l.ss-H-i.&m,.
No 1 hard amber durum,
choice 1.75-1.80 ; discounts, amber 2-3 cents; durum 4-7 cents.
Corn No 2 yellow 1.10^-1.13.
Oats No 2 white '6iy„-6'STii ; No
3 white 60 -fi.T*; No 2 heavy
white 65 3 8-68? 8 ; No 3 heavy
white 62-l _-653j i.

Barley, cars 132, year ago 126;
good to choice 1.16-1,41; low to
intermediate 1.12-1.36 ; feed 1.021.10.
Rye No 2 1.10'4,-1.16V B .
Flax No 1 3.00.
Soybeans No l yellow 2.42'/2.

PRODUCE
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Pot atoes arrivals 58; on track
153 ; total UiS. shipments 288;
supplies moderate : demand
moderate; market about steady
carlot track sales : Idaho russets
4.10-4.15; Idaho russet bakers
4.90; Minnesota North Dakota
Red River Valley round reds
2.75-3.00.
NEW YORK (AP ) - (USDA)
— Butter offerings light to adequate today. Demand irregular.
Prices unchanged.
Cheese s t e a d y. Prices unchanged.
Wholesale egg offerings adequate. Demand improved.
(Wholesale s e l l i n g prices
based on exphange and other
volume sales.)
New Vork spot quotations follow :
Standards 36^-37%; checks
32-33.
Whites : extra fancy heavy
weight (47 lbs min ) 42-43; fancy medium (41 lbs average) 3738V_ ; fancy heavy weight (47
lbs min) 40-41^; medium (40
IbYvaverage) 36-37 ; -smalls (36
lbs avei_y?e) 31 V_ -33.
CHICAGO (AP) — Chicago
Mercantile Exchange — Butter
steady; wholesale buying prices
unchanged; 93 score AA fl^fc ;
92 A ' 62%; 90 B 61%; 89 C 6K

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices
Allied Ch 47 I B Mach
Allis Chal 29% Intl Harv
Amerada 72% Intl Paper
Am Can 56% Jns 4 L
Am Mtr 10% Jostens
AT&T
63% Kencott
Am Tb
40 Lorillard
Anconda 79-% Minn MM
Arch Dn 3734 Minn P&L
Armco Stl 70% Mn Chm
Armour 37»g Mont Dak
Avco Corp 23^4 Wont Wd
Beth Stl 37% Nt Dairy
Boeing
119% N Am Av
Doise Cas 56% N N Gas
Brunswk
9 Nor Pac
Catpillar 48% No St Pw
Ch MSPP 41% Nw Air
CANW
108 Nw Banc
Chrysler 55 Penney
Cities Svc 42% Pepsi
Com Ed 55% Pips Dge
ComSat 37% Phillips
Con Coal 63% Pillsby
Cont Can 60% Polaroid
Cont Oil 72% RCA
Cntl Data 40% Red Owl
Deere
44%. Rep Stl
Douglas 65% Rex all
Dow Cm
78'A Rey Tb
du Pont 242% Sears Roe
East Kod 109% Shell Oil
Ford Mtr 58% Sinclair
Gen Elec 114% Socony
Gen Food 84% Sp Rand
Ren Mills 60% St Brands
Gen Mtr 104% St Oil Cal
Gen Tel 44% St Oil Ind
Gillett
39% St Oil NJ
Goodrich 56 Swift
Goodyear 46% Texaco
Gould
30% Texas Ins
Rt No Ry 58 Union Oil
Greyhnd 22% Un . Pac
Gulf Oil
59W) U S Steel
Homestk 48% Wesg El
Honeywell 74% Wlwth

535V«
39
30%
65%
17%
123
45
64%
31
85%
39%
35%
87%
58%
60'A
5314
34%
121%
663 i
79Vi
77
59%
46H
100%
45%
21%
42Mi
45%
46
65
66
61%
90%
17'/a
76%
77%
48 r!»
82%
51%
82 5/t
159'/4
53%
42%
49%
57%
28%

DENNIS THE MENACE

Htlp Wanted—Femele

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIND

AD»

UNCALLED

BABYSITTER and light housekeeping for
2 children Mon. Ihru Fri. Ow transporlotlon and reference* required. Tal.
¦
7114.
BABYSITTER-erW to S130. 117V* V«l».
kato Ave. or Tel. 5733.

FOR—

D-M, »4, •». E-3.
NOTICB
TM» ntw$p»ptr will ba rwon«!bl»
for only orm Incorrect Insertion ot
any classified ad varllsamint publishtd In tht W«nt Ad section. Checlc
your ad and call 3321 U . a correction
must be madi.

Card of Thanks
WENZEL We wish lo thank the Rushford and
Lewiston Fire Departments, those who
hauled water, the ladles who helped
prepare meals, all who helped In any
way at the time of our fire.
Mr. - Mrs. Alvin Wenisl
& Family

Loit and Found

4

LADIES' BROWN-toned suede coat, with
fur collar, taken by mistake Sat. night
from the Commodore, L» Crescent.
Please return to Commodore and in
questions will be> asked.
MAN'S ALL-WEATHER coat taken by
mistake from the Steak Shop Sat.
night . Please Tel. Art Cunningham
3684.

1

-

mn—mini

•BUT XJU SA/Dm ooouomtt *r

A

BIG GEORGE

^

7

FEW GOLFERS oot In their lasl
game on Sunday and It looks like lust
In time. Is it true that postofflce slogan
"neither rain, nor sleet, nor snow, nor
dead of night can-fct*P these couriers
from their appointed rounds" originally
was used to describe a golfer? Ray
Meyer, Innkeeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY, INNKEEPER! And
fo all other lovely people born In Nov.
Signed : Friday and the gang. (P.S. to
the Innkeeper. This really Is on mel)
WE'VE NOTIFIED the mailman, the
delivery man, loo; and now we're taking the time toll It to you . . . our new
address is 227 E. 4th St., corner ol
Franklin. W. BETSINGER, Tailor.
TREAT MOM to a Wed. night away from
kitchen duty. Take the whole family
to our famous chicken buffet. All you
can eat for tl.TS. Children SI. Hotel
Winona .

cars 90 B 62%; 89 C 72.
Eggs steady ; wholesale buying prices unchanged; 70 per
cent or better grade A whites
37%; mixed 37%; mediums 32%;
standards 33%; dirties unquoted; checks 25%.

MABEL, please come home; since we
have switched to Mobil Fuel Oil your
room and the whole house is much
more comfortable.
ATTENTION COIN collectors, see page
71, Nov. 8th Issue Numismatic News. I
have them. OKolns & Supplies, 227 W.
2nd. Winona, Minn.

CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) Live poultry : wholesale buying
prices unchanged; roasters 23%
to 24; special fed white rock
fryers 18%-19%; heavy hens 1818%.
SECOND PLACE
LONG BEACH , Calif. (A°l The Al Viento, at one point feared missing at sea with Olympian
Peter Barrett aboard, has finished second in the 960-mile international yacht race from
Long Beach to La Paz , Mexico.

MAN'S SOLITARY DIAMOND ring lost
Thurs. afternoon . Reward . Tel. 4218.

Personals ,

ANYTHING WB WANTgOi*

26

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?Man or woman your drinking creates
numerous problems. If you need and
want help, contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona , Minn.

BABYSITTER WANTED—2 children, 1
a.m. fill . 6 p.m., Wltoka area. Tal.
'
S0-221J between 7-9 p.m.
^
PARTITIME DENTAL assistant to work
to
O-100
rasume
Send
afternoons.
Dally News.
.
OOOHng,
HOUSEHOLD HELP, mostly
part time, preferably to live In. Write
D-9« Daily News .
.
^
RELIABLE BABYSITTER-tO live In, I
after
4:30.
days a week. Tel. »J7»
WAITRESS WANTED - steady work,
good wages. Christmas bonus, hospitalization plan. For hotel dining room.
Apply 9 to 12 mornings to Mr . Meyer
or Mr. Collins, WI LLIAMS HOTEL.

Capable Girl
Age 20-50, for general housework. Must be available 5
days a week , 7 a.m.—& p.m.
No laundry or heavy cleaning, excellent salary, very
attractive position for the
right person.
Write E-2 Daily Newt

CHECK-OUT LADY
WANTED
Full time, many company
benefits, paid vacations,
life insurance, hospitalization, 40 hour week.
App ly Stan Meyer
at Tempo

Key Punch
Operator
Local manufacturer needs
a girl who has had expertence or training in operating a key punch.
6 Day "Week
Fringe Benefits
Apply in person
Minnesota State
Employment Service
163 Walnut
Help Wanted—Male

27

TrEAT out more often ! Eating out Is fun I
Everyday thousands of local people are
off to that special place of good eating.
They welcome the pleasure of good RESPONSIBLE MAN to do morning lanttorisl work. Tel. 8-2880.
service and' appetizing foods. Make It a
date to treat your family by dining oat
today at RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12< MAN TO WORK on dairy farm. Inquire
Galen Engei, Fourvtaln City, Wis. Tel.
E. 3rd. Open 24 hours every day, ex487-4756.
cept Mon.

BE IN STEP this holiday season with AUTOMOTIVE MANAGER wanted, experience required, salary plus comWonder-Lite Everlasting Candles from
mission. Write E-l Dally News.
RAINBOW JEWELRY, Hi W. 4th St.
In lovely gold, gleaming silver, exciting colors,- they burn ordinary lighter MARRIED COUPLE, year around work,
separate house and extras; or singla
fluid, are unbreakable, and lust J17.9J
man for the winter. Tel. Peterson 175a pair.
«T63.
SPOTS before your ayes . .
on your
new carpet . . .
remove them with NEW DEALERSHIP for part, full time)
or absentee management. Age not a
Blue Lustre. Rent electric shampooer,
requisite to operate a profitable deal$1. R. D. Cone Co.
,
ership. Service nationally advertised
brand products to offices, plants and
TRUSSES-ABDOMINAL BELTS
retails. Our company furnishes ao
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS
counts. $250 starts your business, balance can be financed. Expand from
274 E. 3rd
Tel. 2541
profits, unlimited market. 100% markup (most Items). Continuous reorder
business. No experience required, wa
train. Only a few hours weekly. For details write Lylton Associates, Inc., Mr.
DRIVERS WANTED to pool rides to RoHilton Schwalba, Box 72, Waconla,
¦
chester, leave at 6 a.m. and back at
Mlnesota. 55387.
5:30 p.m. dally. Tel . 5925.
MAN TO HELP with corn picking and
chores. Everett Rowekamp, Tel. Lewislon 3879.

"I GOT it! Ringo Starr!"
By Alex Kotzky

APARTMENT 30

..

Investors' Corner

GOLTZ PHARMACY

How to choose a stock broker
...a good sign to look for...
which goal suits you best?

Transportation

Auto Service, Repairing

Let's assume you've decided to join the millions of people
who hope to brighten their financial future through stock
ownership. Perhaps you have a specific goal in mind—a retirement fund, or money for a child's education, or a second
income to buy some of the luxuries that make life more pleasant. Where do you go from there? How do you choose a
brokerage
firm?
¦

¦
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

I
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By Dal Curti$

ber New York Stock Exchange." There are some 3,500 mem°
ber firm offices and probably one near you.

• • •

Oifer expires Sat., Nov. 13.
^Charge It"

For example, Exchange rules require that a member firm
maintain adequate capital, have an annual surprise audit by
its independent public accountant and submit financial information to the Exchange periodical ly.
j
r
• • #
In addition, tht registered representatives(some 33,000 brokers employed by member firms) are subject to Exchange regulations, too. In fact, before they could act as brokers in member
firms, they had to meet Exchange standards for knowledge of
tbe securities business.
Once you 've chosen a broker, a good way to "break the
ice " is to discuss your investment goal. For good current
yield with relative safety, you might examine dividends from
preferred stocks or interest from bonds. For long-term capital growth, common stocks might be best for you. Also,
though dividends are never certain , a company may increase
them as prolits rise.
• • *
Whatever ynur goal , consider investing only money that 's
lefl after y ou've p rovided for living exp enses and an emerg ency
fund. { The Monthly Investment Pla n is a sy stematic way to
Invest with as little as $40 each three months.) However , alway s keep in mind that slock p rices rise and fall.

Hunters!
Have Otto make
you some good venison
sausage or bologna.
PRESTON LOCKERS
Preston, Minn. Tel. 765-3849
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By Saunders and Ernst
I i ^^_B_rT~T".._ ..
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• • •

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
truck. Sanitary & Odorlns
G. S, WOXLAND CO.
Rushlord, Minn.
Tel. 844-911]

Jerry 's Plumbing

M7 E. 4lh

Own vour share of American business

MARK TRAIL

Members New York Stock Exchange

,

I

| *r in M M

I
[l
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I
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Help Wantad—Female
PART-TIME WAITRESS
help. Uncls Ctrl's Oaks.

and

9JI4

26
kllchan

to The Winona Daily News

Plrnt.f send mr . Iter , " I N V I M M I N I I- AC I I . " Ii s imp sonic MM) shirks lh al
have paid cash dividends ri r i y llirrr iminlhc inr ^11 to KM) years,
NAM*

By Ed Dodd

Tal.

Telephone Your Want Ads

a*. Nt> roil mrr snnini. Mall lo a member firm of Ihe New York
Slock r.M.li»n(;t , or lo the New York Sioik I \dtange , Drpl , 5 - A P ,
I'.O. Hon 1(170 , New Yoik , Nt* York IIMMH.
u,

I

i

1

Age 18-25. Steady year
around employment, good
chance for advancement.
Apply in person

Minnesota State
Employment Service
163 Walnut St.

Help—Male or Female

28

FRY COOK-full or part-time , evening
wor k . Apply In parson, no phone calls.
Shorty 's Bar Cafe .

WILL DO babysitting In my home, eait
location. Tel. 4691.
WILL DO babbyslttlng In my home, preferably for I small child. Capable and
reliable. West location. Tel. 8-4295.

Business Opportunities

37

ESTABLISHED RESTAURANT business
for sale . Good Income from connecting
bowling alley Included . Write D-92
Dally News.

Special

• • •

I

For clogged sewers and drains
Tel, 950*' or 4434. 1 year guarantee.

PLUMBING «. HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel. V0S

^

TO LEARN COOKING

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER Situations Wanted—Fern. 29

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

Sensible investing could make a wonderfu l difference In your
life. I lint I N why it is so important to know that there ure right
and wrong ways to go about it.

I

21

HAD A SINK drainage problem? Ask us
about ROSSITEI

Finally , ask your broker for his opinion. He won 't alway S*'"
be ti ght, but he may point out a new direction for you to
consider.

|
|
j
I
I

Plumbing, Roofing

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

f\°ext , ask your lirokcr for facts about companies thnt interest you—their earnings, dividend and sales records and other
information that might help to shape your Judgment.

i
|

14

R0BB BROS. STORE
57e E. 4th
Tel. 4007

/

Technical School
for Catalog.

Large restaurant ln Winona
has opening for young man

Fast - Economical

w—'

Write
GRAPHIC ARTS

Hours 9-9 Mon. thru Sat.
Sunday 1-6

SMALL ENOINE
SERVICE & REPAIR

^____maaam *^^

^V Hand Composition
Linecasting and Presswork

TEMPO

Business Services

|
|| |__—•~"" -"^*^^

Train for PRINTING

Approved for Veteran Training
1104 Currie Ave., Minneapolis

Miracle Mall

By trnie Bushmiller

NANCY

• • •

•

YOUNO MAN with car can earn 11.80$2.50 per hour. Write Warren 0. Lee,
311 Losey Blvd. So., La Cross*, Wis.

Only $2.87

As _ p otential Investor , you might be interested to know that
every member f irm is subj ect to the Exchange 's many rules and
regulations.

4>

Part Time

WINTERIZE
YOUR CAR
• We'll add Anti-Freeze to
test to 34 Below
• Check for Hose Breaks
• Check Fan Belt
• Check Exhaust System

.

•

10

While you shop

•••
Many investors look for a firm that displays the sign, "Mem°

8

Openings For Men
to handle distribution of
dairy and meat product* on
established r u r a l miles
routes in SE Minnesota.
An excellent opportunity for
the farmer or mnn from
smaller communities vKho
might have three diiyn
available each week for this
kind of work . Roule Hales
distribution also cst»b)ijs)iorl
(or anyone seeking full-tiino
duty. Sales experience desirable but not essential.
Write:

Dial 3321 for an Ad Taker. Rura l Food Sales Inc.
Box 1lfi2 Rochester , Minn
For further Information or
interview If this opportunity
interests you.

Business Opportunities

37 Article* for Sale

STRICTLY BUSINESS

87

SMALL RESTAURANT downtown loca- P
H
L
s__? _ ¦«""'«""« Tues. nlqht
a?«
tion, excellent business. Archie McGill
1:30, Wed.
i,m,j p.m. Men's suits
Real Estate. Til. 4015 or 5137;
DEALER for Amarlean-made leep-type
vehicle, will go almost anywhere, very
small Investment will gat vou started,
WILSON STORE. Tel. TO-iW.

HoutM for Salt

w men »
"
_
!__•
""d girls' elolhMi toys;
pool 4tabli; misc.
Items. 730 W . «th,

MOUNTING BOARDS, names and -num.

f r
_ 2!.raim«l«*»'*». ROBB BROS.
-SSi.
STORE, Pe
E. 4tti. Tal. 4007.
INVESTMENT PROPERTY, will nil under contract (or deed, new 4 unit A
HBR «flpMENT ef apple peelers,
„
~_ I
luxury apt. building. Writ* El Dally
,
Kih l
i£SLJnd wrM' **¦*>• "08»
Newi.
-ROJ
STORE,
574 E. 4th.

Tel. 4037.

Money te Lean

40

LOANS K?

Location
Must Move By Nov. 14

BATH
KINO shower cabinet, White
Steel enameled, 32"x32"x74" with steel
base and doors, all fittings. Tel. 86892440 after 5 p.m. May be seen at 462
PUPS FOR SALE—1 short hair, 3 long
High Forest .
hair, (5 each. Tel. 6389 Sun. or evenings.
DUO-THERM oil heater with fan) 265
Oil. fuel oil tank; Maytag < wringer
GERMAN SHORTHAIRED Pointer!, AKC
washing machine. 168 High Forest.
registered, s wteki old, excellent hunting dogs. Intelligent and good disposiTV TRAYS
tion. Will train. LeRoy Woychlk. Ar.
King size . . . . 89c each
¦
cadla. Wis.
BAMBENEK'S, 9th 8. Marlkata
PLAYFUL SIAMESE KITTENS - for
sale, S week* M, $10. 1W4 w. 4th.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

SUFFOLK BUCKS-2.
624-2330.

¦

SHEEP—So young ewes, will sell any
amount. Freddie Frlckson, 4 miles E.
of Ridgeway. Tel. Dakota 643-2943.
HOLSTEIN FEEDER steers, 7. Henry
Lettner, Fountain City, Wis. Tel. 6874746.
THREE PONY stud coirs, mixed breed
Kreher,
Fountain
puppies.
Lavsrne
City, Wis. Tel. Arcadia 48-F-22.
TEAM OF heavy work horses, choice ol
3 or 5-year-olds, 1 team well matchrd,
all broke and qtntle; 1 purebred 1year-old German shorfhafred pointer,
good watch dog and fair hunter. All
priced reasonable. Leo Koushkouakl,
Buchanan, N.D. Til. 487-4698.
FEEDER CALVES — 500 Ibs. Donald
Woodard, Dakota, Minn., (Ridgeway).
Tel. Houston 196-3161.
HOLSTEIN HEIFERS—3, close springers.
Herman Arneson, Fountain Clly, Wis.,
(On Hwy. 95).

Vitamin A & D
Soluble Powder
Our price . . . $3.99

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
.Downtown !
¦ Miracle Mall

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

SANITATION • ISOLATION - Vaccina,
tion • Ventilation - Perspiration era
all back of Ihe Dekalb 20-week pullets
produced by SPELTZ CHICK HATCHERY, Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 8689
2311. Available yaar-around.
BUY ARBOR ACRE QUEENS, exeellint
(or egg size, Interior quality and production. 20 weeks pullets available all
year around. For quality ask lor Arbor
Acre Queen pullets. Winona Chick
Hatchery, 56 E. 2nd, Winona. Tel. 5614.

Wanted—Livestock

46

YOUNG GUERNSEY milk eow, perfect
bag, must be trained to lead. Clem
Burrlchter, Wabasha, Minn.
LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market tor your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week, hogs bought every day. Trucks
available. Sale Thurs. Tel. 2667.

Farm Implements

48

WANTED-flood Super H tractor with live
hydraulic Tracy Redalen, Fountain,
Minn. Til. 268-4940.
USED BADGER silo unloader, 14' and
16'; also new Van Dale unloaders end
bunk feeders. Allyn Tews. Tel. Lewiston. 2796.
LATE MODEL DO? Allli mounted corn
picker, all new gears and rear end.
»2O0. Bernard Jacobson, Rushford,
Minn.
HOMELITE CHAIN saw parts, service
and sales. AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE, 2nd and Johnson. Tel. 5455.
DISC SHARPENING by longer lasting
metal saving rolling. Fred Krani, St .
Charles, Minn. Tel. 932-4308.

'

MILK HOUSE
Rath wash tanks,
hose parti, storage
Ed's Refrigeration
055 E. 4th

EQUIPMENT
fans, air Intakes,
cabinets.
8- Dairy Supplies
Tel. 5532

TRI-BAN
Rot & Mouse
KILLER
Regularly $3.95

3V4 lbs

$3.15

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Miracle Mall

PLUMBING FIXTURES TO SUIT
ALL BUDGETS

SAN ITARY

PLUMBING - HEATING
168 E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2737
GIVE YOUR HOME a new look for the
holldaysl Work color magic with Elliott's Vinyl Super Satin Latex Interior
paint. Provide a luxury background for
furnishings during this peak home entertainment season. The vinyl ingredients of Super Satin Impart a durability
and toughness for year around wear
and tear. Choose your colors now at
the

PAINT DEPOT

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid Af
TED MAIER DRUGS

Business Equipment
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COMPRESSO R — Vi h.p.,
Thorpe's Refrlpjeratlon:

guaranteed.

Coal, Wood. Other Fuel

63

64

ALMOST A CHAIR, 33" round hessocK,
15" high, weighs 60 lbs., In 21-or. supported plastic, choice of colors, $27.50
at BURKE'S FURNITURE MART , 3rd
8, Franklin.

CARPETING
SALE
¦fr Carpeting
f t Cushion
•ft Installation
17 Patterns
170 Colors
Nylons, acrilans &

CORN FOR SALE — Marshall Nohrlng,
Cenlervllli, Wis.
Fink, Alma,

B1

NOROE FREEZERS - »1J9, $199, Ml?.
FRANK LILLA «. SONS , 761 E. tth,
'
Open evenings.

PRIVATE PARTY wants to buy car or
station wagon for cash. Must be In
good condition. Ed Bronk, Goodview
Road. Tel. 8-3823.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
raw furs and wool )

Sam Weisrnan & Sons
INCORPORATED
450, W. Srd
Tel. 5847

Rooms Without Meals

86

ROOMS FOR MEN, with or without
housekeeping privileges. No day sleepers. Tel. 4859.

DELUXE GE ill electric 1 bedroom
apis., carpeted, air conditioned and
garages. BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
Tel. 2349.

LOVELY 4-room modern apt, with bath,
all utilities furnished, $125 par month.
Tel. B-ll-B.
COZY TWO-BEDROOM upper, heat and
utilities, bus at door, west. References required. Tel. 6979 or H787.

LAW OFFICES occupied as such since
1890 are now available In the Morgan
Building at modest rental, tea Steve
Mercian af Morgan's Jewelry.
PRIME DOWNTOWN LOCATION - Retail nnd office space. Available now.

SUrneman-Selover Co.
52W E. 3rd.
Tel. 6066 or 2341

Garages for Rent

Houses for Rent

-

V— " — —

Buy Food Wholesale

Capitol Food Provision Co., 3930
6th St., Gdvw. Tel. 7336.

Guns, Sporting Goods

66

USED SHOTGUNS—singles, bolt actions,
slide actions. Gamble Store, Rushford,
M inn.
,—,—

"

, ¦

i

SHOTOUN5, automatics , pump*, doubles
and bolt actions, 13, 30 and 410 gatioet.
New „tnd used. Buy, sell or trede.
Seller! Sport Shop, Utica, Minn. Will be
open evenings until Sat. lllh.

Musical Marchandisa

95

NEW 2-bedrcom house, garage, gn* heat ,
west end. $85. Tel. 8-3529 or 1283 W.
Sth lor appointment.

65

¦'
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GARAGE FOR RENT-449 Harrtat, rear
cottage.

RUSSET POTATOES, 100 lbs. 13.98) 10
Ibs. onions 59c, All varieties ol apples,
WINONA POTATO MARKET, 118 Mkl.

.—.

EMPLOYED GIRL tn share my furnished apt., private hath and entrance.
Reasonnbln rent. Tel . 3005.

Prices start at

SEARS

¦
¦-

THREF ROOMS, private bath nnd en.
trance, suitable tor \ or 2 employed
olrls. Inquire 171 W. 4th.

Business Places for Rant 92

For free estimates
and to see samples
Tel. 8-4371
AsH for Andy or Dan

-- ¦
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FURNISHED 2-room r.pt„ laroe closet,
electric stove, refrigerator, suitable for
1 or 2 people. 157 W. 4th.

$6.99 sq. yd.

— I - .—

Apartments, Furnished

wools.

49 Good Things to Eat

EAR CORN-from Ihe picker. Peter Olson, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel, Peterson
¦75-6163.

81

APTS FOR RENT-automallc heal, ceramic baths, all utilities
furnished,
available Dec. 1st. Buffalo City Resort.
Cochrane, Wis.

57 E. Srd
"Satisfaction guaranteed
or your money back"

CORN FOR SALE—from picker, Triors ,
Fri., Nov. 11 - 12. SI. John's Men Club,
Contact Oerhardt Belike, Lewiston 3561
or Marvin Saekrleler, Lewiston 2814,

Wanted to Buy

FIVE-ROOAA APT. -S70. Inquire at 402'*
ANNIVERSARY SALE Specials—2-pc. livE. 6th or 290 Chestnut St . Tel. 7108 or
ing room suites, nylon frieze, fcam
8-2453.
cushions, reg. S119.95, now $139.93 ; 9-pc.
dinette suites, large table with 8 ALL MODERN 2-bcdroom apt., fireplace,
Chilrs, now only $99 95. BORZYSKOWfull basement, 12 miles south on Hwy.
SKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankato. Open
61, furnished optional. Inquire Ttl. DaEvmlngt. N
kota 643-3070.

Allis Chalmers
Now Idea - Gehl
Arkansaw, Wis.
Tel. AT 5-5937

SO

GOING OUT? Keep the amatlng 24-hour
"telephone secratary" on the lob while
you're away. ANSA FONB answers
your phone, records ail meuaget automatically. Solvi the unanswered telephone problem as never before! Arrange a FREE demonstration In your
offica. Sea ANSA PONE et WINONA
TYPEWRITER SERVICE, IH E.. 3rd.

BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and enloy the
comfort of automatic personal care.
Keep full service • complete burner
car*. Budgtt plan and guaranteed price. IN ALTURA—2 bedroom modern apt,
for rent. . Available Dec. 1 or before.
Order today from JOSWICK'S FUEL W. H. Batzel , Tel. Altura 6352.
OIL CO., 901 E. Sth. Ttl. 3389.

Furn,, Rugs, Linoleum

LOVELY SPACIOUS, newly decorated,
heated duplex, 20 minute drive Irom
Winona. Tel. 9287.
TWO-DEDROOM S, garage, central location. Adults only. Inqulrt 249 Winona
St.
NEW 3-BEDROOM home, 2-car garage,
nice location, available around Dec. 1.
Tel. 2900 or 80-2541.
COMFORTABLE 3-bedroom home, double garaoe, full tasement, SIOO month.
May be seen between 5 and 7 p.m. 573
W. Dellevlew.
MARION ST. 1134—3-bedroom home, oil
heal, 1115 month. Tel. 3273 or Inquire
1075 Marlon ft.
THREE-BEDROOM home, modern except heat, available Dec. 1st, Clarence
Schorbrlno,
Minnesota
City,
Minn.,
(Middle Valley).

70 Farms, Land for Sal*

! CLARK iplntt piano for tile.
STORY ¦
ill Market Sf.

We Service and Stock
Needles for all

RECORD PLAYERS

Hardt's Music Store

HOTPOINT ELECTRIC range, 40"; am)
set ol white anemal twin tubs. Tel,
7262 .

Sawing MacMnas

FREE TOYS for having a PlayhouM
toy demonstration In your home. Tel,
2497.

W0 OIL, CLEAN and adlust all-makes
ol sewing machines , SCHNEIDP* SEWING a APPLIANCE. Til, 71».

73

FIFTH R.—2-bedroom house, large lot.
Priced to tell, rent terms. C. SHANK,
552 E. 3rd.
HOMES-FARMS-LOTS-ACREAGES
CORNFORTH REALTY
Tel. 895-210*
La Crescent, Minn.
AVAILABLE for Immediate occupancy
2-bedroom brick, recreation room. Tel
8-2598 lor appointment.
STOCKTON, MINN.-3- .pt. building and
vacant lot. Must be sold. Aodress inquiries to the Merchants National Bank.
Trust Dept., Winona. Tel. 2B3T.

77

ELECTRIC MOTOR, 3 phase, 3 h.p.,
1700 rpm, heavy duty, $45; electric
portable steamer, used for
steam Rooms for Housekeeping 87
cleaning used appliances, working pressure 60-100 lbs., steam generation 100 GIRL TO SHARE double housekeeping
PSI, 1-2 hours, 220 voll, 14 amp, 3000
room. Tel. 8-2466.
weft, 60 cycle, 125. Inquire A. H. Krelger, H. Choate - Co.
Apartments, Flats
90

ANDERSON AUTO CO.

Artlclea for Sale

machine.

99

D. 5 ROOMS and bath all on one floor.
Near tail end super mirket , Available
at onct. 1800 down, balance only 167.50
TYPEWRITERS and adding machines . per month. ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159
for tale or rent. Reasonable rates,
Walnut SI. Til. . 8-4365.
free delivery. See ut for all your office supplies, desks, files or office THREE BEDROOMS, fireplace central
location. Dave Henderson. Tel . 8-2446.
chairs. Lund Typewriter Co. Tel. 5222.

Typewriters

SLEEPING ROOM for girl. Tel. 8-2349.

ELLIOTT ADDRESSOGRAPH
Reasonable. Tel. 8-2121.

(Dealer 's cost)

EAR CORN tor sale. Rex
Wis., (Cream).

61

USED MAPLE flooring, 1000 board ft.
Contact Victor Gibbons, Midway Tavern.

CORN
PICKER

GOOD BLACK DIRT, all lop soil; also
fill dirt, sand, gravel, crushed rock,
Trenching, excavating, and back tilling. DONALD VALENTINE, Mlnnesota Clly. Ttl. Rollingstone 8689-3366.

HEATERS, oil or gal, Instilled, told,
serviced; Aladdin Blue Flams portable
heaters; also oil burner parts. RANGE
OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th 8t. Til.
7479. Adolph Mlchalowskl.

59

Building Materials

New Idea
2-row mounted No. 307

BLACK DIRT-all top soil and pulverlc«d. 4-yd. load, »B. Call HALVERSON
BROS ., 4573 or 4402.

73

LINK BELT STOKER end controls. Call
Bruce Malotke, Fountain City, alter 5.
Tel. tSUm.

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap
Iron, metals, and raw fur.
ANNIVERSARY SALE SPECIALS-Lulla222 W. 2nd
Tel. 5M7
bye cribs, reg. 138.95, riow J29.95 ; reg.
Closed Saturdays
115.98 folding high chain, now $12.95;
reo. $21.95 deluxe strollers, now S13.95.
SEE Us For Best Prices
'
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNITURE,
Scrap Iron, Metal, Wool, Raw Furs
302
Mankato. Open evenings.
M 8, W IRON _ METAL CO.
Tel, 30O4
. 201 W. 2nd St.

Kochenderfer & Sons
Fountain City, Wis.

Hay, Grain, Feed

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

FREEZERST

Baby Merchandise

73 Houses for Sale

TWO USED portable sewing machlntt,
forward and reverse stitch.
Your
choice 135. WINONA SEWINO CO.,
551 Huff. Ttl. 9348.

IT COSTS no more tc own • Gibson,
Come In and get our prices. WINONA
FIRE 6V POWE R CO., 54 E. 2nd. Tel
5065.

RENT
OUR STALK CUTTER
for chopping your corn
stalks. $15 per day.

Fertilizer, Sod

Sewing Machines

167 Center St.

Reg. $4.45

Frank West Agency

"I'd tik»thi. on* far my office."

New _ Used Shotgun s, Rifle*
Rifle Ammunition, also
Deer Slugs 8, Shot Shells
10-Gauge Shotgun Shells
Traps & Rubbar Trapping Glovtt
NEUMANN'S
BARGAIN STORE

ONE SHEEP BUCK. Tel Lewiston 2824
alter i p.m.

CENTRAL LOCATION - 4 bedroom
homo, on good slit lot, owners how
reeclvt IM monthly room rental, betides their own living quartars. The
price It right end can be bought
with a 10% down payment.
Gttt
Clly Agency, Inc. Til. 4813.
FOURTH W. 631-Neer Madison 8, St.
Cttlrrlr schools. Modirn 5-room bungalow, good condition, large lot, 1 car
Jiarage. New paint |ob. Will arrangt
ting term loan.

Clearance Sale

Tel. WauwandM

Ut«d Can

98

FARMS
FARMS!
FARMS
We buy, we sell, wi trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wit.
Ret. 695-3157
Tel. Office tm-USS

Houses for Sal*

F. SMALL ACREAGE near Winona. Suitable for retiring couple. Excellent home
with attached garage. Also has good income from apples ind honey to supFdement y our retirement Income. This
s a real opportunity. ABTS AGENCY,
INC., 159 Walnut St. Tel. s-4365.
SMALL THREE-room house In east location. Lot 40x145' . S4.00O. Archie McGill Real Estate, Tel. 4015 or 5137.
DW. ECONOMY PLUS, to slretch your
retirement
Income. This
2-bedroom
home can be yours for only $8,500. Oil
furnace, full basement. Garage, room
for garden on the large lot . S210 taxes.
About $100 per season to heat . It's truly
retirement economy with value plus.
ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St.
Tel. 8-43(5.

175 Lafayette
Til. 5240 or 4400 ifter

SUoti:iLClai^
REAL ESTATE BROKER — Tel. 6841
2-BEDROOM, 1-floor home. Larqe,
carpeted living room, wllh flrep^ce.
Partitioned and pantled basement ,
with tiled floors. Vk balhs. Lennox
oil furnace. 1-car attached garage. On
big lof, with 82' frontage. Looted
west In city In area ol newer homes.
Convenient to shopping cinter. Price
$18,500. Tel. 8841.

Sale or Rent; Exchange 101

st. Tti. i-m *.

VOLKSWAGEN— \w Mlcrobui, 1500 mater, txctllcnt condition, low mlltfgt .
Bdmund Luehmann,
L«w"lilon, Minn.
Ttl. 1J07,
FORD - 19sl Sttrlln er, txcelltnt condition. T»k» over pnvm rnts. Tel. Fountain Clly MI7-A7J4 «fter 5 p.m.

with
nice
pretwin-

Deluxe Living

Three bedrooms, 15x26' living room,
beautiful kitchen, built-in stove and
oven, all bedrooms carpeted, new
nylon carpeting in living room, recreation room or 4lh bedroom In basement, new 2-car garage. House newly decorated in 1965. Located west
end of city. Home must be seen
to appreciate all the fine features.

Pride of Ownership

Can be yours with this pretty 3-bedroom rambler, with carpeted living
room and dining area. Hardwood
floors, good closet space . Full basement, oil furnace. Centrally located
on attractive lot In area of lovely
homes.
RESIDENCE PHONES:
E. J. Hartert . . . 3973
Mary Lauer . . . 4523
Bill Zlebell . . . 4854

Call John Fort
Minneapolis 332-7755
or 588-4085
Wanted—Real Estate
WILL PAY HIGHEST
FOR YOUR CITY

CASH PRICES
PROPERTY

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

FOR THE V E R Y best price In
truck tires, call Dan al 8-1102.

Boats, Motors, Etc.

new
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ALPEX—15'9" "Bali" Fiberglass runabout; 1961 75 h.p. Johnson outboard ,
all controls and accessories. Contact
Steve Allen, 328 Wilton St. Tel. 7676.
BUS TOP — 8'x20' , Ideal for pontoon or
houseboat. With or without 45 h.p.
Gray Marine Inboard engine, complete
with transmission and all accessories.
Good running order. Ttl. 8-2«80 after
6 p.m.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

HARLEY DAVIDSON scooter, 3 years
old, In good condition, will tell reasonable. Tel. 8-108J.
HONDA 90—1964 excellent condition, less
than 5,000 miles. Call Rick Kurz, St.
Mary's College, 2807, Ext. 44, after 7
p.m.
HONDA—1965 Super Sport 50, good eon
Lewiston
Monam,
Leonard
dltlon.
Minn., (Thi Arches).

Tel. 2849

Do You Want It
^Sold . . .
Or J ust Listed??
We don't Just list or tie up
your property for a long
time nor throw it in the
hopper with many others.
When you list with us our
entire staff gives your property personal attention . To
us "SOLD" is a very necessary part of our business.
Phone us and see.

i BOB

W dt tLYkl
T REALTOR

Trucks, Tract't Trailert 108
SMC-195S '-4-ton pickup, 150 series. Don
Allen. Rt. 3, Winona, Winn.
STUOEBAKER-1961 Mon, V-8, chassis
and can. perfect condition, make otter.
Tel. Altura 7521.
FORD TRUCK, 1957 F-60O, long whiil
base, 5-tpeed transmission, with box;
1959 Plymouth Belvedere 4-door herdtop, red, V-8. Reasonable. 44 Lenox St.

JUST IN TIME
DUCK HUNTERS

ECONOLINE, 1961 'Won pickup, economy plus, only $895; 1953 Ford Vj-ton
pickup, 3-speed , 6-cyllnder. standard
transmission, $495; 1919 , Ford Vj-lon
pickup, V-8, 3-speed, $395; 1959 Eel Air
4-door, small V-8, automatic transm lstion, $595 ; 1959 Chevrolet Bel Air station wagon 4-door, 6-cyllnder, standard
transmission , $595; 1959 Ford 4-door,
V-8, Automatic transmission, locel, 1
owner, perfect shape , $495; 1959 Ford
4-door, 6-cylindcr, automatic, only $195.

FENSKE AUTO SALES
ioO E. 2nd
Wlnnnft , Minn.

1953 UNIVERSAL 4-Whocl
Drive , complete with
vmmmmmmmmaaiaamwBm mm
Cab, A-1 condition . . . . $(595

120 CENTER -m.23i49

The Gordon Agency
Realtors
THE PRICE IS RIGHT
On this 4-bedroom 1%-story
home, west, with krge living room with bookcase
wall , full basement , new
roof . Only $9,000 . . . Call
now to sec this bargain!
ONLY $400 DOWN . . .
$76.76 MONTHLY
Buys this 1-story home 2
blocks from school. Living
room , dining room, beautiful new kitchen , .') bedrooms,
new gas furnace and water
heater , double garage. New
Eormanent siding and comination windows . . . oversized yard . See it today!
AFTER HOURS
Pat Heise . . . 5709
Gordon Weishorn . . . IfiBI

1946 UNIVERSAL 4-Wheel
Drive complete with
$395
Cab , good

WINONA TRUCK
SERVICE
fi5 Lflird Si.

196 1 FORD
V2 -Ton
fi cylinder eng ine ,
4-.s|ined transmission.
FIRST COME
FIRST SERVED!

amaasaZ ttt IV101 IT <^C0L
^
121 Huff Tel. 2306 or 51210
Open Mon, thru Fri.
nicht until fl:00

109

BUICK, 1954, with very oood engine for
htilrod; 1948 Chtvrolst, good sernntl
car. Tel. 8 3310 .

99

^<UB5K Exchange BIdg.
•Virion *

1964 PONTIAC Catalina , 4door , solid white finish , automatic transmission , radio,
power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, LOW mileage.

— $2495—-

I960 CHRYSLER Imperial
Le Baron 4-door, radio , automatic transmission, power
steering, p o w e r brakes,
many other fine accessories.
Solid black finish.

CHEVROLET—IMS Imptlt Sport Cnupe,
213, standard tranimlislon, radio , heat
er, excopllonally clean, flood gas niMn
A|)e, rum good Very reasonably nrlr>
ml. Tnl. I.ewlt lo'i J/4R , Slavt Nahroan n
FORD 19" V ilnnr Rlallnn Wngi)i\, II)
nnnlne, Aiilnm/illr , Ii an" iml*s lnn, nwlici ,
htaltr. Tal. 9341 or 31* Lake 81,

— $1295 -

1962 PONTIAC Catalina 4door, power steering, power
brakes , automatic transmission, radio, solid Yorktown
blue finish.

—$1795 —

'64 Falcon wagon .. $1795
'64 Valiant Hardtop .. $1495
'63 Studebaker 4-door $1095
'61 Falcon wagon .... $ 995
'60 Falcon wagon .. $ 795
'60 Rambler wagon .. $ 795
'60 Valiant 4-door .. $ 595
'59 Opel wagon .... $ 295

1964 CHEVROLET 4-door, „
cylinder motor, automatic
transmission, radio, tu-tone
finish, five new whitewall
tires.

Many more to choose from.

— $1 195 —

— $1795 —

1961 CHEVROLET Bel Air
4-door, radio, automatic
transmission, V-8 motor ,
solid white finish. Exceptionally clean throughout.

We Advertise Our Prlcei «^

3962 PONTIAC Catalina 2door hardtop , solid Silverleaf green finish, matching
green vinyl interior, equipped with automatic transmission, p o w e r steering,
power brakes and radio.

41 Years In Winona
Lincoln-Mercury-Falcon
Comet-Fairlane
Open Mon., Fri. Eve.
and Saturday afternoons

— $1 795 —

1959 CHEVROLET Impala
Convertible, V-8 motor , automatic transmission, power
steering, power brakes, local ONE OWNER car.

Be Sure and
SEE
Our Display
of

— $1095 —

1959 PONTIAC Catalina 4door hardtop , tu-tone gray
and white finish , radio,
automatic transmission.

USED CARS

— $895 —

on our Used
car lot
This week

VENABLES

35

PRICED TO SELL!

NYSTROM'S
Chrysler - Plymouth
Open Mon. & Fri . Nights

STEP THIS WAY
FOR
SAVINGS, PLEASE!
'f.l TEMPEST 2-door Sedan ,
tu-tone green and white
with green upholstery,
rudio , heater , white
sidewail tires, 3 on the
floor trnnsinission , SEVEN tires with mud and
snows. Very clean. Priced at

Tel. 248ft

WINTERIZED
AND ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

COMPACTS
' SAVE YOU
MONEY

See Them at

USED J EEPS

\DODCI

Mobil* Homes, Trailers 111

Breezy Acres
Hwys. 14 and 61 East

Beautiful Used
Cars on Display

Z-door , fi-cyiinder , straight
stick , radio , heater. Recently installed muffler and tail
pipe , carburetor kit , fuel
pump and generator . $290.

Open Mon. _ Fri. Eve.
3rd & Mankato Tel. 8-3649

1964 PLYMOUTH Fury 4door sedan , V-8, automatic
transmission , power steering, power brakes. LOW
mileage, one owner car. A
real jim-dandy.

^

1956 CHEVROLET

ir SALES # ¦

F . A. KRAUSE CO
102

Tel. 8-4331 weekdays
or
Tel. Dakota fi43-2Ml

W INON A UTO
RAMBLE ~ /

JHIPT Into HIOH GEAR. Try bank fl- '
ntnclna for your ntw tuta loan. You
will bt tmtttd tf tha saving!, fa fddltlon yo u win build vatuabla bark
credit wlhcrt may bt vtry valutblt t9
you In tht futurt, All our loans ar*
tailored to tht borrovw 't rK|i/lr»m»nt»
and you can drlvt assurad you htvt
thf hast deal In town. Sat tht Inattllmrnt Lntn Otparlmtnf tt lha MHRCHANTi NATIONAL BANK tod dy .

¦fiS RAMBLER AMERICAN
2-door, automatic trangmls*ion , whitewalla, radio, Hester, low mileage. Excellent
condition , perfect second
car. Any reasonable offer
accepted.

-$1195 -

1964 FORD Galaxie 500 4door sedan, V-8, standard
transmission with overdrive,
snow tires on rear wTieels.
A LOW mileage, clean , one
owner car. Must be seen to
be appreciated.

Will Be Coming Soon!
1965 JEEP Wagoneer 4WHEEL DRIVE custom
wagon 4-door , 6 cylinder.
Just like new. Snow tires
all around.

MOTORCYCLE EXPERTS
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLE SHOP
573 E. 4fh.
601 Main St.

1959 FORD 2-door hardtop
V-8, automatic transmission, excellent tires.

Building at Srd and Washington Streets, formerly occupied by Linahan 's Restaurant and Lounge. Available Jan. 1st.

Accessories, Tires, Parts 104

New Rambler

BREEZY AGRE
CAR VALUES

2-door sedan , 6 cylinder ,
standard shift , radio , heater ,
light turquoise with matching interior , low mileage,
one owner car. SPECIAL
THIS WEEK ONLY

Ttl. t-ltil or 6817
Open every nlaht 'til ».

FOR SALE
OR RENT

(Winona ' s Only Real Eitate Buverl
Tel. «3B8 or 70M
P.O. Box 345

Attractive 12 x 19' living room
acrllan carpeting, 3 bedrooms,
kitchen with formica cupboard,
ty bath . Gas heat, self-storing
dows. Attached garage .

1962 MERCURY
Meteor

109

CADlLUAC - l»ti Stdan OtVllli . *doef
hardtop, full pow»r with »lr. 120 47m
Ave.. Gdvw.

FOR SALE

ONE CAR
SPECIAL

165 E. 2nd

1964 JEEP Wagoneer custom station wagon, 2-wheel
drive , 6 cylinder motor ,
standard transmission.

Ussd Can

DW. BUFFALO CITY. Clots to good huntIng and flsh'ng. You cm alia* this
neatly new 2-bedroom homt, wllh attached oarage, If you act quickly. Your
wife wlfl love Ihe beautiful Wfchtn with
bulll-ln slove and oven. ABTS AGENCY, INC.. 159 Wilnul SI, Ttl. 1-4345.

hourt

109 Used Cam

MERCURY-MO Monlersy ? door hardtop, full power, all whit* with red Inttrlor, a real beauly, wlnft rlzad, nol
I give-away, but in A-1 car Insldi
tnd out, rttsonably nrlead tt i»J.
Sea bthlnd Bautr Eliclrle on im

DON'S AUTO SALES

Repossessed Portable Phono
Just Like New
Tiki over payrrnnts of 15
per month and Save $1
Call Leo at
FIRESTONE
8-1343

43

HEREFORD COWS-11. with calves al
side; I yearling heifers. Call or set
William Oobilsteln, Arcadia, Wit.

lot

AT AUCTION—»xS0 framt ichool houtt,
built In 1939. Locatid on tbeut VS acrt 1984 FORD Custom 508 4-door ttdtn, radio, hatter, evcyllnder. ittndtrd transof land overlooking ttie Mississippi Rivmltilon. 35,000 actual miles. Jutt Hkt
er. Has new Ltnnox oil furnace, will
brand new. Thti car WILL BE SOLD.
and electricity. Would make tomeoni
Any of fir I
a year around borne or tummer homt.
Located along Hwy. i
l behind the
Twin Huff Mottl lust west of Dakota. lttt PONTIAC Cattllna 4-door hardtop,
radio, hatter, automatic trintmitslon,
Auction will be held en Sat., Nov. 30th
power ttetrlng and Isrikts, perfect In
at 10 i.m. Proptrty onto for Inspection
every reepect. Don't put up this treSat., Nov . 13th, 2 to 4 p.m. and at
mendous buy I
8:30 morning of tale. Also telling 30x30
freme school on Richmond Ridge that
would make a good home.

y'T „AND vwtable standi for tali.
Tils 7356.

F

JKIPPERKEE PUPPIES—Wrltt Box 332,
Hokah, Minn, or Tal. Hokah IM-25VO.

Ui.d Cm

Moving To New

USED REFRIBBRATORS, electric elothit
drytrt and ritigw. B& B Electric 155
B« 3rd*

HOT _-AUTO—FURNITURB
1» E. ird. Tal. 2915.
SORRY SAL It now a mirry gal. Shi
used Blua Lustra rug and upholltery
Hrs. » a.m. to 5 P.m,, Sat. ? a.m. to noon
cleaner. Rent tl«trlc shampooer, SI.
Supplies
Pets,
Dogs,
42 H. Choate I, Co.
PLAIN

99

D. $450 DOWN, balance 185 per month. FORD WAS0N-1M7, MM, straight trantWest location. Neirly new home. 3 bedmltilon. Tel. 8-4 1M.
roomi. Pull bastmtnt. Oirtge. Nice
lltttf lot. ABTS AOENCY, INC., 119 BUICK, 1M0; Tapein eat range. Beth
Walnut St. Til. MJ45.
good condition, reasonable. Tel, Lewiston 4180.
TWO STUCCO HOUSES- ) J bedroom, I
3-or 4-bedroom. Garaget, Witt 'Kitten. DODO . - INS Pelira 2-door hardtop,
Cirpetlng. Will flntnci. Til. «3».
power sheering, V-l tnglnt automatic.
Ntw ear guarantee gets with cir. WIM
K. WE1T LOCATION. 3-btdroom. oTl
accept trad*. Tal. 1317.
¦ -| ,
III — ¦ - ¦'— .!_.__
heat, full besmeent. Otrtgi. Nici lot. ¦
I—I —
Smtll down ptymint, bllance like rtnt .
Let us thow you this good buy for only
SiM. ABTS AOENCY. INC., 159 Witnut St. Til. % SM,S.

75 W . 2nd
Tel. 8-2711
Open Mon . & Fri. Evenings

RENT OR SALE—Tralltra and eamp.
•rs. Leahy's, Buffalo City, WU. Tal.
Cochrane H8-2532 or 248-2670.
SEE OUR tine selection of new and
used mobile homes, all sizes. Bank
financing. 7-year plan. COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES, Hwy. UeT E.,

¦ winont. Ttl. «7e\

HWY. il Moblla Homt Sales, ia.it of
Shangri-La Motel. Wt have 12 wide*
on hand, also ntw Mi medal 8 wides,
Tel. 8-3624.

Auction Sales
CARL FANN JR.
AUCTIONEER. Bonded and Licensed.
Rushford, Minn.
Ttl. 844-7811.

MINNESOTA
Land & Auction Sales

Evt rttt J. Kohner
IM walnut. Tel. 8-3710. after hoort 7814
Household Goods Our Specialty
HIL H. DUELLMAN, Fountain City,
Wli. . Ttl. 1487-3631 or 8«7.3a76.

ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER , City and tfata lleanied
and bonded. 212 Liberty St. (Corner
E. Jth tnd Liberty) Tal 4»M.
NOV. 10-Wed. 12:30 p.m. J miles B.
of Ltwltton, S milts S. of Stockton.
Jot Dtgnan. owner; Alvin Kohner ,
auctioneer)
Minn. Land 8. Auction
Strv., cltrk ,
NOV. 10-AVtd. 1 p.m. 1 mllai W. of
Blair on Hwy. »5. C. B. Immell,
Trustee;
Walter
Ztck,
auctioneer!
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV . 10—Wed. V30 a.m. Currlt Motor
Co., St. Charles, Minn. Going Out-ofBusiness Salt. Graft & Mallila, auctioneers; Thorp Salet Corp., clerk.
NOV. ll-Thurt . 1 p.m. 4 miles S . ot
Biair. Thomas Radcllff, owner; Alvin
Kohner, auctlonter; Northern Inv. Co.,
clerk.
NOV. 11—Thurt. 11 a.m. 4 mllti E. of
Houston, Minn. Alvin H. Olson, owntr;
Beckman S. Schroeder; Thorp Sale*
Corp., clerk.
NOV. II—thurt. 7 p.m. Located al I'l
l
W. Sth St.. Winona. Robert Nissalkt.
owner; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Minn.
Land 8, Auction Serv., clerk.
NOV. 12—Fri. 10:30 a.m. 2 miles N.B,
of Whitehall. Goodwin 8, Morris Everson, owners; Alvin Kohntr, auctioneer; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV. 12—Fri. 2 p.m. Located In tha
Village ol Plainview, Minn . Plainview
Municipal Liquor Store, owner; Maaa
8. Maas, auctlonttrs; First National
Bank 81 Peoples Slate Bank, Plainview,
cltrk.
NOV. 13—Sit. 13:30 p.m. 3 miles E. 0#
Alma on County Trunk E. Ralph Richards, owner) Jim Helke, auctioneer!
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV. 13—Sat. 10 a.m. » mile E. of Arcadia. Louis Servais, owner; Alvin Kohner, auctlomar; Northern
Inv. Co..
clerk.
NOV. 13—Sat. 11 a.m. E. ol Sumner St.
In Village of Trempealeau, Sarah Oennis estate; Lee Harnisch , auctioneer!
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV. 13—Mon, 1:30 p.m. 2 miles N. of
Cenlervllle, Wis. Phillip Foss, owner!
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Norlhern tnv.
Co., clerk.
NOV. 15—Mon, 12:30 p.m. 4 miles N.W.
to Indcptndtnc* on 121 to Russell' t
Store, then A milts N. on County TrunK
"V" . Stanley Saverson, owner; Francis N. Werlein, auctioneer; Gateway
Credit Inc.. dork.
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NORTHERN INVESTMENT COJU
|
I

M
sf
p Due to the loss of my barn by fire , I will dispose
| of the |
y . following personal property at public
i ;t

I AUCTION I
ii
s

2 miles north of Ccnterville —OR— 13 miles south of
Arcadia on State Highway 93, then Vi mile east on all
weather road on the Orville Lindberg farm. Watch for

I arrows.

y

|Monday* November 15 g
:"':

Sale starts at 1:30 P.M.

Lunch will be served.

35 HEAD OF CATTLE (34 HI-GRADE HOLSTEIN
1
% HEIFERS ) — 32 Holstein heifers , 15 close springers , remnind er bred and springing; 2 Holstein heifers , 20 months
¦; old , open; 1 Angus bull , Registered, 2 years old. A Rood
herd of well bred Holstein heifers. Many are close springOnly $700
ers and vaccinated.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT - Gas hot water heater with
Wi CADILLAC 4-door hardcirculating fan; double wash tank; 2 stainless steel milk
top, p o w e r steering,
y cans; 2 stainless strainers.
power brakes , power
«
MACHINERY - A.C. "WD-45" tract or with power
sent , power windows , ra- |:| steering; A.C. CA tractor with cultivator ; Ford Dearborn
dio, heater , premium
f l-row corn picker; Case Model 33 PTO bay baler; chop|
tires. Runs good, clean.
y per box with false endgate; J.D . Model 45 manure loader;
Chock this one out today. .
green feed box ; Gehl green crop chopper; Winpowcr .llon wagon , new ; J.D. row crop chopper with corn and
Only $400
; hay. att.; McD. wagon ; unloading jack; :i steel farrowing
.'.) crates with feeder and waterer ; 15 Jamesway .slanclimns ,
Kvory one genuine ,
j; real good; 15 Mitchells stanchions, fair ; misc. small items.
dependable
:¦ ¦
TERMS ; Under $10.00 cash; over Mint amount cash
, : or '/, down and balance in monthly pnymenls. T.',. nrlded
USUI ) CAHS
to balance for Ii months. Your credit is always good with
the Norther n Investment Company.
'
PHIl '-LiP FOSS, OWfiJKR
. '
;%
Alvin Kohner , Auctioneer
Northern Investment Co., Lester Senty. Clerk
HUICK -OLD SMOniLK-dMC
tlop, by Eldon W. ft'iig, Arcndi ii , Wisconsin
Open Mnn. h Fri. nlghl
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By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY
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By Mort Walk*
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By Chic Young

by Bud Blaka

TIGER
By Hinna-Barbera

THE FLINTSTONES
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. . . the complete meal , starting with assorted relishes, bread
baik«t, and includes your cholc. ef soup or juice, tcuty salad,
potato , generous terving of delicious Prime Rib, beverage and
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By Al Capp
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DINNER ()

detsert . . . all for |ust
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Starting Hex! Sunday, Nov. 14th,and Every Sunday, We Will Feature
.
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PRIME
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LI'L ABNER

fly Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON
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Haddad's 10-Point Policy:
1. Buttons Replaced
2. Open Seams Resewn

t, Ufl,n,._ -_M

¦

TWO TIES

CLEANED
FREE

with regular dry cleaning
of any man's suit or coat.
Here's a wonderful way to refresh those ties at

no •x,ra co,,! Ju,t ,Bnd that *ult or coa, ,o u»
NOW for drycleanlng and include two ties.

We 'll

drycleart tho ties FRECI
_ _ _ - . _ __ .___, _¦.____,__ __.

LIMITED OFFER-ACT NOW!

4. Pant Cuffs Opened, Brushed and
5. Dress Buttons Removed and

SUPPER CLUB
Fountain City,

A¦
_ffc V I"
Al II I W •
EM W I Ii•

"'* now ,im* to ,Urt linking about Christmaa Parties.

Mek* yot|r Reservation NOW for the night you wish.
Phene IM-7«_ l for Information.

f__B__.
V
^__^__^__^__

7. Hooks and Eyes Replaced

JBL^T

kHBBMHH -HIH
_ H__i

8. All Garments Neatly Bagged

9. Sta-Nu Finish on All Garments
10. Prompt, Courteous, Efficient Service

^R ^V
sS
_
^
>»_>*e* *~~*

A r ( * B m ^
£V

ALL THIS AT NO EXTRA CHAROE

165 Maid St.

__^__^_J

ACCOM FrOITi ISt Nat'l Batik

_____

_ P.HONG

22^91

